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PREFACE

An account oflndia's freedom struggle and the role ofthe Indian freedom fighters
is nothing new.

Yet the novelty of the subject matter of this dissertation lies in the

comprehensive treatment of Sub has Chandra Bose's relation with British at different
stages of his life and his analysis of the different facets of British imperialism in India as
well as the British reaction to Bose's intensive struggle for freedom. These aspects of
Netaji's ideas and activities have so far been treated in a)\..isolated or in a scattered
manner,not in such a co-ordinated and interconnected comprehensive manner linking up
the scattered parts into an integrated whole. This dissertation deals with this subjectmatter right from the very beginning of his infancy to the final stage of his mysterious
disappearance from the Indian panorama. Whether he survived the reported accident at
Taihoku and the mystery of his whereabouts thereafter -

this controversial subject-

matter has been left outside the scope of the dissertation.
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Chapter I

A.

THE BACKGROUND : THE BRITISH WORLD OF
SUBHAS CHANDRA BOSE(1897-1921)

Subhas Chandra Bose was born on Saturday23rd January,l897 at Cuttack of
Orissa. Janakinath Bose was his father and Prabhabati (or rather Prabhavati) Bose (nee
Dutta) was his mother. He was the sixth son and the ninth child of his parents.
The family Subhas Chandra belonged to was large enough having a big size of
family members containing thirteen siblings of him, a number of departments, servants
and the representatives of the animal worlds. There was no possibility for the parents to
contact their children intimately though Subhas yearned for it. He 'could not help
envying those children who were lucky to be on friendly terms with their parents'. 1 Father
Janakinath Bose had a cloak of reserve around him and had a little time to spare for his
children due to professional and public activities. Mother Prabhavati was to maintain
everything in the family affairs. She was so strict that her word was the law. The children
were awed by their parents. Subhas Chandra felt that he had been overawed not only by
his parents, but he had been 'relegated into utter insignificance' by the presence of his
many elder brothers and sisters' .2
Though his parents were strict disciplinarian. their inability to spare time for the
children made Subhas to feel himself 'a thoroughly insignificant being·

3

.This was his

acute identity crisis. "The very basis of this identity crisis was, as is clear from his
autobiography a feeling of insignificance, diffidence, frustration and maladaptation which
he developed very easily in life ..... As he was of a shy , sensitive, eccentric. introvert and
emotional temperament, which he admitted himself, the burden of this despondent feeling
was too heavy on him , and he started life with a sense of diffidence, uncertain about his
identity. He looked askance at the very existence of his se!f'. 4 Inevitably he developed
the traits of a lonely child.

2

In 1902 , Subhas Chandra Bose , at the age of five was admitted into the
Protestant European School at Cuttak authorized and run by the Baptist Mission. It was
completely based on the English model, style and curriculum At the very beginning of
his school life , he had for the tirst time experienced a new setting

the presence of the

British in India. "From a wholly Bengali setting he arrived at a nucleus of the British
presence in India". 5 But what he experienced, it was with irk and warp due to the racial
discrimination and differentiation openly practiced by the school authority. In the
curriculum, geography and history of Great Britain were taught more than that of India.
The Indian pupils could not join the volunteer corps, attend the scholarship examinations
though they topped in the class examination, while the Europeans and the Anglo-Indians
could do all these despite their worse results and pertormance. In school, Subhas Chandra
felt, in fact, the Indians were treated as a class apart The curriculum was formed as to
make the pupils as English in their mental make-up as possible. Though there was no
direct attempt seen to influence the religious ideas of the Indian pupils, Subhas Chandra
felt that too much importance on the teaching of the Bible had not been adopted easily
by them.
"And I must say that there was never any attempt to influence unduly our social
and religious ideas. Things went on smoothly for some years and we seemed to have
fitted into our milieu splendidly. but gradually there appeared a rift within the lute.
Something happened which tended to differentiate us trom our environment. ..... To
some extent this differentiation was inevitable, but what was not inevitable was the
conflict that arose out of it"

r,

Such a conflict inituned bv the school environment in the

P.E. School inevitably made him to feel himself lost Under such an environment vitiated
by racial prejudice and discrimination, he had a feeling of unhappiness and maladaptation
to his surroundings .This feeling was accentuated by another factor. He did badly in
sports and did not play any part in the bouts that took place In the P E School, as studies
did not have the importance, he came to cherish a poor opinion of himself The feeling of
insignificance and diffidence, as noted above, continued to haunt him and led him to
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question the very justification of his identity. ''It is true that he did not revolt against the
school environment but he felt a strong undercurrent of hostile reaction against the
school, against its very educational set up rnarked by injustice, partiality and
discrimination. It was unfortunate for him that he was going to be a product of that
school." 7 Subhas Chandra was making up his mind to leave the school as early as
possible to get rid of his feeling of unhappiness and maladaptation caused by the school
environment under which he felt a nascent feeling of identity crisis After spending seven
years' formative period of his life at the Protestant European School, he left it in 1909
and was extensively satisfied to say good-bye to his teacher and school-mates without
regret. "In truth, he was glad to leave a school where he felt maladjusted, and where his
feelings of insignificance grew more ~cute ,g
ln 1909, joining the Ravenshaw Collegiate School, Subhas felt happy enough.
Here there was no such environment which could ignore the Indian requirements, Indian
conditions, Indian history, sociology, geography and everything The school was largely
adaptable to an Indian student .Having a congenial academic environment, Subhas laid
importance on Bengali grammar and spelling As the school did not lay much stress on
sports which was not interesting to Subhas himself, he found gardening immensely
interesting. Besides gardening, he did physical exercise and gymnastics regularly. His
better command ofEnglish earned for him love and care ofthe teachers . "Ofthe teacher
there was one who left a permanent impression on my youth mind ,') He was Beni
Madhav Das, the headmaster of the Ravenshavv C'ollegiate School The guidance of the
soul steering headmaster "instilled in his young dtsciple an awareness of moral values
and social responsibility". 10 Though in the family of Subhas Chandra, politics was totally
restricted the bewitching headmaster brought him into touch with the cultural revivalism
and nationalism as well as religious tradition of lndra The Vedas, Epics, the Upanishads
were taught with more significance "He continued his European education through out
his life, but become less attractive to Anglicized wav than his father or brother Sarat and

4

began to make his own synthesis of the cultures of the west and India This became fully
11
articulated when he reached adulthood "

The all round environment at the Ravcnsha\v collegiate school was pleasing him
unbounded. " I enjoyed my new surrounding . the more as I had longed for the change.
At the other School, though I had for seven years, I had not left behind any friends." 12
But at the same time, even under such a pleasing environment outside llis budding mind,
Subhas Chandra faced the stormiest period in his psychical life ''lt was a period of acute
mental conflict causing untold suffering and agonv. which could not be shared by any
friends and was not visible to any outsider" u The two fold mental conflict of Sub has
Chandra was the natural attraction of worldly life and secondly of worldly pursuits in
general against which his higher self was beginning to revolt and the growth of sexconciousness, quite natural at the age ,but which he considered unnatural and immoral
and which he was struggling to suppress

or transcend Though both of these were

natural, Subhas considered it to be unnatural and thus was boldly against it. He wanted to
lead a celibate life where there would not be any response to sex "which was erroneously
taken by him to be something sinful.'

14

.

The sex-consciousnesses gradually became

bitter to Subhas Chandra and the more he tried to suppress it, it became stronger than
before sharpening his mental conflict He had felt himself guilty and this feeling
sharpened his identity crisis. He began struggling to suppress the unnatural needs, as he
considered it, and simultaneously he was subconsciously groping after some ideal some requirements to make up his mind in a concrete shape. "What I required, he wrote,
and what I was unconsciously groping after what was a central province, which I could
use as a peg to hang my whole life on and a firm resolve to have no other distractions in
life. It was no easy job to discover this principle or idea and then consecrate my life to it.
My agony could have been terminated, or at least considerably mitigated, if I had either
given in at the outset as so many have done, or had with one bold effort of the will fixed
on an idea and heroically brushed aside all allurements But I would not let me do so. I
had therefore to fight on. And a stiff fight it \vas. because I was weak For me the

5

difficulty was not about the determination of life's goal so much as about concentrating
my entire will to that single goal .Even after l had decided what was the most desirable
object in life, it took me long time to establish peace and harmony within myself by
bringing under control contrary or rebellious tendencies, for though the spirit was willing
the flesh was weak. A stronger will than mine would undoubtadly have managed things
more easily." 15
Under such circumstances, Sub has Chandra· s identity crisis became acute and he
began to feel himself lost But fortune was atlorded to him, when he visited a friend's
house and saw there some works of swami Vivekananda. Hardly turning over a few
pages,he got a signal of something, he had been subcuns(:ioush \caring for long .For
days, weeks and months, he intensively read the wurks or Swami Vivckananda which for
the first time stimulated and ideal in him. "It was the ideal of a devoted spiritual life and
a dedication to social service for one's own salvation as preached and practiced by
Vivekananda." 16 .Vivekananda's maxims were :service to man is service to God, the
service of humanity includes the service of one's country. Though from the study of
Vivekananda' s works Sub has Chandra emerged with a vivid idea of the essence of his
teachings, he could not be expected to understand the full significance of the teaching at
that tender age "I was barely fifteen when Vivekananda entered my life. Then there
followed a revolution within and everything was turned upside down. It was, of course, a
long time before I could appreciate that full significance of his teaching or the greatness
of his personality, but certain impressions were stamped indelibly on my mind from the
outset ."

17

Subhas Chandra was equally impressed by the teachings of Ramakrishna
Paramahansa, the master of Vivekananda. His message that only through renunciation
was realization possible was adopted by Subhas Chandra. The two-fold renunciation lust and gold were necessary for man to acquire a spintual life The complete conquest of
lust, as Ramakrishna emphasized, helped him to sublimate the sex instinct At this critical
juncture, Ramakrishna and Vivekananda came as a great help to him.

1

6

But still he was not free from his identity crisis. "Rather, two things should be
borne in mind in this context Firstly, it was merely help and not a salutation of his
problems and, moreover, it was a partial help, not complete, related only to the
intellectual or psychological and personal or private aspects of his problems. Secondly,
curiously enough, it created problems elsewhere- conflict with his family because of his
unflinching spiritual quest

which consequently aggravated the identity crisis in his

life " 18 This identity crisis became more acute after being influenced by the teachings of
Ramakrishna and Vivekananda. "Ramkrishana 's example of renunciation and purity
entailed a battle royal with all the forces of the lower self And Vivekananada's ideal
brought me into conflict with the existing family and social order. l was weak, the fight
was a long- drawn one in which success was not easv to obtain, hence tension and
unhappiness with occasional fits of depression " 1''
Subhas soon took the mental and spiritual exercises or yoga. Concentration was
practiced in many ways. Self- notification of various kind was also restored.
Numerous letters written by him to his mother and elder brother Sarat Chandra
Bose indicate his moral, philosophical and spiritual views. He wrote to his mother in
1912,

"The essence of human life

a continuous cycle of birth and death -- is

dedication to Lord Hari. Life is meaningless without it..

I must therefore have only

Faith unquestioning Faith --- Faith in the existence of the Lord; I want nothing else." He
assessed moral values of the Indian religion ,the miserable conditions of the country in a
letter. "How holy and eternal the Hindu religion was and how degraded our religion is
now!" .... Will the condition of our country continue to go from had to worse

- will not

any son of Mother India in distress, in total disregard of his selfish interests, dedicate his
whole life to the course of the Mother'?" This feeling naturally originated in his mind
which had already been acquainted with the teachings of Vivckananda and Ramkrishana.
Under Vivekananda's influence during the period between 1908-1912 Subhas
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Chandra began to search for a Guru and he and some like minded t!iends undertook some
works for social service. These activities were tn no way ltked by his family particularly
his parents and conflict arose with his family. It cl!d not escape from his parents' notice
that a reserved, serious boy, an avid reader of introspective mind like him had a
precocious concern for religious truth, self-control and psychic harmony
"It is difficult to say which aspect ofthe conflict was more painful- the external or

the internaL A stronger or less sensitive mind than mine would have come on successful
more quickly or suffered much less acutely than I did. But there was no help; I had to go
through what was in store for me The more my parent endeavored to restrain me, the
more rebellious I became. When all the other attempts failed, my mother took to tears.
But even that had no effect on me. I was becoming callous, perhaps eccentric, and more
determined to go my own way, though all the ttme l was feeling inwardly unhappy. To
defy my parents in this way contrary to my nature and to cause them pain was
disagreeable, but I was swept onwards as by an irresistible current There was very little
appreciation or understanding at home of what I was dreaming at the time, and that added
to my misery. The only solace was to be found in the company of friends and I began to
feel more at home when away from home '' 20 He began to feel peculiar pleasure defying
the family members. He began to regard his mother's orders unjustif!ed "When I took to
religion and Yoga seriously and wanted freedom to go where I liked and whatsoever I
wished , I frequently came up against parental instruction

But l had no hesitation in

disobeying them because by that time I believed . under the inspiration of Yivekananda,
that revolt is necessary for self fulfillment -that when a child is born, its very cry is a
revolt against the bondage in which it finds itself'' 2 1
In his spiritual quest, he found "that for spiritual development social service was
necessary. The idea came probably from Yivekananda for, as I have indicated above, he
had preached the ideal of the service of humanity which included the service of one's
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country." 22 Subhas Chandra was so influenced by Vivekananda's ideal that he learnt his
duty to his motherland. As an Indian he was proud of being born in the country. Because
"India is god's beloved land." 23 He was also greatly amazed by Vivekananda's teaching
that the West was spiritually backward and that the whole world needed India's religious
message. To him it was religion for all Subhas

wa~

highlv impressed when Vivekananda

said that India might be materially poor and technologically backward, but she was
spiritually rich. Vivekananda argued that India had at the same time to learn some
qualities from the west: self confidence, viability, skills and strength
The teaching of Vivekananda and Ramkrishna began to twist two goals in his
mind, one was his Motherland's freedom and other was his selfless action for that end
.But his goals were not yet politically motivated "These were still pre-politi·cal days and
his vision was a cultural and religious one. hut the sense of a mission of life was
awakening."

24

In his life at the Ravenshaw Collegiate SchooL Subhas Chandra became wellequipped with spiritual teachings. But the important thing was that as long as he was at
school,he did not mature politically. At his school life, after becoming familiar with
Vivekananda's teaching, he thought about his country, her fallen state of condition and
necessity of her service but they were something like a consequential output of the
spiritual quest of a precocious school boy like Subhas Chandra.
Subhas Chandra sat for the Matriculation Examination in March, 1913 and came
out second in the whole University. His delighted parents decided to send him Calcutta
for higher education and hoped that the atmosphere in Calcutta would help him to round
off his eccentricity and to lead a normal life suitable to his age.
Sub has joined the Presidency College, Calcutta in 1913. But his parents hope was
soon to be disillusioned. His mental conflict from which he had been sutTering for the last
few years was hardly resolved. In the very beginning of his college life, he had made

9

certain definite decisions for himself

he was gomg to lead life conducive to his

spiritual welfare and the uplift of humanity. he was going to make a protound study of
philosophy

SO

that he COuld solve the fundal!lt:'lltal pwbkms of' li

was going to emulate Ramkrishana and \'1vckan<nHid

ih

ar a:-,

1: . Ill ~;ractical

pu~:-.1bk.

life he

and in any case,

he was not going for a worldlv life. Then there came a stage of doubt in his life. It was
not merely an intellectual doubt.. but doubt cmhr:king the whole life "Man begins to
question his very existence

\J..hv he

\\3S

born.

t()f

\vhat purpnc;c he lives, and what

ultimate goal is. If he comes to a definite conclusion, whether of a permanent or of a
temporary nature, on such problems, if often happens that his outlook on life

changes~

he begins to view everything from different perspective and goes in for a revaluation of
existing social and moral values. He builds of a new world ofthought and morality within
himself and, armed with it, he faces the external world " 2·' Subhas Chandra believed that
no great achievement, whether external or internaL is possible without a revolution in
one's life This revolution had two stages- doubt m skepticism and reconstruction. "The
intellectual doubt which assailed me needed sattsfaction and constituted as 1 then was,
that satisfaction would not have been possible without some rational philosophy. The
philosophy which I found in Vivekananda and in Ramkrishna came nearest to meeting
my requirements, and offered a basis on which to reconstruct my moral and practical life.
It equipped me with certain principles with which to determine my conduct or line of
action whenever any problem or crisis arose before rnv eyes " 2('
In 1913, when he joined the Presidency College. he had an idea. almost fixed that
conquest of sex was essential for spiritual upliftmcnt Thus he continued his yogic and
psychic exercises. Meanwhile. he began to be :nriucnced by Auh)tnndo's philosophy
which emphasised on the reconciliation betv,een rnattcr nnd sprit or God and creation

-~
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a gospel truth to Subhas Chandra. His ph!losophicai outlook can be seen more clearly
from a letter written by him to his elder brother Sa rat Chandra Bose in 1915. "By all
means build up a philosophy in order to harmonize all your present activities in life. Then
proceed in accordance with that philosophy. On the order hand, in the inner recesses of
your mind destroy and reconstruct it every moment of your life Life progresses through
continuous construction and destruction Man

proceed~

from truth to higher truth. We

must pass through inconsistencies. They fulfill life·
To attain the higher truth spirituill de\ f'irllwwnt

I' ncn:s~an

upliftment, Subhas followed the idea of Ramkrishn:; and Vivckanandr:
latter's teaching which emphasized on

th<~

so,

121i

·.ervicC'

development. He then came greatly under the influence

:h

For spiritual
particularly the

a means to spiritual

ur a group.

which he had met a

year ago in Cuttack. The group proceeded to give etfect to Vivekananda's teachings. The
group was popularly known as the neo- Vivekananda group of which the main object was
to bring about a synthesis between religion and nationalism not merely on theoretical
sphere, but on practical life as well
In long vacation period of Iq 14 with hi:· !r rend Heman! a Kumar

~;arkar,

Sub has

Chandra without any information to h1s ramdy disappeared for several months into the
religious heartland of northern India in search ot' a guru and of spiritual truth. His family
had become extremely anxious over his disapreMancc Such hehaviDur of Subhas
Chandra resumed his conflict with family Though his family members were dissatisfied
with him and anxious for him, he had no repentance "Home had no attraction for me -for
it was world quite different from that of my dream~ '' 27 But all this guru-hunting pursuit
was in vain as he failed to find an enlightened guru he expected. He returned with a
fallen health after a prolonged tour He wrote to a friend about his return and repented
enough. ''I have become so callous, I really do not know why I have termed so stonyhearted. I do not feel at all for my parents

thcv wept and I could not help smiling"

The first two years of his college life qlllcklv ended, and Subhas passed the
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Intermediate Examination in the first division. From this account of his early life from
infancy to adolescence, it seemed clear that he had got no political maturity There were
many significant factors which prevented his early political

(a)

matullt~

Home Atmosphere
One of these significant factors was the home atmosphere which was not

congenial for politics. In fact, there 'politics was a tabooed subject '

2

x

by the dictate of his

father Janakinath Bose.
Janakinath Bose was educated in Calcutta and (\Jttack

He joined the Bar as an

advocate at Cuttack in 1885 and became the first non-otlicial Chairman of the Cuttack
municipality in 1901. Gradually he built up his flourishing prnfession and became
government pleader and public prosecutor in I90.:; His thorough knowledge of the Orissa
Tenancy Laws earned for him his nomination b) the Government as a member to the
Bengal Legislative Council in 1912. His loyal services to the Government deserved for
him the little ofRai Bahadur in 1912

a government recognition of his loyally.

Janakinath Bose agreed with the belief of the great minority of the western
educated middle class Bengalis of the late nineteenth century that the British rule was
benevolent "He felt a sense of gratitude to the British for the gitts to India law and
order; reforms such as the creation of legislative

courKil.~

with Indian members, and of

course,their language literature and science " 2" The beginning ,,f the twentieth century
was a formative period for the Indian nat1onal

spJ!d 111

and India in general bitterly experrencetJ

the

atmosphere was made favourable within Janakmath

which

Par::i:(\r:

.~

hume

:~l':iud fklH.(al
.11

l'H!S Ye1

in particular
no political

\L father, l1kewise, though

he had a high standard of morality, and influenced his family to that end, was not antigovernment "

30

The mental attitude of Janakinath Bose to politics prevented every

12

member to take part in any political activity Subhas Chandra and his siblings were
interested in cutting out pictures of revolutionaries from the papers and hanging those in
their study room But one day a visitor. a relative of the Hose hundy and a police officer
saw these pictures and complained to Janakinath Bose All the pictures were removed
before his sons and daughters returned from school
Janakinath Bose regularly visited the annual sessiOn of the Indian National
Congress, "but did not actively participated in politics though he was a consistent
supporter of Swadeshi" 31 He always maintained detachment from politics. He led a life,
'curious, but familiar mixture of Indian and European culture.'

12

He had a good intimacy

with the top British officers at Cuttack of whom he was proud enough.
Thus there was, though, not to be a question of growing up any anti-British
stratagem at his home, he was not a man of snobbish type and he never blindly supported
the British Raj. Due to a difference with the District l'vlegistrate, Janakinath resigned the
post of the government pleader and public prosecutor ttl IC)! 7 and gave up the title of Raj
Bahadur as a protest against the repressive policv

~Jf'

the British Government in 1930.

Both the royalties were previously awarded him for his !oyaltv to the government Thus
Subhas Chandra's father suffered from an ambivalent position, he was not in favour of
any political activity at home or by his family memhers, yet his above activities may be
termed quasi-political in character.
At home Subhas had found a religious atmosphere trom his parents. His mother's
orthodoxy and father's eclectic Hindu belief had a great impact on their children.
Alongwith the other sons and daughters of Janakinath and Prahhavati. Subhas Chandra
was introduced into the religion, literature,

mvth~,

and folklore

(lf

his own lndian society.

He liked to hear from his mother the stones lrom ! tK Indtan ep1cs. the

~VIahabharata

and

the Ramayan and the religious Bengali songs Being mtroduced with religious counseling
and general guide of his mother and hts fat he( s good attitude towards the religious

13

reformation, Subhas Chandra began searching for htrnself He was also fond of music and
smgmg.
He took a great interest in raising plants and working in the garden disregarding
the sports. By nurturing the garden, he in fact, nurtured his personality and subsequently,
he had to nurse others, often poor He imbibed from his father sympathy for the poor and
a genuine disposition towards charity, at a verv young age. "His father, Janakinath Bose,
was an able, public-spirited lawyer of hrc,ad social interests and nrthodo\ nationalism "

33

While his father's constant advice to hts children to follow plain livltlg and high thinking
had to lay a great impact on them. his prn-Bnt ish ,Jttitude had also
home.

<l

.urave intluence at

On the whole the home atrnosphetL' was conducive morallv, socially and

spirinally but not politically.

(b) School Atmosphere

In his early school life in the Protestant European School at Cuttack, Subhas
Chandra had no opportunity to develop politically The tirst important thing was that the
school was authorized and run by the Europeans where no political teachings were
imparted. Though he bitterly experienced racial discrimination and differentiation openly
practiced by the school authority, he never took it as a bad political outpouring. "It is
true that he did not revolt against the school environment but he felt a strong undercurrent
of hostile reaction against the school, against its verv educational set-up marked by
injustice, partiality and discrimination " 34
On the other hand, Subhas Chandra appreciated the discipline and deportment,
neatness and punctuality ofthe school The students received more individual attention at
the hands of their teachers and daily work was done regularly and svstematically Though

14

Bible was taught in the class, " I must sav that there was never any attempt to influence
unduly our social and religious ideas ,, '' "I was there for seven years. hom I902 to 1908,
and was to all intents and purposes sattsfied wtth

my surroundings,\(,

It was

significantly the sign of his broad mind v, hich -was basicalh an inheritance having
nourished in a congenial environment like his neighbours of various communities at
Cuttack, his family itself and his unceasing touch with the positive themes of English
education. " I was lucky, however, that the environment in which I grew up was on the
whole conducive to the broadening of my mind In my infancy I was brought into touch
with English people, English education, and English culture "

17

ln his life at the Ravenshaw Collegiate Sd1oul. Subhas Chandra became well
equipped with spiritual teachings As h)ng as he\\ as

,l\

1hc

schoui !'t\ltn l909-l9l3,he did

not mature politically.This was due partly to hts natural tendancv which pointed in a
different direction, partly to the fact that Orissa \.vas a political back water, and partly to
political restriction within the family ctrcle.Subhas Chandra himself said. "Occasionally I
did hear about the affairs of the Congress from any elder brother. but that did not make
any impression on me. The first bomb thrown in 1908 created a stir everywhere and we
too were momentarily interested ,,x Uptill December. 1911 he was politically so
undeveloped that he participated in an essay competition on the

King GeorgeV's

coronation. He stood first in English Composltt\Hl 1"': he was 11ut a\v<uded any prize on
that occasion. During the Christmas he vtsited ( akutta when King visited that city. In
19 t 2, Sub has Chandra received the first ptiltt teal 1mpacl 11om a :-;tudent named Hemanta
Kumar Sarkar who came to passionately about the11 duty to their countr\· He also told
Subhas Chandra about his group in Calcutta Subhas Chandra was greatly impressed, but
such an impetus was not sufficient to develop him politically He was not yet to penetrate
into the political arena.
Thus we find that his infancy at home, his school life at the P E School and the
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Ravenshaw Collegiate School, Cuttack and

h1:->

early College life at the Presidency

College, Calcutta provided a fertile ground for his identity crisis. He was not yet sure of
the very purpose of his existence. The feeling of a thoroughly insigni ticant being himself,
a sense of diffidence which developed at home continued to haunt him to escape from
which he kept his mind engaged in a spiritual quest with a moral and philosophical
penchant Looking back to Vivekananda and Ramkrishna' s teachings he dedicated
himself to service of humanity and renunciation of lust and gold lle

v\

as also inclined to

the teaching of Aurobinda who argued that the immediate need of every Indian was the
political independence without which the reconstruction of exploited was impossible. He
also pointed out three kinds

or

resistancl' tn ,lpprl'SSJon armed revolt, aggressive

resistance, and defensive resistance, whether passi vc

\)J

active

When under the inspiration of Aurobindo and Lal-Bai-Pal, revolutionary terrorism
stormed the city of Calcutta, Subhas entered the Presidency College of the city, which
was one of British India's most prestigious College Though the promising student were
admitted into the college, the college had a bad name in the eyes of police. "The College
fraternity was divided into several groups
budding revolutionaries .. , 19 But .

from roval son's of Rajas and zamindars to

· Subhas w<h :-,till at a stage where the idea of social

service appeared more than direct political activit\

Although there were political

groups among the youth and the revolutionaries used the college campus and hostels and
messes as recruiting grounds for new members. Subhas was not enticed. He had
developed a powerful identification with his Indian homeland
impoverished and wretched Mother India
through social service."
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especially seen as an

but his commitment was to be fulfilled

ln Presidency College, Sub has Chandra, accompanied with the

neo- Vivekananda group had an ample scope

\li.

bemg dedicated to the social service.

Thus he came into contact with the group of earnest boys who considered themselves the
spiritual heirs of Ramakrishna and Vivekananda
Politically the group to which Suhhas Chandra \vas conJlcctcd was against
terroristic activity and secret conspiracv of everv sor1 Even occasionally there was
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friction between the groups of

Subha~

( hand I (j and metnbc:" of some terrorist

revolutionary organization engaged in recruiting The revolutiunan upheaval was the
direct products of the long drawn events of politics The group to which Sub has Chandra
belonged was not interested in politics, but in national reconstruction. Subhas himself
said, " So long as politics did not interest me, my attention was directed towards two
things -.

service

meeting as many religious teachers as possible and qualifying for social

,41

In such a critical moment of extremist upnsmg, the Central Investigation
Department suspected the group to

whi~h

Subhas was connected The group was raided

but no proof of revolutionary activities was found and thev were let\

to

themselves.

'
Subhas Chandra coolly detatched

fr(~lll

thv

tctt'11tq tl'\

himself observed, "In spite of political at mosphcre

\l!

ulut:,Jnarv movement. He

Calcutta and the propaganda

carried on among the students by the terrorist -- revolutionaries, I wonder how I would
have developed politically, but for certain fortuitous circumstances. I often met, either in
college or in the Hostel, several of those who -- I learnt afterwards - were important men
in the terrorist revolutionary movement and who later were on the run. But I was never
drawn towards them, not because I beliexed

111

nun- v1o!cnce as Mahatma Gandhi does,

but because I was then living in a world of mv m' nand held that the ultimate salvation of
our people would come through the process of nattonal reconstruction"
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Subhas

Chandra was as religious activist searching for the spiritual truth and for a guru with a
,view to constructing his own ideas about Indian culture traditions. and society, as a step
in the reconstruction of India
But the situation in Calcutta was rapidly changing, and it was tainted by the
misbehaviour of Britishers to Indians. Sub has Chandra was forced to develop politically
by the misbehaviour of Britishers and the Great War.
Since 1909 Subhas Chandra had had verv little to do with Britishers and he
occasionally saw British official visiting the ~chool at Cuttack But in Calcutta he had
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had bitter expenence about the British Everyday while gomg to or returning from
College, Subhas Chandra saw that Britishers, in tramcars intentionally misbehaved with
the Indians. Sometime they put their feet up on the front seats, their shoes touching the
bodies of Indians. On streets also Britishers expected Indians to make way for them ,if
the latter did not do so, they were pushed aside by force or had their ears boxed. In trains
also Britishers always used to occupy the higher class compartment not allowing the
Indians to come in. The railway authorities as Bnt1shers ( or Anglo-Indians) themselves
did not intend to protect the Indian passengers from the Britisher's misbehaviour. On
tramcars, street, trains and other transportation, racial superiority exhibited by the British
led to confrontation with the Indians Subhas Chandra Bose strongly reacted to this type
of insult and humiliation meted out to the Indians by the British and he had full sympathy
for his countrymen in this confronation He even openly protested sometimes against this
misbehaviour of the Britishers as experienced by him in Calcutta. However, this reaction
was of a temporary nature, a matter of spontaneous reaction only and did not create in
him any permanent racist attitude towards the Britishers. It is in the same light that we
should assess his reaction in the Oaten Incident in the Presidency College in 1916 and his
attitude towards the Britishers in Cambridge between 1919 and 1921 These cases may be
examined as follows.
Two years of his life in the Presidency College ended and Sub has Chandra passed
the Intermediate Examination in the first division Then he was admitted to B.A Course.
While he began his serious study, an incident known as 'the Oaten Incident" rocked the
Presidency College in 1916 and had a far-reaching eiTect on his life
Edward Farley Oaten. Prutessnr uf !k.;t'"\ . vho
at first, soon changed his attitude and
unfortunate

enough.

"Professor

Oaten,

hr~ hati_:!ht'

marked

\\i!S

cordia! h1th to the students

hcha\wur to

by

a spmt

ll1L'

students was

of Anglo-Indian

arrogance,always misbehaved \Vith the Indian students of the College and even
manhandled them"

41
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One day, Professor Oaten manhandled some students who \\ere walking along the
corridor adjoining the room where Oaten was lecturing ·'The spark that now lighted the
short fuse of student nationalist sensitives were struck hy Mr F F Oaten, Professor of
History of Presidency College "'+4 As the class representative, Sub has took up the matter
with the Principal and suggested among other things that ProfOaten should apologise to
the students whom he had insulted. The Principal's reply failed to satisfy him and next
day a general strike was declared After the Principal failed to break the strike with
coercive and diplomatic measures, he lev1ed a gcner al tine on the absent students. At the
end of the second day's strike, Mr Oaten amicably settled the dispute with the students
and next day classes were held in an atmosphere of f()rgive and target Though it was
naturally expected that the Principal would withdraw the penal measures, it had not been
done and the fine rankled in the minds of the students, but nothing could be done.
Perhaps nothing more was attempted by the students to go against the Principal's order
because the fine was not the matter

matter was the racist arrogance of an Anglo-Indian

Professor like Oaten who in an address to the students at the Eden Hindu Hostel in late
1915 said, 'As the Greeks had Hellenized the barbarian people with whom they came in

contact, so the mission of the English is to civilize the Indians'
About a month later a similar incident

(\(CliJTCd

in which \lr Oaten was again

involved "The students were excited, militant, detcrrmned to dramatise, to see the affair
as a test of the manhood of lndian Youth, and hence of Indian's own future " 45 They saw
that a strike would simply provoke a disciplinary action like fine. They decided to take
the law in their own hands. The result was that Mr Oaten was subjected to receive a
solitary stroke from behind, but that was of no account
This incident naturally a wide publicity everywhere in Bengal from the newspaper
office to Government House. The Government of Bengal closed the College and
appointed committee of enquiry The Principal called Subhas to his ottice and said,
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"Bose, you are the most troublesome man in the College. I suspend you."

46

Subhas

simply answered, "Thank you" and left the room. The Governing Body also approved the
Principal's decision. Thus the Oaten incident led to the rustication of Sub has from
Calcutta University. But the Anglo-Indian Professor. after fifty-four years ofthe incident,
acknowledged that "Subhas Chandra Bose was suspected to
the affair, though I never had any proof of tlm

han~

been connected with

.,r

The incident had some great inner significance un Subhas Chandra. He learnt to
stand up with courage and compusure The incident developed his self confidence as well
as initiative. For the first time he learnt to overcome his shyness and diffidence. He had
acquired character and could face the future \.vlth equanimity in his own words.
According to Leonard A.Gordon,in a microscopic form this event became a rehearsal for
the bigger and more directly political event of the coming years in his life " 48
One year after his rustication, Subhas Chandra was admitted into the Scottish
Church College in B.A(Hon) Class in philosophy a!ler he had produced a no-objection
certificate from the former college Returning tc' the mainstream of college life he now
became most attentive to his studies.
In 1919, his father proposed to him to go to England to study for the Indian Civil
service and gave him twenty four hours to make up his mind. While his father was more
enthusiastic to have his son as an ICS, his son was in an acute dilema whether power
meant corruption and whether it would upset his principle of renunciation oflust and gold
and whether it would mean conflict with his love for his motherland. He ultimately
decided to go to England on academic ground tu -;t:1dv '\1 .·\ in e"perimental Philosophy
in Cambridge University than getting ICS He set sail on September! 'i, 1919.
His life in Cambridge was short but ver\ significant With the help of Mr.
Reddaway, the Censor, Subhas Chandra was admitted into the Cambridge University in
M.A. He started preparation for both ICS and M A There he had got opportunity to study
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vanous English works. He highly adm1red the lectures ot' the British Professors of
Cambridge, the academic atmosphere there, the respect shown by the Englishmen to the
students, the regular debates on some social, political,cultural,economic and religious
matters in the Union Society's meetings where prominent members of Parliament and
even members of the Cabinet took part, and sense of optimism, discipline and
punctuality. He was highly impressed by a debate on India One of the participants, Sir
Oswald Mosley, a great social worker, openly criticized General Dyer and O'dwyer and
remarked that the event of Amritsar in 19!9 were the expression of racial hatred
During the six terms of his Cambndge liCe. he round the relation between the
British and the Indian students on the whole, although a sense o!' racial superiority was
present in the background and very· soon he enc<'unlt'rcd

<1

racial Ctlnt'rontation When the

Indian students attempted to join the University Officers Training Camps, they were
refused. Subhas Chandra as a spokesman of other student presented the matter at the War
office and the India Office. Each ministry blammed the other. Though Subhas Chandra
tried his best to obtain justice, the ban was not removed This event indicated that the
British government was not eager to train up the Indians enabling them to demand jobs in
the British Army in future. This political rnotivatic111 uf the Brit1sh was easily understood
by him. Subhas Chandra had no intention

t\)

de1nam1

:1

iOb
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the British Army, but he

wanted to train up himself in western model as he fl'li that India was deficient in military
skills and organization Again he argued f(Jr sinHdlcnmh holding ufthc ICS examination
in India, because, thereby enormous expenses of t(J;cJgn travel could be avoided. But the
British government was not in a mind to eas11v accept his arguments. Behind these
feelings of these Subhas Chandra, there was a nationalistic view, though at that moment,
he had not yet been involved in politics His political maturity developed gradually.
However, Subhas Chandra appeared in the Indian Civil Service Examination and
occupied fourth position in order of merit with the first position in the English
composition. But from the very beginning Subhas was not mentally prepared to join the
civil service Thus he wrote a letter to Sarat Chandra Bose, ''A nice fat income with a
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good position in after life

I shall sure! y get

But aller all is service to be the be - all

and end- all of my life')" 49 Again in another letter to Sarat, dated 26th January, 1921, he
wrote: "I am now at the cross-ways and no compromise is possible. I must either chuck
this rotten service or dedicate myself wholeheartedly to the country's cause or I must bid
adieu to all my ideals and aspirations." In another letter on the 16th February, 1912, he
wrote to Sarat, "If CR Das at this age can give up everything and face the uncertainties
of life-~ I am sure a young man like myself, who has no worldly cares to troubles him, is
much more capable of doing so. If I give up the serv1ce. I shall not be in want of work to
keep my hands fulL Teaching, social service, cooperative credit work, journalism, village
organization work -- there are so many things to keep thousands of energetic young man
busy .... Further the very principle of serving under an alien bureaucracy is intensely
repugnant to me."
In this way six letters were written by Subhas Chandra Bose from Cambridge to
his elder brother Sarat Chandra Bose expla1ning the arguments tor his decision to resign
from the ICS. "He know that it would mean great suffering but he was prepared for that
for the sake of his motherland '' 50
Simultaneously, he wrote two important letters to Dasbandhu Chitta Ranjan Das,
the foremost national leader of Bengal, informing him his decision to resign from the ICS
and to join the Indian national movement Considering the Dasbandhu as the high priest of
the festival of the national cause. He also informed C.R. Das that on his return to India he
would be able to take up two kinds of work, teaching in a college and writing for
newspapers. This letter also expressed the ideas in his mind regarding the Indian National
Congress He wrote to CR. Das about variou-, slwrtcornings of the Congress and
requested him to take effective measures to rcnwvv thc.-.;e Subhas also expressed his
desire to do everything for the uplittmcnt ot the (

ongrv~-,

I lis -.;ccond letter to

Dasbandhu CR.Das revealed his plan to work for natiunal reconstruction under the aegis
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of the Indian National Congress. Thus

INC

Ctnd !lrst glittering rays of political

consciousness and interest in Subhas Chandra and that became a crucial factor behind his
resignation from the heaven - born service The dastardly cruelties of the Jallianwalabag
massacre and the clarion call of the non- cooperation movement roused this developed
political consciousness to a high pitch.
Subhas Chandra finally made up fm mllld and submitted his resignation in the
face of opposition of his father and set sail for !ndia

1t1

June, ICJ2!
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B.

BOSE'S STUDY OF BRITISH !JHPERIAL/SJH

To Subhas Chandta Bose
and progress

,. ''PPll'.JI , ''1

Jmpcr;a],,,r·

a blatant v1olation of the prlnctpies

symbol of slavery, exploitatic1n and cky,radat

'I;

lll

nationalism, freedom

truth. JLhtice, libeny, equality -· a
lt i: :\ qtwstion of freedom vs.

slavery; no scope of choice' :
Subhas Chandra Bose understood it well that a business company like the British
East India Company came to India on a trading mission, but gradually it sought political
power and to fulfil their desire of political supremacv over lndi<t they began 'to ignore
the pre-British era of Indian htst\m ' At the I line uf their penetration into India, there
was no doubt, a political disunity prevailing in the country As world's one of the famous
propagandists, the British took the chance of the internal dissension. Ironically thanking
the British propaganda, Subhas said, ''India has been portrayed before the world as a
country full of internal conflicts in which peace has been preserved by the might of
England '' 4 According to Subhas Chandra ··Though geographically, ethnologically and
historically India presents an endless diversity to any observer

there is none the less

fundamental unity underlying this diversity"' The famous historian Vincent Smith is
also of opinion that "India beyond all doubt possesses a deep underlying fundamental
unity, far more profound than that produced etther by geographical isolation or by
1

political suzerainty " ' But the British ne12.lected
path which had no similanty vvith the old

the

Indian hi-;torical glory, created a new

Subhas 1s of up111iun. 'The British people,

unlike the invaders of old. did nut make lndia their home"

They always kept

themselves alien. in India their practical allll \vas the cultural, political and economic
domination for the establishment of a British Indian Empire.
The pre-British history of India \.vas a historv of experiments in which Buddhism
and Hinduism were tested and with the cooperation of all, lndta got a huge store of
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political, cultural and social ideas of prn~penl\
Indian people the principle of toler a nee

\II :;uch re!JgJou~ experiments gifted the

On the basis of

tht~

principle, Akbar, the

Mughal Empire introduced a new religion called the Din-1-llaht and Raja Rammohon
Roy established the Brahmo Samaj

In polittcal sphere also. India had experience of a

republican form of government in the ancient times.

But the imperial Britishers

consistently ignored the great history of India
To consolidate the British Empire in the country, the British initially a trading
concern became a virtual arbiter of the pol1tical destiny
passed called Lord North's Regulation i\ct

'' 1 :1~_·h

or India

pr<:\ided

the policy and administration of the Last lnd1a ( ompany

~~,r
l11

In 1773, an Act was

Ut)\ernmental control over
i 7S4, by Pitt's India Act, a

Board of Control was appointed and the entire operations of the company were brought
under its control. "The appointment of a Board of ControL composed partly of Cabinet
ministers, eventually led to the establishment of the supremacy of the British Parliament
over India," 8 said Subhas Chandra Bose who was aware of the nature and motivation of
the British imperialism in India.

The Charter Act of !833 shaped the company as a

purely political and administrative body, governing India on behalf of the British Crown.
In 1857, the Sepoy Mutiny broke nut against the British Raj
example of the Hindu-Muslim united

strug~2k

period witnessed ruthless supprcss1on
atrocities on the unarrned people
partition of Bengal In 190° the

111'

the Muslims to create a split between

aga1nst the British

The post-Mutiny

al' anti-British nhl\Cments in India and

ln ! 0 r''

lnd1an {

It failed. but remained an

the Vicen)\

,'iliiCi"

\('!

l <'rd Curzon ordered the

providc·d !l.lf separate electorate for

~1ohammedans

and the Hindus.

ln 1919, the

Government of India Act introduced a new svstem of government called the Dyarchy. In
the provinces, the government was to be composed of two sections, called 'transferred'
and 'reserved'

In the central government there was to be no diarchy. The transferred

departments like Education. Agriculturr. l.x.Ch\: and Local Self-gcvc:rnment were to be
administered by the ministers of the ! egislatl\ c C Ollncil wfw were removable by a vote
of that council All these strengthened the

hand~

o!' the imperial power
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In 1919, a countrywide agitation

\\ilS

r<used agatnst the B1Jtish imperialistic policy

and it was led by Mahatma Gandhi. In an attempt to suppress the agitation in Punjab,
terrible massacres were committed by the British troops in Amritsar under General Dyer.
The incident called the Jallianwallabag massacre e\.posed the ruthless nature of the
British Raj in India.
In Kaye's 'Life of Metcalfe', it is stated "It \vas our policy in those days to keep
the natives of India in the profoundest state of barbarism and darkness, and every attempt
to defuse the light of knowledge among the people either of our own or of the
independent states, was vehemently opposed and resented Imperialism must function in
this way or else it ceases to be imperialism
Sub has Chandra Bose had nut possessed enmity
whole

While he became sworn encm\'

or the

lU\\

ards the Englishmen as a

British imperialism. he never forgot to

appreciate the talents ofthe Professors of Cambridge and Mr.Bate's family where he was
a paying guest at the time of his life in Great Britain In a letter to his elder brother Sarat
Chandra Bose on 22.9.1920 from Cambridge, Subhas Chandra wrote, "Mr. Bates
represents English character at its very best

He is altogether unlike the ordinary run

of Englishmen . . who are proud, haughty and conceited and to \vhom everything that is
non-English is bad." He believed that enmity \\lth Britain cuuld be easily avoided ifthe
British would have voluntarily lett India

"India had no quarrel with the British nation

and their struggle was against imperialism that natlPn had set up··"
Subhas Chandra Bose had no personal gnevance behind his anti-imperialist stand.
He was anti-imperialist more because uf the Jl ,tarJh acb
Raj

ur repression

of the British

in India and less because of any prolonged personal experience of racial

discrimination at horne or abroad
imperialistic attitude ascribing it

"Some scholars ascribe a racial factor to his antias product of his long experience of racial

discrimination by the British It is true that thrs factor which bred in him a revolting
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spirit of hatred, tury and even vengeance.

sc1 \Tll ln knd

an

a11l1-Hm1sh

bias to him, and

thereby provide the psychological background of ht~ antt-impcr1altst bias. but at the same
11

time its importance should not be exaggerated··

,

Great Britain as an imperialist pO\.\et

\\ib

the enetm

or

the Indians, Subhas

Chandra believed. He saw that the composition and character of the bureaucracy were
important factors of British imperialism in India

He wanted it to be immediately

changed. "In India they (bureaucrats) have been created by the British and in the higher
ranks they were largely British in composition Their outlook and mentality are in most
cases neither Indian nor national and a national policy can not be executed until the
permanent services become national in outlook and mentality " 11 Thus he never expected
India's freedom from such an admintstratrion

"lt

is someti111cs urged by our British

friends that the British public have an open m:nd on the Indian question and that we
would gain much if we could win their sympatll\ by means or our propaganda. I do not,
however, think the British public have an open mind on the Indian question --- it is not
humanly possible. In India, administration and exploitation go hand and hand, and it is
not exploitation by a group of !Jritish capitalists and financiers, but the exploitation by
Great Britain as a whole The British capital

thai

has been im e::;ted in India has not come

from the upper class alone, but also Jiom the m1ddlc class, and probably to some extent
from the poorer classes as \Veil

Further,

t'\C!l

afford to see the Indian textile 1ndustry thrive
India has not been made a partv qucs:li'i: :"

the vvorking class t't' Great Britain cannot

c\t

the ex.pense of Lancashire. That is why
:,uea! polit1,:ai

1t1cs in Great Britain.

That is why the policy of brutal represstun and persecution was continued in India even
when there was a Labour Government

1n

power

111

London

I know that there are

individual members in the Labour Party \vho nse above selfish consideration and who are
sincere in their desire to do justice to India But however much v.e may admire them and
however cordial our personal relations \vith them may be. the fact remains that they are
not in a position to influence party decr::;ions And, 1udging from our past experience, we
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may say that we cannot expect any improvement in the Indian situation through a change
of Government in Downing Street " 1 ~
Subhas understood that standing on the croc.s-r,)ads nf h::-;turv the British empire
had two alternatives before it

either g_p:ng the

\\<1\

of nther elllpires or transforming

itself into a federation of free nations Onlv economic independence could transform her
into a federation of free nations and economic independence would be possible only if
Great Britain becomes a socialist state.

But the establishment of a socialist state is

impossible until the emancipation of the colonies abroad was achieved. It was because
that, to Subhas Chandra, "There is an inseparable connection between the capitalist ruling
classes in Great Britain and the colonies abroad

As Lenin pointed out long years ago,

reaction in Great Britain is strengthened and fed b\ the enslavement of a number of
nations.

The British aristocracy and bourgeoisie exist primarilv because there are

colonies and overseas dependencies to c:-:ploit

The emancipation or the latter will

undoubtedly strike at the very existence of the capitalist ruling class in Great Britain and
precipitate the establishment of a socialist regime in that country. It should, therefore, be
clear that a socialist order in Great Britain is impossible of achievement without the
liquidation of colonization and we who are fighting for the political freedom of India and
other enslaved countries of British empire arc incidentallv lighting for he economic
emancipation of the British people as \Vel! "
that the British imperialism '"hich stood on

Hence, Subhas Chandra was convinced

1
·•

the'

dependencies, was to be destroyed complete!)

S('

\\Cl\

o!·

the ticcdom

o!'

India and other

that she might not recoup and raise its

head again
Though the British theoretically professed to champion the principle of
democracy, freedom, liberation, nationalism, vet practically in India, they proved
themselves to be against these principles

Subhas Chandra pointed out that the White

Paper issued by the British cynically disregarded the tlmdamental rights of the Indian

..
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people. "There is no mention in this connection of such elementary rights as freedom of
speech. freedom of association etc . nor is there anv assurance given that the scanty of
rights to be conceded will be made altogether imiolabk ''
In the race ofher imperialism. CJicat

l31itatlt \\;b

~11h

( hand: <1 pointed out that the

~uppres.;:on

of the national will to freedom

al?y means India's anti-imperialist nw,cmcn•
British government, in preparing f<.!r the brutal

tutall, :;!epared to suppress by

of the Indian people, was acting in total and cvnical disregard of the principles of
freedom so pompously enunciated in the Atlantic Charter bv Churchi! and the President
of United States
The British Government in India proved themselves tube most inhuman. In the
interest of suppressing the anti-British movement. they never hesitated to adopt any
barbarous means. "The inhuman treatment of the detenus. i e persons kept in detention
without any trial is one of the most tragic chapters nf British rule in India and recalls the
memory of barbarous methods pursued by tyrannical rulers in medieval Europe.
Numerous tragic episodes concerning the lnt ,1f these detenus were regularly brought to
the notice of the government through petitions and public press, but without any result
Every available evidence indicates that in the name and under the disguise of
suppressing revolutionary crimes, the British Government adopted the most unscrupulous
methods to stifle national urge for freedom and inflict upon the helpless detenues behind
the iron curtain varieties of physical torture
caused by the British Government

Pretend1:1'

\uhhas himscl!' raced the atrocities
!.i

11

c

dcmoc:at:s. the l3ritish patronized

Fascism and there is a little distinction between Fascism and Imperialism, the Fascist
countries and England - The Fascist Dictatorc; and their Imperialist kiths- as Subhas
Chandra calls them
To Subhas Chandra, another imperialist nation, America helping Great Britain,
stood in the way of India's freedom "It is only out of the defeat of Anglo-American
imperialism, that India can hope to win her freedom " 1r' Wishing the Indian National
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Congress to be the common platform fc)r all anti-imperialist organizations, Subhas
Chandra told, "Ours is a struggle not only agarnst British imperialism but against world
imperialism as well, of which the former is the kevstonc \Ve are therefore, fighting not
for the cause of India alone but for hurnanitv as \\ell

India l!eed means humanity

saved " 1 ~
In a statement expressmg concern over the debate in the House of Lords,
November 8, 1929, Subhas Chandra Bose said

··It has been definitely stated by His

Lordship that there is no certainty as to whom Dominion Status will be granted."
Maintenance and preservation of power and suprernacv in India were the determination
ofthe British Government. "Domination was its (teed and duplicity -vvas its method." 1R
To Subhas Chandra, to hope that the mightv Br1tish Government would concede the
Dominion Status without a struggle was an act of madness and folly
Government promised everything and

~lid nuth1n~. I(>~

The British

the lh•minion rlomc Rule. In a

broadcast from Azad Hind Radio on \I 3 42 Suhhas Chandra saicL "History of British
rule is a history of broken pledges and unredeemed promrscs" Subhas Chandra who
understood well tactics of the British imperialists commented that those who were
convinced of the promises of the British Government were frail human beings who had
been "led to hope and to believe that there was a short cut to freedom which does not
entail a long and bitter struggle and prNracted suffering and sacrifice " 1')
Divide and rule was main goal of the Brnish !mperia 1 rule over India. The first
feature of this kind of rule was the 13ntisll plan to d1vrde the Hindus and the Muslims in
India and to investigate them against each uthe1

'rhis marked the dawn of the

communal problem in India, largelv an artitic1al handiwork

nr the British " 20

Introducing

the Bill of 1909, Morley openly emphasize(L , i he difference between JV!ohammedanism
and Hinduism is not a mere difference of

arti~.·les

of religious

f~1ith

or dogma

It is a

difference in life, in history, in all the social things as well as articles of belief that
constituted a community "

21

In a letter tom Lord Linlithglow on 29 1h December, 1940,

Subhas Chandra Bose pointed out "Since April 19\7, Bengal has been ruled by a
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Ministry which is predominantly communal in outlook and purpose. Behind this rule,
stands an alliance

~-

between some Muslim MLAs on the one side and the British

Government and the British mercantile community on the other.

On communal

questions, the Muslims are given free hand, while on political issues the will of the
Governor and the British mercantile community is allowed to prevail

Rank

communalism seems to be the basic principle of administration, the other features of
which are inefficiency and corruption " 22 The alliance was fully responsible for creating
a separatist mentality and communal feeling in India

Subhas Chandra rightly believed

that the presence of foreign ruling power has complicated the communal problem.
Another feature of the divide and rule policy of the British Raj was the grant of
separate electorates to the Mohammedans. With a view to have a certain number of seats
reserved for the Mohammedans in the legislative councils, the British Government
introduced the scheme. Subhas Chandra strongly raised protest against it because it was
inconsistent with the principle of nationalism and it encouraged the growth of
communalism. He writes: "The Mahatma . . asked me if I had any objection to separate
electorates since it could be argued that

1t1

absence of the third party the different

communities would live and work in concord. To this I replied that separate electorates
were against the fundamental principles of nationalism and that I felt so strongly on the
subject that even Swaraj on the basis of separate electorates was, in my opinion, not
worth having." 23

Some of the Nationalist Moslim leaders including Dr. Ansari,

Mr. Sherwani never supported the separate electorates. "because they were convinced that
separate electorates were bad not only for the country as a whole, but for the different
communities."

24

On the other hand, the British. according to Subhas, would "move

heaven and earth in order to divide the iVIoslcm cPmmunity on this issue '' 2'
The British Raj issued the Communal Award in India un August 17, 1932. The
protest began from the moment the Communal Award was announced.

From 1932

onwards, numerous meetings were held to protest against the Communal Award and it
achieved no positive result.
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·'The whole object of the

Communt~i

to be to divide India still further
principle of 'Divide and rule'

21

'

;\\\.tid cmhocltt:d

the \Vhite Paper seems

1:1

!he entire ::;chcme is based on the pernicious
He also pointed

Government had been trying to make

;1

r!lt

b<:t\\c·.:l:

\)Lit

that time to time the British

the llirH.iu

:tlld the

view to weakening the anti-imperialist struggle ul' the tndian people

Moslims with a

In !905, both the

Hindus and the Moslims took par1 in the ant1-panitinn and "i\vadeshi movement

To

weaken the united spirit, the British Raj instigated some Moslim leaders to demand for
separate electorates. Hence the separate electorates were granted by the Morley-Minto
Reforms of 1909. Despite the grant of separate electorates, the British never ceased to be
afraid of defeat in the Legislatures

Therefore the Communal Award was issued to the

Indian Christian. women. depressed classl'S cL

1:

cHldit!(

tl'

\loslirm.

~uropeans,

Anglo-Indians and Sikhs. "Bose was convmced that thts policy would not be a success,
and he gives various reasons for it

The Communal Award had merely given better

representation and as the Constitution would give no power to the Indian people as a
whole or to any section of them, the representatives of ditTerent communities would soon
realize that the government had merely given them seats and not power and as such they
would not be able to do anything for the bettennent of the entire community.

And

gradually when the different communities would realize that their representatives were
not able to do anything for them, they would cease taking any interest in the Legislatures
and popular discontent would grow against the

llC\\

constitution--:-

Another scheme of Divide and Rule advocated by the British Empire was the
partition.

In 1905, the British partitioned Benl.(a! aiming the dismemberment of the

provmce. Subhas Chandra foresaw another Brttish desrgn of partition ofthe whole India
into two pieces. "The British are advocating 'divide and rule' and in accordance with
that will be partitioning India, thereby neutralizing the transference of power to the Indian
people,'' 28 he said. He reacted to the plan of partition of India.
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"Pakistan is, of course, a fantastic plan and an unpractical preposition -

for more

reasons than one, India is geographically, historically, culturally, politically and
economically an indivisible unit. Secondly, in most parts of India, Hindus and Muslims
are so mixed up that it is not possible to separate them. Thirdly, if Muslim states were
forcibly set up, new minority problems would be created in these states which would
present new difficulties. Fourthly, unless Hindus and Muslims join hands and fight the
British, they cannot liberate themselves and their unity is possible only on the basis of a
free and undivided India.

An Independent Pakistan is an impossibility and Pakistan,

therefore, means in practice, dividing India in order to insure the British domination for
all. It is noteworthy that in his latest utterances, Mr. Jinnah, the President of the Muslim
League, and a champion of Pakistan, has acknowledged that the creation and
maintenance of Pakistan is possible only with the help of the British." 29 The British
spread out a propaganda that the Indian Muslims were opposed to the freedom struggle
and wanted India to be divided up.
propagate is quite false .... "
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"The British themselves know that what they

To Subhas Chandra, the Britishers may be dividing India

not only into two pieces but also five or six pieces --- Rajasthan for the Indian Princes,
Khalisthan for the Sikhs, Pathanistan for the Indian Muslims living in the North-West of
India etc. besides Pakistan for the communal Muslims.

Though the British adopted

communal policy to divide and rule India, many of the communities like the Nationalist
Muslims, the Indian Christians and even the Depressed classes were no longer in support
of the British Raj in India. He spoke for the Hindu-Muslim unity, asked the Hindus to
respect the rights of the Muslims. He said that dividing along communal lines would
weaken the fight for freedom.
The British government adopted from time to time some constitutional measures
in the name of popular government in the country. But in its practical aspect, they were
not for Indian interests, but for the consolidation of the British Empire in India. The
constitution was adopted on the basis of the divide and rule policy.

In the name of

federation, Subhas Chandra observes, the British formed secret understandings with
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communal Moslims, the Indian Princes and the so-called Depressed classes.

On

November 12, 1930 the first session of the Round Table Conference was held in London
under the chairmanship of Ramsav Macdonald

ln this regard. Subhas Chandra strongly

reacted. He was right to understand the fact that the representatives of the Indian states
were invited to the Conference made it ev1dent at the very outset that the British
Government were anxious to bring the Indian States within the future Constitution. The
first step in that connection had been taken by Sir John Simon when he wrote to the
British Prime Minister for an enlargement of the terms of reference with a view to
including the question of the relations between British India and the Indian States. The
Simon Commission also reported that the ultimate Constitution of India must be a federal
one

According to Bose. immcdiatelv afier dw \ i;;it r1f' H R H tlw Prince of Wales to

India, a reapproachment between the Britlsh (Jovcrnment and the Indian Princes was
developed. Faced with a nationalist upheaval in British India, the British Government
turned to the Indian Princes for sympathy and ass1 stance. The Princes, on the other hand,
were also faced with a democratic movement with their territories which had the support
of the Indian people and they wanted the help of the British Government to hold in check
the popular revolt. It was in pursuance of this demand that the Indian States Bill was
introduced by the Government in the Indian Legislative Assembly in September 22, and
when thrown out by the Legislature. was certitied as lav• bv the Viceroy.
culmination of this friendship was the idea

or tederation

the British Government and the Indian Pnncc..;

111

The

® an unholy alliance between

order to thwart the mass awakening in

India
The federal scheme \Vas, to Subhas ( handra. a dangerous embodiment in the
Government of India Act of 193 5 encouraging the revival of the Princely states in India.
It was the counteraction of the radical forces and the glorification of the conservative
elements in India's constitutional history
would be nominated by the British

The representatives from the Princely States

impcriali.~r·,

:llld !huse rrom the l3ritish India would be
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elected directly or indirectly by popular li-cmchi~e to the Federal Parliament

No doubt,

the nominated would remain loyal to the British lmpenalism and in return, the nominated
Princes would be allowed to continue their autocratic rule in their states. No democratic
elements were embodied in the constitution

In a Forward Rloc Editorial, November 4,

1939 Subhas wrote, "l felt constrained to dravv publtc attentton to the danger of a

compromise with British Imperialism over that

~chemt.'

l <hided that I felt so strongly

over that issue that if by any chance the Congress bv a majority approved of a
compromise over the Federal Scheme, I would deem it rm duty to resign the
Presidentship of the Congress and initiate a campaign against it"'

1

The federal scheme was, according to Subhas Chandra, not only harmful, but also
it would affect the commercial and financial interests of the Indian subjects. "One ofthe
most objectionable feature of the Federal Scheme related to the commercial and financial
safeguards in the new Constitution Not only will the people continue to be deprived of
any power over defence and foreign poltcy, but also the major pot1ion ofthe expenditure
The

will be entirely out of popular control

t~tct

that external at1'airs will be a reserved

subject under the Federal Government wtll pre_1udicialh affect the freedom ofthe Indian
Legislature to conclude trade agreements and
autonomy.

""!I I serious!\

restrict, in etTect, fiscal

,J2

The British design to introduce the Princely element into the Indian Legislature on
the basis of Federal Scheme would upset the principles of nationalism and democracy
according to Subhas Chandra.

He declared at his Friars Hall speech in London, ... "The

proposal of Federation with the
preposition

Prince~

i'

a:, impossibilitv and an unacceptable

We shall certainly work for the urnficattun

federation of the Indian people

But

\Ve

or ihe

whole of India ® for a

can nut accept the present proposal of

substituting the Princes for the present otlicial bloc tn the Legislature"
Subhas Chandra saw that the retention of 1111pcrial power and prerogatives both in
the Centre and Provinces was the worst feature of the Federa\ Scheme. He understood
well that the White Paper had never approved the transference of power from the foreign
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government

Retaining most of the povvers. the SL'Cietarv n!' State would exercise his

control over the Governors of the Provinces and the Governor-General of the Centre.
Subhas Chandra foresaw that the autocratic

power

of the Federal Government under

which the Governor-General would continue to control the higher services and all
legislations enacted in India would be liable to his own veto. Appointment ofHigh Court
and Federal Court Judges and of members of the Federal Public Service Commission
would be made by him. ln India the GovernPr -General would be made more autocratic
and powerful than at present

l 'nder

~omc label PI ,,tilL::

'special responsibility', or 'discretionary
present

he would have ample scope of interference
non-votable.

th' \\t~uld \\leld \vidcr powers than at

p11\\Ct

Even in matters ordinarily within the

likr :esL'I\ed departments', or

lnlltr(>l

S(l per

or supcrvisiun of the Legislature,

cent of the total expenditure would be

Even the business of the Legislature \vould be controlled by him more

stringently than it was. Moreover, the composition of the Federal Legislature would be
much more reactionary than that of the Central Legislatures

In order to strengthen the

Imperial powers and prerogatives, the British Government, in the name of the
constitution introduced various devices like. 'special responsobility', 'discretionary
powers', 'reserved departments', 'separate

elect~)rates',

·Princes·

'nominees' and

'safeguards'. "The Central Government", observed Sub has, "is as reactionary as ever".
Subhas Chandra regretted that the Rightist Congressmen were prepared to cooperate with
the British Raj on this issue of a new Constitutional arrangement sought to be imposed on
the Indian people by the British.
On the economic side, the British imperialistic aim was to exploit the economic
resources of India. He rightly observed that India was the jewel of the British Empire.
Her untold natural resources and incalculable potential wealth were exploited by the
Britishers England's aim was to keep India tn pcipctualtmpoverishment and economic
bondage and to reserve India for her own, exclusi\ e exploitation

Similarly. India's

involvement in the World War II was one of the British policv of exploitation Really
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India was never a party in the war But she was used by Great Britain as a military base.
India's geographical situation and her wealth and raw materials were used by Great
Britain to meet their own requirements and

1,' \\1 1' 1 · wa1

[ 11

Sub has Chandra, the

British Empire was nothing but a relentless plunderer o!' the politically weak but
economically resourceful nations

It

\\a~

a nat1on \d11ch plundered ra\v materials trom

India to England and sold the manufactured goods 111 India bringing from England. To
consolidate their monopoly in industry, the Britishers unhesitatingly ruined the cotton
industry and all kinds of village artisans

He said that unjust, coercive and uneconomic

methods were applied against the Indian industry in the past. He strongly resented the
British policy of ruthless exploitation of India and this drain of wealth.

British

aggressions in India have been territorial. economic. mil1tan and political
Subhas Chandra Bose, therefore, advocated an uncompromising struggle against
the British imperialism to get rid of Fngland' s pnl1t 1cal and economic exploitation and
territorial and military aggressions The! e \\(\'-,

lll' \U>pc

ur CO!lip!Olllise between England

and India, observed Subhas Chandra. There was no common interests between the two
countries.

There was no social kinship bet\Veen Lngland and India, hardly anything

common in cultural aspects. On economic side, India was used bv Great Britain as the
supplier of raw materials and a consumer of British manufactures Thus England never
expected the industrial progress of India which would go against her own economic
interests.

India could be able to stand on her legs without the patronage of England,

because of her ample resources
Dominion Status.

ThcrcCurc_ lnck

\1:1ni

'-'l<tlt;'.', :1

!rl.'C countrv, not a

To Sub has Chandra. a polll \ of no-compromise could only win

freedom of India. Thus he launched an uncompw1n1sing struggle against the British from
active resistance to armed resistance which reacheJ climax \\ith his INA movement
whose sole objectivity was to save his motherland from moral degradation, cultural ruin,
economic impoverishment and political enslavement

He was confident and hopeful of

both political and economic freedom for India if a ceaseless struggle was continued. He
observed that if eternal vigilance is the price of political Iiberty, it is no less true that
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ceaseless struggle is the price of economic freedom of a nat 1011
Thus we find that this was an indispensable link between political and economic
aspects of British imperialism in India

India's economic bondage was to be the most

important instrument in the British hands to establish her absolute supremacy over India
and perpetuate India's political bondage

Similar!\ India needed her political freedom

for attaining her economic freedom These t\\o

s1dc.~

political and economic

were

thus complementary to another both from the British and the Indian points of view,
according to Subhas Chandra.
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Chapter II
BOSE'S STRUGGLE A.GA/.''\IST Till:' BRITISH AT HOME
/92/-1941

Subhas Chandra Bose reached Bombay on July 16, 1921 and the same afternoon
made a bee-line to Mani Bhawan on I,uburnum Road, the residence of Mahatma Gandhi
to obtain an interview with him The Mahatma had already been accepted by the Indian
people as the first and foremost leader and als<' an architect of the Indian freedom
struggle. While a vast majority of the Indian people unhesitatingly accepted Gandhi as
their sole leader, Subhas Chandra

Bo~c \\anted ll' .:1<-'l

rid ui· some of his confusions

arising in his mind. He wanted to clarify himself first and thus sought from the Mahatma
a clear conception of his plan of action

The Mahatma received him with his

characteristic hearty smile and put him at ease and the conversation started at once.
During the last few years before he met Gandhi, Subhas Chandra made some study ofthe
methods and tactics adopted by the revolutionary leaders m other parts of the world and
in that light he wanted to understand the i\lahatnw
met the Mahatma. he was anxious

t(l

ask

·~ :n1lld

que-;JI<Hl~

and purpose

Thus when he

after questions and the Mahatma

answered with his habitual patience
There were three main issues

l'll

\vhi,·i:

·~ll

as

\\(lilted

\iandh1's elucidation.

First, how were the different activittes conducted b\ the Congress going to culminate in
the last stage of the campaign. namely the non-pavrnent of taxes'' Secondly, how could
mere non-payment oftaxes or civil disobedience f(xce the government to retire from the
field and leave us with our freedom

0

(that is Home Rule) within one year

Thirdlv, how could the Mahatma promise 'Swaraj'
as he had been doing ever since the Nagpur

Congress?
His reply to the first quest1on salisflcd

B\'Sl' thai tu

the second

\Vas

disappointing
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and the third was no better. After an hour's conversation, the answers of the Mahatma to
the second and the third questions were not

l~llllVInCIIl\J-

reason told him again and again that there wa:; a dcp
which the Mahatma had formulated

Suhha.'-' Chandra Bose whose
able lal1 of clarity in the plan

The lir-;t meeting with the Mahatma also made

Sub has to believe that the former did not have a clear 1dea of the successive stages of the
campaign which would bring India to her cherished goal pf' f!ccdllm
Subhas Chandra Bose was neither impressed nor inspired by the Mahatma's
procedures, how to approach the goal.

He was neither influenced nor moved,

particularly, by Gandhiji' s plan of attaining Swaraj within one year and that too through
passive non-cooperation movement

The Mahatma also must have felt that it was

difficult to convince Subhas Chandra on the issue So ()andhiji at the end ofthe meeting
advised Subhas Chandra to report himself to Deshbandhu Chitta Ranjan Das on reaching
Calcutta. When almost every Indian \vas mfluellceci b\ the \!ahatma, Subhas Chandra
Bose was the only figure who was except ion from 't
Subhas Chandra Bose had his own ideas of campaign against the British. Though
he was a beginner in active politics. his political conviction had been moulded by his vast
study of history and western philosophy which ultimately shaped his ideas regarding
India's freedom struggle and which made him not to surrender to the idea of the
Mahatma. ·'This might be a brash JudgemenL but it shows that Bose did not surrender
himself to the Mahatma's magic as manv others had done at their t!rst meeting " 1
Though he was much depressed by hts conversation \vith Gandhi, he was
determined to join
movement in India

Gandhi'~

mo,c;:1cnt

-:J;:\('

But he never accepted il:n1dhi"s belief about the urge of non-

violence in political life or Gandhi's conception

:~nd

tactics Df freedom struggle. "This

meeting was the beginning of a complex and troubled twenty five years relationship
which spanned sunshine and shadow "' 2
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He returned from Gandhi's residence in Bomhav and soon atler reaching Calcutta,
he met Chitta Ranjan Das, the then Congress leader of Bengal

!le talked with C.R.Das

and found a vast difference between the Mahatma and C R. Das Sub has Chandra writes :
"During the course of our conversation 1 began to t'ecl that here was a man who knew
what he was about

who could give all that he had and who could demand from others

all they could give

a man to whom

vuuthf'ulnes~. \\d~

nut a shortcoming but a virtue.

By the time our conversation came to an end •m mind \vas 1nade up

I felt that I have

found a leader and I meant to folio\\ lwn ·' llu< \\:t~; the illqllessi<Hl of CR Das on
Subhas Chandra Bose in his first meetin_Q, attcr

in~ tcltlili

!'rum I nL•Iand

Subhas unhesitatingly followed C R Uas whu tlitimateh became the political guru
of Subhas Chandra. He was accepted by Subhas as his mentor Subhas had come under
the spell ofC.R.Das even prior to this meeting He met C.R.Das when he was a student
in 1916 and later had corresponded with C. R. Das fl·om England and wrote two letters to
the Desbandhu.

In his letter from Cambridge on Februarv I h. 1921, he had praised

C.R.Das heartily: "You are today the high-prtest

\ll.

the fest 1val of national service in

Bengal.'' In the same letter Subhas had mentioned his idea of resigning from the civil
service and getting some job in India

In his letters to C.R Das, Subhas expressed his

desire to serve the nation and requested C.R Das to assign him some work for that
purpose. Subhas wrote that he was prepared to do plenty of things ® teaching at the
National College, writing and publishing books and newspapers, organization of village
societies, spreading education among the common people etc
Subhas had full appreciation, praise and devotion for C.R.Das who sacrificed
everything for the nation's cause

His devotion and sacrifice largelv influenced Subhas

Chandra Bose who writes • "With the reckless abandon

or a

V<uslmava devotee, he had

plunged into the political movement with heart and '>•lui and he had given not only
himself but his all in the fight
influenced Subhas Chandra Bose

or

SvvaraJ " 1

llw

k.iild

uf'

S\\araj,

C R.Das wanted,

At a public meeting, C R Das said that the Indians

wanted the right to establish their own system of government That was the central idea
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of Swaraj advocated by CR Das. He further said that the Indian people had got the right
to establish their own system of government according to their temper and genius. He
himself wanted his liberty. He wanted his tlcechm1 Ht· \vanted his right to establish the
Indian system of government

··tf that ts consistent \vith our bctng within the Empire, l

have no objection to being within the Empire

If tha1 is mcunsistent with our being

within the Empire, my love for my freedom is greater than my love for the Empire."
This idea of Swaraj influenced Subhas Chandra Bose. This distinct programme of
action propounded by C ROas naturally attracted another man or action. Subhas Chandra
Bose. Regarding how Swaraj could be achieved. C R Das emphasized on his views of
non-cooperation

He was of the opinion that ·\vhatcvc! othct !ll'uplc ma\' mean by non-

cooperation I do not know. But I knmv that it 111eans

J() 111c

\11d in the light of what I

understand it to be, I maintained and stili maintain that the onlv method of fighting this
government and winning Swaraj is by applying Non-cooperation everywhere'. CR.Das
again said "we must be the judges of what system of go\·ernment is good for us and what
system of government will not suit us

It is not for other people to constitute themselves

as our judges., All these views ofC R Das had a great tmpact on Subhas Chandra Bose.
The year 1921, in which year Subhas came tnto personal intluence of C.R.Das
marked the beginning of his political career in Indtan politics Since he had been coming
under the spell ofC R.Das. his political
witnessed much confused activity and

apprenticc~htp

excllement 111

legislatures, cou11s and educational Institutions
cooperation movement under Gand hiJ i

had alre;Jdv started By then India

pulitical arena The triple boycott of

:t'- d nn)~ramn1l'

'c':tC ~~~

d

1'

under non-violent non-

eli m;:' \\ i:;; pupular support

throughout the country. The first anniversary of Lokamanya Tilak's death on August I,
1921 was observed with huge bonfires of foreign cloth which created tremendous

patriotic fervour throughout the countrv
During such a period of political excitement throughout the l.:ountrv. Subhas was
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assigned with responsible work of constructive nature by C.R.Das which Subhas heartily
accepted.

Thereby the public life of Subhas star1ed during this non-cooperation

movement. He was made the Principal of the Bengal National College, the Captain or
Organizer of the National Volunteer Corps, the editor of a nationalist Bengali weekly,
'Banglar Katha'.

All these works Sub has Chandra had sincerely completed

Sub has

Chandra always gave importance to a system of national education as education forms
the sine qua non of national

reconstllll~tron

i\./lore\l\

cr. Subhas ga' c importance on a

netork of school and colleges to educate children vvhu had left the government schools
and colleges in response to the call given by the Congress.
C.R Das was immensely satisfied with the ability and sincerity of
Chandra.

Subhas

Then he was placed in charge of the Publicity Board of Bengal Provincial

Congress Committee of which C R Das \\as iwnscl f the Presidcr1t

Subhas Chandra was

entrusted all these responsibilities and acti' ittl'S and ''as cotlsidcred by C.R.Das as the
right man to do justice to the work
Subhas Chandra Bose was to orgamze the non-cooperation activities and
demonstrations in 1921, such as boycotting European goods and British controlled and
regulated institutions, spinning the Char-ka He organized the propaganda activities ofthe
Congress in such an effective manner that the Government felt terribly embarrassed. He
also had to write some political episodes like Punjab and Khilafat grievances and with a
view to fertilizing the communal harmony between the Hindus and Muslims. Subhas
Chandra became popular among the young Bengalis and

bern~

Inspired by him, many

young men joined the national volunteers On \, )\ t'illh·.·r I 7 ! q21. tlw non-cooperations
shut down Calcutta on the occasion of the

Pr1n~_c

u!

\\?I.e~

\ ~~,· H>

ind1a The Hartal was

completely successful and Sub has Chandra was one u! the key urganiLers
Subhas came in contact with the prominent Congress leaders of the country for
the first time when they had come to Calcutta in Scptclllber, I <)21 under the leadership of
Mahatma Gandhi. Since then Subhas Chandra cam<: to be considered as the second
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rank leader of Bengal next only to C R Das
which was held for formulating plans and

He attended Gandhi's secret conference

programme~.

for ne\\ non-cooperation

Sub has participated first in the meeting of Bengal Pradesh Congress Committee in
November, 1921 as a member. C R Das was the President of the meeting This was his
first political activity as an office-bearer of tile Congres:-.
The November hartal had alreadv thundered the government. Again a call was
given by the Bengal Provincial
put in-charge of the same.

Congies~ Cornnliitt:L' !(1!

c1vil d;:-;()hcdience Subhas was

On the other hand, the Bengal government became rude

against the nationalists and under the Cnminal l.aw :\mcndmcni ·\ct of

1908,

many were

imprisoned. Sub has Chandra Bose, C R Das, Das' s w1 fc. son and others were arrested on
December 10, 1921. Subhas and C.R.Das were sent to jail for six months. That was
Subhas's first baptism of imprisonment, an inauguration of his chain of imprisonment,
eleven times in toto upto his sensational escape from India on January I 7, 1941. Subhas
Chandra was proud of having himself side by side with C R.Das

He himself described,

"I had the privilege to be in the same jail\\ 1th him 1'01 eight rnonths in 1921-22 "'
Subhas Chandra was immensely Influenced bv Desbandhu C.R.Das. During the
period, Subhas spent with him in jail, he came to know C R.Das really well
expressed the influence of C R.Das on himself,

Subhas

"at least, I can safely say that having

known him most intimately my love and admiration for him increased a hundred fold." 6
Subhas Chandra judged C.R.Das as an astute politician, an idealist and a visionary. "He
was clear-headed, his political instinct was sound and unerring and unlike the Mahatma
he was fully conscious ofthe role he was to play in Indian politics He knew, more than
anyone else that situations favourable for wre'\lin,L' political power ti·om the enernv do not
come ott en and when they do come, thcv do not last I( 'll~

I !c \\as conscious of his

exact role, namely that of a practical politician
The month after his release Subhas ser\cd as tht• Chairman of the reception
committee ofthe All Bengal Youth Conference and advocated mass education, Swadeshi,
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unity amongst different communities, removal of untouchabilitv _ prevention of early
marriages, abolition of dowry. social service disctpline uphn!ding truth and justice
everywhere. In the last week of 1922_ the Congress session

111

Gaya was held under the

presidentship ofC.R.Das. There, Das resigned from presidentship as well as membership
of the Congress on a dispute regarding the issue of contesting the elections to the
legislatures which C.R. Das supported and Gandhi with his followers rejected.

In a

revolutionary struggle, Das thought, no pomt of vantage should be left in the hands of the
enemy

Therefore, all elective seats in the

k!:u:,latu!c~.

a:-, al-;,

:,11

the other bodies, he

suggested, should be captured by Congressmen
Coming out of the Congress { R Da.

\\lih

1 1!C

ia:~.:ng

nf' Motli<ll Nehru

organized the Swaraj Party. The main aim of the Party was to fight for freedom from
within the legislatures. Subhas Chandra Bose had to do his lot for the new Party. A
journal 'Banglar Katha' and an English dailv 'Forward' were sta11ed, to conduct
propaganda for the new party
manager of the latter

Subhas Chandra was appointed editor of the former and

As a loyal follower of Das. Subhas took a vigorous part in the

activities of the Swaraj Party

He built up the 'Forvvard- as a powerful party organ. He

also gradually earned a name as a vouth leader

He forrncd the ·All Bengal Youth

League' with himself as a president
The Swarajist policy aroused a great enthusiasm In Subhas. He believed that the
policy of Gandhi's cooperation and compromise \\hil:h :->ccmed to be moderate in
character was fruitless for attaining India· s independence

He saw that the Swarajist

policy of boycott, national education and Swadeshi was considered by Subhas to be
effective than the policy of passive resistance under Gandhi He always advocated active
resistance. He never believed that the peaceful meetings, processions and demonstrations
that had been held in the last few years would gi\(: the Indians their freedom. In spite of
all demonstrations of the Indians and In spite ot sc\ entv thousand persons having gone to
prison, the government could boast that they did

11ot

,;are tf the general population in

India were passively hostile. Such a deplorable situation oflndia ·s struggle for freedom

so

was expected from Gandhi's policy of passive resistance
It was out of his faith in active resistance. Subhas joined the Swarajya Party of
C.R.Das and Motilal Nehru. The Party came into existence as a protest against Gandhi's
decision of suspending the civil disobedience movement at Bordoli in 1922 as a protest
against violence at Chauri Chaura and for dispute between pnH.:hangers and no-changers
rlw e:-.senc~' o!' th~_' Swarajist policy was

in connection with the council entrv

constitutional obstmction from "vvithin the lcgJsiatu:c'

lr

the Swarajists by

i ')2\

carrying the fight within legislatures were able to \vrcck the Constitution, in at least some
of the provinces.
In 1924, in the Calcutta Municipal Corporation election. as the Swaraj Party's
candidate Subhas Chandra returned unopposed and was appointed as its chief Executive
officer. C.R.Das as its Mayor had full Caith in the r::.:ccuti'vc oflicer who \Vas able to earn
name and fame of a conscientious administrato1

The succcs:. of the Part' in creating a

spirit of resistance to the British government had become a thorn on the side of the
government. A hasty and unjust policy of arrest \\as undertaken by the government and
mass arrest were made in the early hours of October 2'- . 1924 Subhas Chandra was also
unjustly arrested. The government made an unauthentic allegation to justify his arrest on
a speculation that the brain behind a revolutionary conspiracy to overthrow the
government was Subhas Chandra Bose The unjust arrest created a wave of indignation
throughout the country. CR.Das was immensely angered and he remarked that Bose's

or the

arrest was a sheer brute force on the part
the government was run by oppression and
Though Subhas worked '>vilh (

!{

hureaucracv

Rose· s

arrest proved that

Jll!t:':li'''

Das

i'-

t

as Das was alive, there was ho\,yever a d!tlereth:C. ·:

trwted ill'ttll'n:tnt ,J:
:ll'li11un bet\'>CL'Il

tl1e1n

!atter so long
Desbandhu's

concept of Swaraj was Dominion Status. \vhile Subhas believed in complete
independence from the outset of his political career

lie was opposed to Dominion Status

because it would not satisfy the aspirations of 1he awakened masses of the country; it
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would not stop India's financial explottatlon b\ the Brittsh and there was nothing to
warrant that Britain would gtve up her impenalist hegemonv over India even after
Dominion Status.
In spite of his strong objection to Dominion Status, Subhas Chandra Bose chose
to acquiesce in it partly for the sake nf party unit\ and part!\ for his regard for
Desbandhu. k
As a Swarajist activist. Subhas Chandra rcmllincd Das

>

m.dH-hand man in all his

multifarious activities and imbibed from illln valuahk lessons '' hich were to serve him
well in his public life "

9

Before he came out of his imprisonment in Mandalay_ Subhas lost his friend,
philosopher and guide, Deshbandhu Chitta Ranjan Das on June 16, 1925. The news of
C.R.Das's death was thundering Subhas who regarded that if the death is irreparable for
the nation, it was cataclysmic appalling fLir the youth

,)r Bengal

Desbandhu 's death was

to Subhas a national calamity
The political ideas of C R.Das had an important role in building of Subhas
Chandra's political philosophy.

Under Desbandhu \ influence, Sub has became the

standard bearer of radicalism and leftist thought 1n the Congress. Since his joining the
national movement Desbandhu remained as Sub has·-.. political preceptor and between
1921 and 1925 until the latter's death, Subhas Chandra was under his influence. "It was a

period of political apprenticeship of Subhas Chandra

a transitional and formative

period in the evolution of his political ideas, which, lving in a nebulous and incoherent
state in his mind were to graduallv develop and mature against the backdrop of
Des ban dh u . s 1.d eo Iogy. '' 111
Subhas Chandra subscribed to the concept ,1!' un1tv ermsaged by Desbandhu who
formed the Swaraj Party not to divide the C•mgrcss hut to unite it on a ftrm basis. The
concept of unity was a cardinal principle of Subha:-: Chandra, testified by the character of
his Forward Bloc, which was initially, as he saw. \\ tthtn the Congress, to fight in the
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name of the Congress

He also subscribed

lo

\w, (iuru

~

de\Ulton

to

the Gandhian

principle of non-violence non-cooperation which was en\ isagcd 1n his Swaraj Pal1y in his
own form that non-violence should not he 'ntreh pac;:-.1\ ,: rc-.i-;UJKt' it should be active
resistance. Desbandhu and Subhas's outlook tallied that any me\IHld of opposition should
not be mild or pass1ve in nature. 11 slH1u\d
Hence Swarajism came into beu1g

It

\vas a nattonal1st revolt against the

spiritual and mustic character of the Gandhi cult

Ascetism and saintliness of the

Mahatma transformed into an 'Avator' to a large number of people prone to
Sv,araiisrn

supernationalism and mysticism
irrationalism
radicalism "

Swarajism

V\ih

a pragmmie protest against this

v,as the litsl phase ;:, !he·

t'\~d!:t1un

<'r

his theorv of

11

Desbandhu inculcated in Subhas tlw neeessil\ ()I' international propaganda in
favour of the Indian freedom movement

Subhas himself observed that it was the late

Desbandhu who opened first his eyes to the necessity of making India known in other
countries.

Again Sub has subscribed to Desbandhu' s idea that the world should be a

federation of nations

· a federation of human race and that India has a positive role to

serve the cause of humanity. Notwithstanding these similarities, there were vital points
of differences between the political ideas of Sub has Chandra and Desbandhu C. R Das.
While Desbandhu advocated for non-violence or uv1l disobedience movement, Subhas
thought it not to be sufficient to win freedom from the British
struggle coupled with civil disobedience to

tlt't II l'<.'d<'llr

Hur :t

He preferred militant
ts ru be acknowledged

that such a radical idea possessed by Subhas Chandr<1 had poured from Desbandhu's
attitude as the latter always emphasized the idea of active resistance
Desbandhu advocated for Dominion Status, while
independence.

Moreover,

Subhas stood tor complete

Thus any notion of imitation of Dcsbandhu's view point by Subhas

Chandra can be ruled out.

The influence

served to lay the political foundation

()r

(\f

Desbandhu on Subhas Chandra merely

the latter·' idcol()u.\ The years in which Sub has

Chandra had close touch with Desbandhu served as a period of his political
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apprenticeship.

"But he had in no sense become a blind follower (of Desbandhu),"

observes N.G.Jog, "and never tried to model h1s lite on that of Das's, or to cultivate his
mannerisms, as some of the followers of Gandhi did

Despite his loyalty to Das, he

retained his independence of outlook and judgement
After spending long years of political apprenticeship under C R Das. his disciple,
Sub has Chandra Bose emerged as an 1ndepcndcni \ ocal. mature and radical politician
imbibing revolutionary radical ideas after the death of his guru. Under the spell of his
radical revolutionary thought, he considered 'Swaraj within one year'
Mahatma to be unpractical

a promise ofthe

He understood \vel! that the passive resistance policy like

compromise with the British Raj would no longer .\Live !'rccdom tu India. The passing of
the year 192I without Swaraj \vas the great proof ,)r

!11-.;

belief Suhhas \Vas encouraged

by the non-payment of taxes and civil disobedience programme launched by Gandhi, but
was equally discouraged when Gandhi

suspended the movement on the plea that at

Chauri-Chaura violence had taken place cnntrarv

1"1

the policv

tlf

non-violence He again

saw that no passive resistance would force the Raj to abdicate their imperialistic
programme in India

He supporied C R Das' :-, plan ol captunng legislatures through

election which the Mahatma and his supporters utterly disregarded Subhas believed that
capturing the legislatures, a plan of active resistance would be continued against the
British Raj within the legislatures

C R Das in protest resigned the Presidentship of the

Congress and formed the Swaraj Party

Das cleared the path of his plan of action and

Subhas, the great disciple of C R Das rcn1ained h,uid i11 hdnd \\ ith him

To Subhas, it

seemed that a historic transformatinn \\as 111ach' h··. :ill' !'onnat1on ol' the Swaraj Party
from passive resistance by the compromisers to active resistance against the British Raj
by the no-compromisers.
Having been elected as a General Secretary of the Congress session in Madras,
Subhas reached platform as an office bearer where he could atford an opportunity to
establish his idea regarding the aim of the struggle \Vhen the Nehru Committee drafted a
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constitution, majority of the opinions was in favour (1f Dominion Status
vehemently opposed the Dominion

Status and pleaded

l(n

But Subhas

complete national

independence. Subhas stood for an independent Federal Republic. ''That is the ultimate
goal which I have before me. India must fulfil her own destiny and cannot be content
with colonial self-government or Dominion Home Rule

,.J'

To Subhas, a compromising attitude like dominion status was harmful to the
noble objective of the Indian struggle
Secretaryship

of the Congress in protest

He \vas prepared tu resign the General

ur

the Dorninion Status and to organize

separately the Independence of India LeaguL' to ii,l!ht for Cl)inplete independence.
Accordingly the Independence of India League was founded in November, 1928 to
propagate complete independence as the goal of the Congress

Under the banner of the

League, he revolted against the Mahatma's resolution on Dominion Status He declared,
"Even if Dominion Status is conceded today, we cannot accept it as a fulfillment of our
national demand. We stand for Independence as our immediate objective .... We are not
prepared to lower the flag of Independence even f()r one single day ··' 4
The controversy over the objective of the drat! constitution turned him into an
activist and a pragmatist Subhas believed that if the lndians were to create a new India
once free, happy and great, they must want a philosophv of activism.

Any kind of

submission to Dominion Status would misguide the purpose of the freedom struggle.
Thus he said at the Rangpur Political Conference on 1\/larch 30. 1929, "The present year
is a year of preparation. There is no doubt that in the Lahore Congress, the resolution for
complete independence will be adopted."
Optimism made him to believe in complete llllkpendcnce

He always suggested

and guided the younger nationalists to organize thcmscl\cs v, ithin the Congress in order
to carry on an active propaganda in the COtJntrv in !i1vnw

or c·ornplctc independence

wanted to build a temple of nationalism in India on sacred lease of sacrifice and was

He
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prepared to accept gladly all ktnds of sutl~nng and ltllturc in

1cturn

of freedom of his

motherland.
Subhas had strong belief that India a

rwtl()ll t:i'

three hu:1drcd millions would no

longer remain as slaves at their names. d' the Indians applied ail the available resources
that they had at their command to force the British Raj

tu

admit their right to be

completely free. He was totally against the compromising attitude. He was rightly of
opinion, "While striving to attain liberty we have to note all its implications. You can not
free one half of your soul and keep the other half in bondage
light into a room and expect at the same time that some portion
It was seen that day by day activ1s111 developed

more and more radical revolutionary base.

111

You cannot introduce a

or it will remain dark." 15

Sub has Chandra ·s mindset on

He was fullv convinced that India would

never get back her political power or be in a position to re-establish her political freedom
if she could not bring about a radical change, a \vholcsale revolution in every sphere.
Being inspired by an idea of active resistance, Subhas Chandra undoubtedly became a
radical revolutionary. But during this period, Subhas never believed that a few bombs
and pistols would bring freedom to India. A bomb and a pistol could bring terrorism, but
never could bring revolution.

To Subhas, revolutton is born in the larger world of

thought and literature. Thus it was necessary to brlllg a revolution in the mental world of
the countrymen to bring the British rule in India
He emphasized on a radical re,olution

to a11

1t1

Berar Students' Conference on December l

enrJ

lm Presidential Address at the CP and
i 'J=')

at Amrabati, "\Vhat we want,

therefore, is an awakening from within, which \Vill bring about a radical transformation
of our life

What is wanted is a transfiguration of our whole life

a complete

revolution, if you will. Do not fight shy of the word. ·revolutionAs an active resistance to the British Raj and for attaining freedom of India from
the Raj, Subhas believed that the Congress programme should be as follows
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"( 1) Organisation of peasants workers on a socialistic programme.

(2) Organisation of youth into volunteer corps under strict discipline.
(3) Abolition of the caste system and the eradication of social and religious

superstitions of all kinds.
(4) Organisation of women· s associations for getting our womenfolk to accept
the gospel and work out the new programme
(5) Intensive programme for bovcott ufBrit1sh gumb
(6) Creation of new literature for propagating nevv cult and programme "
Subhas Chandra Bose was determined that

16

India must have complete

independence in all its aspects, in all spheres of life For. complete independence is like a
lamp in a room which when kindled enlightens every nnok and corner of the house.
Subhas was highly dissatisfied when the t 'ivil Disobedience Movement was
suspended even after it had reached the height of popularity

Subhas expressed his

concern • "But the die has been cast Suspension of the Civil Disobedience campaign for
one month means virtually a permanent suspension
be created overnight.''

17

because mass movement can not

He was annoyed when the Gandhi-lrwin Pact (Delhi Pact) was

signed in I 931. Because the Pact did not hold anv single word of commitment on the
point of the British Government on major issue of Swara1
Subhas considered such acts of the Congress to be a pass1ve resistance.

He

rightly believed that no periodical compromise would be able to bring political freedom
to the country. Subhas Chandra considered the periodical compromise as the greatest
thorn in the fleet of India's freedom He was right I\' of opinion that from the practical
point of view such a compromise was impossible. because the British would in no way
be prepared to hand over the government to the Indian people. because Britain would
always think that if she were to hand over power and offer that if Indians refuse to help
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them, then they would be in an awkward position Therefore a practical compromise was
impossible
India should adopt an uncompromisinglv militant plan of action for wmmng
political freedom. On the other hand. Subhas abP sa\\ that a compromise between India
and Great Britain could not be desirable

Becausr titer,: \\as

tHl

sucial kinship between

the two countries. There was hardly anvthing in common between the cultures of India
and of Britain When India was to Brita111 a

stqJ~\IJci

(lt

ra\\ materials and a consumer of

British manufacturers, India aspired to be self-su!TJclent The industnal progress of India
therefore was against Britain· s economic interest

India· s freedom was totally against

Britain's interests. Thus a compromise between India and Britain was unexpected for
Britain though the Congress leaders aspired for it "'Therefore, in determining our future
policy and plan,
.

compromtses

we should rule out. once for all, the prospect of periodical

"1 g

Subhas said that "a nationalist movement can succeed in paralyzing a foreign
government only when either or all of the following steps are taken
(I) Prevention oftax and revenue collection
(2) Adoption of measures \vhereby help from other quarters
or military

whether financial

may not reach the government in times of distress.

(3) Winning over the sympathy and support of the present supporters of the
British Government in India
Servants

that

1s,

of the Army, the Police and Civil

so that orders g1ven !J\ the Government for crushing the

movement \villnot be ca1I1ed

(lllt

(4) Actual attempt to seize power by force of anns
The last step has to be ruled out. because the Congress is pledged to non-violence.
But it is nevertheless possible to paralyze the present administration and compel it to
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submit to our demands if we can adopt the following, measures
( 1) Prevent collection of tax and revenue.
(2) Through labour and peasant organization prevent all kinds of help from

reaching the Government when they are in difficulty.
(3) Win the sympathy and suppor1 of the (iovernment' s O\Vtl supporters by means

of superior propaganda
If these three measures are adopted the Govcmmcntal mactunery can be thrown
out of gear. ln the first place, they will have no money to meet the cost of administration.
ln the second place, the orders they may issue \viii not be earned out by their own
officers.

And, lastly, help sent to the Government from other quarters will not reach

them.
There is no royal road to success in winning political freedom

The above three

measures have to be adopted in pari or in whole i r victorv is to be achieved.

The

Congress has failed, simply because it has not succeeded in giving effect satisfactorily to
any of the above three measures ., 1'>
Subhas was fully aware of the British

pn1pagcmc~a

aga:i1st India

To him every

Britisher was a born propagandist. Thus he felt that there \vas a need of both national and
international propaganda which would be able to convince the world about the political
domination, economic exploitation and inhuman acts of oppressions to prisoners by the
British Raj in lndia and about the justification of India's claim to attain freedom. He
believed that an active propaganda by India throughout the world would beat the hostile
propaganda of Britain and inform the world of the real condittun of India and her
grievances against the British Raj

Subhas was detenmned in the need of radicalization

of the Congress Party. For this there was a need

or assembling all

and oppressed sections in the country under the banner

the radical elements

He also emphasized upon the
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necessity of organizing youths, peasants, workers, women and students in the active
politics so that they could proceed further in the path of complete independence. After
unification of all these radical elements. the method of passive resistance and
compromise and its bias for federation would be discarded and replaced by a militant line
of action against the British.
Both Subhas Chandra Bose and Vithalbhai Patet were fiery politicians and ardent
leftists. While they were in Vienna for medical treatment, they preached for revolutionary
activism and opposed Gandhiji's method of passive resistance.

Both Bose and Patel

issued a joint manifesto in May 9, 1933 becoming furious on hearing of suspension of
civil disobedience movement by Gandhiji in

\hl\.

I

The time has, therefore, come l(lr a radrcalrenrgarl!Zation of the Congress on
a new principle and with a new method For bringrng about this reorganization, a change
of leadership is necessary, for it would be unfair to Mahatma Gandhi to evolve or work a
programme and a method not consistent with his life-long principles. If the Congress, as
a whole, can undergo this transformation, it would be the best course; failing that a new
party will have to be formed within the Congress. composed of all the radical elements.
Non-Cooperation cannot be given up, but the form of non-cooperation will have to be
changed into a more militant one, and the fight tor freedom is to be waged on all fronts."
The new party mentioned in the manifestn wa:; cnined · ~amvabadi Sangha'

To

him, it would be a new party of determined men and \vomen who would have a clear
notion of the plan of action that would be necessar\ fur the conquest of power and also of
the programme which would be necessarv for the reconstruction of the free India.
Subhas planned the party to be a centralized and well-disciplined All India Party. "This
party will have its representatives working in the Indian National Congress, in the AllIndia Trade Union Congress, in the Peasants' Organisations. in the student organizations,
in the depressed classes' organizations and if nccessarv in the interest of the great cause,
in the sectarian or communal organization c.;"~

\\ L'i.

other parties working for the same end ··The

~arm

l ill' pnrt\
abadr

\'iHiid

~angha

C()Operate with the

will stand for all round
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freedom for the Indian people

that is tor sociaL economic and political freedom. It

will wage a relentless war against bondage of everv kind till the people can become really
free. It will stand for political independence for l ndia so that a new state can be created
in Free lndia on the basis ofthe eternal principles n!Jus!Jcc. cquaiJtV and fl·eedom It will
stand for the ultimate fulfillment of India's mission so that India mav be able to deliver
to the world the message that has been llc1 hentagl' tilllhJS,.Ch the
The Samyabadi Sangha was an important landmark in the evolution of active
resistance' in his political thought from radicalism ton:\ olutionary radicalism "

2

I

Subhas Chandra's dream of making a Free India by waging an uncompromising
struggle against British imperialism was embodied in his concept of the new party
mentioned above. After three days of his resignation fi·om the Congress Presidency on
April 29, 1939, Subhas announced the formation of a

llC\\

partv called the Forward Bloc

on the model of his project ofthe Samyavadi Sangha
To Subhas Chandra, the Congress had tacked progressive, radical and antiimperialist elements.

Though as an organization the Congress had failed, as Subhas

Chandra saw, the noble cause could not be allowed to suffer Hence there was a need of
alternative leadership and an alternative organization not breaking the Congress but
within the Congress. Consequently, the Forward Bloc came into existence in order to
save the Congress from the clutches of the Right which, according to him, had given up
the idea of a struggle and was ambiguously preaching for Constitutionalism and
Reformism. Subhas firmly believed that onlv tlw l ell
character of the Congress and bring about an

\(llild

l'llthu~i<l~m

preserve the revolutionary
\()r

the fight for national

freedom. Thus Forward Bloc was a historical necessJt\
The Forward Bloc was the expression of t11ne-spirit. It was meant to give vocal
expression to the vague feelings, hopes and aspirations which stirred the masses. If the
Forward Bloc continued to be forward, everything would be well for the country and for
itself The foremost aim ofthe Bloc was complete political independence and the
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establishment of a socialist state in India

Contran

to

the passive role of the Congress,

through the Forward Bloc, the people v.·ould equip themselves for the anti-imperialist
struggle that would bring back India's freedom
The first All India Conference of the Fomard 131oc was held in Bombay on June
22, 1939. Constitution and its programmes were framed there
assured full religious freedom to its members
communalism and corruption

The Conference also

But it was opposed to provincialism,

ln short it aimed at restoring democracy within the

Congress replacing the authoritarian policy of the Congress.
He launched a weekly journal named at1er

till'

Party

1n

August as the mouthpiece

of the Forward Bloc. ln his first editorial of August(). I'.JYr he started a fierce attack on
the Rightists' passivism of the Congress
''The slogan of unity at any price and under all circumstances is a convenient
slogan in the mouth ofthose who have lost dynamism and revolutionary urge. Let us not
be led away by its fascinating appeal .

The Right wing todav wants nothing less than

complete surrender on the part of the Left ,.
From its inception, Subhas Chandra promised to remain a loyal soldier of the
Congress The Forward Bloc was to work withi 11 the Congress ·1 o be a member of the
Forward Bloc, one must have membership of the Congress first

Even after his respect

towards the Congress, he was expelled from the fknl!.ai Pradesh ( ·ongrcss Committee for
three years in August, 1939.
On September 3, 1939, the Second World War broke out

When Great Britain

begged cooperation from the Congress, Subhas suggested not to cooperate, but to give an
ultimatum to the British Government for its announcement of India's independence. He
was of opinion that only free India could determine \\hat he1 policv should be in the
event of war. Whether war or no war. the immediate n<.:vd of India \\as her independence
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and she must have it. Bose's opinion was disregatdd
Arranging a separate Anti-lmperi<tiist (

;>JJIC'L':!I:c !1 1

(),

:,lher

1939, Subhas

Chandra reminded the nation that Britain s dtlfrculty \l.as India s upportunity

An All

India Anti-Compromise Conference at Ramgarh (Bihar) was held on March 9, 1940
intending to focus all the anti-imperialist forces in the country The Conference resolved
that a country-wide Satyagraha against the war effort would be commenced. Once the
struggle began, there was to be no rest no break.
Pact as in 1931, no side-tracking of the struggle

tHl (

<~

'haur·i Caur <t as in 1922, no Delhi

happened

1n

I•! n \.vhen the Harijan

movement was launched. He ws so optim1st that he foresavv a fr·ce India. He said at
Ramgarh •
"The age of Imperialism is drawing to a close and the era of freedom, democracy
and socialism looms ahead of us

India, therefore. stands today at one of the crossroads

of history. It is for us to share, if we so wilL the heritage that awaits the world." He also
warned the nation that a compromise with Imperialism would mean that an antiimperialist nationalist struggle would soon be converted into a civil war among the
people themselves.
In his presidential address of the second

l'< lfllercncc

of the Forward Bloc held at

Nagpur in June !940, Subhas Chandra stated that the Bloc has successfully resisted the
tendency towards constitutionalism and compromrse within the rank of the Congress.
The Bloc had also frustrated all attempts to secure the cooperation of the Congress in the
war. The Bloc had been able to create an atmosphere of struggle moving the people
away from compromise. "I realized in a trice that the Forward Bloc has caught the
imagination of the masses " 22
It is to be noted that Subhas vehemently opposed the Federal Scheme embodied in
the Government of India Act, 1935. Any compromise with British Imperialism over the
Scheme would be a great danger to the cherished gual of India's rndependence Rather
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he said" Our own path is clear We are passing throuuh the anti-imperialist phase of our
movement. We have to rally all uncompromisinglv anti-imperialist elements for the next
When Imperialism is ended, the Socialist phase of our movement will

move
commence.

.
reconstructiOn

Those who win power must li:lcicnake the tnsk of post-struggle
,n

In such a critical hour of the Great War in which Great Britain was to involve
herself, the Congress had to force the Raj to declare India's independence. To compel
the Raj to do that the Congress should work with a dynamic spirit and prepare the country
for all eventualities. Subhas felt a fighting mentaiitv should

!w

earned by the Congress.

Militant nationalism seemed to be more effective and nL·ccssar\ th<ln Constitutionalism.
He ironically blamed British fc)r he1

hope

or

Simultaneously he also criticized the role of the ( ongress

1n

Ind1a ·s help in the war.
thi:-; regard

In his editorial

in the Forward Bloc, June 15, I940, he wrote
"Confronted with danger at home, the British Go\ernment now wants to fall back
on India and her resources. As if an enslaved India, impoverished and exploited, can
save imperialist England in the present crisis

I

With a leadership that is seized with

mental and moral paralysis and is determined not to embarrass British Imperialism, the
outlook for India is indeed gloomy "
In the same editorial, he also stated
"Confronted with such an unprecedented

c1is:-;

imperialist rulers with a full sense of responsibility

in our

0\\

n history we say to our

· \Ne have accepted your challenge.

You may do your worst but you will not succeed in resisting our march to Liberty."
Subhas suggested the Indian people to go

011

with rallying cry

"All power to

the Indian people." This will galvanize the masses to action In order to put forward this
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demand in an effective and irresistible manner, the Indian people should leave no stone
unturned in their effort to attain national unity
The revolutionary radicalism of the Fonvard Blue had reccin:d so popularity that
it made Subhas Chandra Bose 'feel confident that hefme long' the
'be able to rejuvenate the Congress. rcsttH''
resume the struggle for independence in the

:t~ 11 11> !l'\U!ttlton;n
IJallll'

l~urward

Bloc would

l:ilaracter and role and

ulthe lndtar1 '\ational Congress '

24

Subhas Chandra was again arrested on the e\e of the Sirajuddaula Day to be
observed by the Bengal Provincial Congress on July 3. I940. This was his eleventh and
last imprisonment in India. He was released on December 5, 1940 as he had commenced
fast unto death. Though he was released, he was kept under house arrest. On the night of
January 16, 1941, he made the historic escape from India tu Eurupe through Afganistan.
Thereby the history of Bose's struggle at horne for India's independence came to
an end and his struggle for the same goal beLJ.an
respectively

111

Eurnpe and South-East Asia
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Chapter Ill

A. NETAll'S STUDY OF FASCISM AND NAZISM

Regarding the controversy on

~etaji ~

his critics are branding him as a Fascist
~

01

a

relatJOP

Nazi~!

I\

!·asci~:n

:tn

and Nazism, some of

and ,l!hers an: n!TerttH!. arguments that
~

~

he was never a Fascist nor a Nazist The matter should he discussed with an open mind.
The critics held that Netaji's personal relatton with Hitler and Mussolini was the
mark of

his profound admiration for Fasctsm and Nazism

Sub has Chandra's

expectation on Mahatma's role 1ike Hitler or Mussolini or Stalin at the Round Table
Conference gave the critics a clue for their argument that Bose had an ideological bias for
Fascism or Nazism. The critics also argued that Subhas Chandra Bose had gradually
developed a pro-Nazi intention beneath illS liberal. clenltlcratic and socialistic principles
and had become a friend of Nazi svmpatlll;:ns
Bo~e

held that the Axis Power's

;;nd 1/1•.' \:tlh

al:;(· '. "-..:tended their trnmense

According to some critics, Subhas Chandra
assistance for his mission was indispensable

help to him by arranging his escape to Berlin and m mganizmg the India's Legion in
Germany

In return, Subhas Chandra Bose always remained grateful to the German

Government which, as he hoped, "will bind us together !'or all time"
Similarly, he had a close contact with Mussolini who was persuaded by Subhas

Netaji had also a close contact 1-vith Japan ,v!Jo encouraged him in his
revolutionary programme and also actively
Provisional Government of Azad Hind

heipL~d fiiill

in raising the I.N A and the

In~

l'riendship with Germany, Italy

Recognising

and Japan, Subhas Chandra Bose wanted to

inte~rate

India's independence movement
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into the Japanese-German-Italian united front aga1nst the common enemv for India's
freedom.
To the critics from these points of view, Sub has Chandra Bose intended not to
liberate the Indian people, but to substitute British rule by German rule.

Mussolini's

cordial reception to Subhas Chandra Bose is termed by the critics as Subhas Chandra's
cordial relation with the Fascists. His relation with the Japanese was termed by the critics
as a sign of treachery to India· s freedom and Ill'

1\

·ts tcfll1\.'d b1 messenger not of

freedom, but of slavery, fifth columnist
Moreover, according to the critics. the character of the Provisional Government
was Fascist

Alfred Tyrneur described Subha:; C'lwndra as India· s Fuhrer and Walter

Leifer was of opinion that Netaji's concept of tlw Free India State would be a mighty
military state with well-equipped Fuhrer cult The crrtrcs held the military bias of Subhas
Chandra as his Fascist attitude
According to some critics, Netaji was a Fascist Dictator Their arguments were
that Subhas Chandra had an inherent dictatorial leaning and he was inclined to
authoritarianism; even the Provisional Government of hee India and the IN.A were
subordinated to his dictatorship "I Jnder .1\ xi-. patr• 1l1il''l'. he beha1 ed lllore and more like
a dictator. The arch-rebel tolerated no rebellion a.u.aln'\1 himself no criticism. no failure
to cooperate in the way he had chosen
All the criticism as has been mentioned above are not sufficient to prove that
Subhas Chandra Bose was a Fascist

In fact. he had no ideological bias for Fascism or

Nazism. He was never an admirer of Nazi ideolog\
was full of contempt for Fascism

From the strategic point ofview, he

For his rc\ olutrunMv programme. Sub has Chandra

considered the military discipline of Fascism and \J;vism as expedient
practical weapon Subhas Chandra recognrzed the

mer1t

"Thus as a

ol \Jazism or Fascism, but as an

ideology he had strong hatred for 1t .. , lie had:; dL'<T , ,n:~..~rnpt fur the ~azis, because the
Nazi method of political control wa-, L''trcrnci'

ll'<tL'ii..'eable to him

In his political
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exercise in ideological perspective. Subhas Chandra Bose was never found to be a proNazi or pro-Fascist.
Hitlerism.

Rather he always emphasi;cd a total upposition to Fascism and

To him, Fascism was svnonvmous \\ith ra,Jali:--111 \\illch was always in

opposition to Subhas Chandra's political
himself stated, that no self-respectint:

principle~

·\si((i,

\\tilli\i

'\ot onlv Subhas Chandra, as he
.'\,::

\\ · ,, i he

arrogance of the

Nazi race theory
Netaji also considered Fascism as a symbol of imperialism Therefore, he always
opposed the designs of Japan and Italy in the East

lie frequently urged the Nazi

Germany to withdraw aggression on Soviet Russia and supported the cause of China
om whole heart goes to China in

against the Japanese imperialist aggression on her

her hour of trial,. Imperialist expansion was never sanctioned bv Subhas Chandra Bose
who rightly estimated that Fascism was imperialism and imperialism was Fascism. On
the basis of the policy of expansion by the British. Subhas Chandra equated the British
with the Nazis. He held that the Britishers wanted India ·s assistance to destroy Nazism
but they have been themselves indulging in super Naztsm in India

By insisting on the

glorification of violence and war, the Nazis were exercising irrationalism and barbarism
against humanism where there was no guarantee

or peace to the world or mankind.

Netaji had a personal contact with Hitler. Mussolini and Tojo, but he had an
ideological detachment with their 'isms'

Because he w<ls a tirm exponent of socialism

and held that socialism was the only alternative to Hit!et ism

He was a firm advocate of

socialist state based on the synthesis of the tdea of' demucrac\ and socialism, fulfilling the
requirements and tradition of the lndtan suciel\

I kn,l' h1s socialism was an anti-thesis

of Fascism, imperialism and Nazism. Therefore. he

llC\

er subscribed to the political ideal

ofHitler, Mussolini and Tojo
With reference to his association with the Axis Powers, it must be pointed out that
Netaji was in dire need of their active assistance for his revolutionary programme. The
need was determined by an important factor

the British policy towards India. From
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the viewpoint of nature and character of the British rule in India it must be pointed out
that the British were never ready to concede even Dominion Status to India. Rather they
would continue their policy of oppression for preserving power in their hands. Thus
Netaji was inclined to associate \Vith the

.-\.-;1:~ l\1\vers \\ 1th

a \ tC\\ to bring an end to the

British Raj in India for ever through his nattonal I:Lcratton mo,·ement for India's
independence to be assisted by the Axis Powers

The second factor of his attitude

towards the Axis Powers was the policy of the Congress towards the British While the
British seemed not to leave India, the Congress acted on the policy of non-violence
under Gandhi's leadership, which was proved to be useless in ousting the British Raj.
Even after Netaji had urged the Congress to change its policy of passive resistance, the
Congress was prepared not to change the policy as Subhas Chandra had expected. "Had
it been possible to organize a modern army inside India and procure arms for that army
1

inside the country no help from outside would have been necessary "' But the Congress
was not prepared politically, militarily and even morally to suppo11 armed revolution. As
Subhas Chandra was convinced that 'to expel the mighty British from India, an armed
revolution was the only way out' and as the Congress did not sanction his
uncompromising militant struggle, 'the only alternative left was to organize a national
revolutionary army abroad to conduct the revolution

against the British. ' 5

So he

associated himselfwith the Axis Powers
The favourable ground that was provided by the international situation was that
England was the enemy of the Axis Powers. His hasic principle in foreign policy was
'enemy's enemy is my friend· Hence was convinced that the Axis Powers would be a
reliable force to extend practical help in the armed struggle for India's emancipation In
his personal contacts with Herr Hitler and Signor \lussolini, Netaji was convinced that
they were sympathetic to India's cause of freedom tiom the British clutches. Tojo in his
parliamentary speech made a historic announcement that Japan would help India to expel
and eliminate the Anglo-Saxon influence and enable India to achieve full independence
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in the true sense of the term. "Thus Netaji · s association with the Tripartite Powers was
not a product of any pre-conceived pro-Fascist bias on his part, it was a matter of
indispensable necessity, a question of expediency, strategy or a wise policy."

6

National

revolution and his country's freedom were the sole objectives behind his association with
the Axis Powers. Hence Netaji's belief in Fascism and Nazism was totally military and
tactical in character, not ideological His approach to the international armed powers was
so pragmatic that when he failed in Germany he hurncd up to Japan. because his prime
concern was with India and India alone and his sule purpose abroad was to bring about
the speedy emancipation of his country
Thus only for strategic and military Interest. Subhas Chandra Bose was inclined to
associate with the Axis Powers and with their active cooperation his uncompromising
military struggle was provided a new turn. In Europe. he raised Free India Centre and the
Indian Legion and in South-East Asia, the Provisional Government of Free India, while
totally remodelling and nationalizing the Indian National Armv (I N.A ). It is interesting
to note that Subhas Chandra never allowed the Axis Powers tu interfere in his I.N.A
movement. He always maintained freedom of action ami was never prepared to follow
the Fascist or Nazists' dictates. The whole I N t\ plans were implemented on his own
initiatives. He gave instructions to the I N A soldiers of the lmphal campaign to fight the
Japanese as vigorously as they would fight the British, if the Japanese would try to
establish any type of control over India. Thus the I N A and the Provisional Government
was in no way under the Fascist control or influence It had no Japanese character, it was
totally Indian in concept, with the aim to bring about a speedy emancipation of India by
the Indians themselves
With regard to the criticism of Subhas Chandra that he was a Fascist dictator, it
may be pointed out that Sub has Chandra em isa11ed t iw necessitv of an authoritarian state
or a dictatorship in Free India for post-indepcndcncl' rec1 liistruction and to face any
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problem that might threaten the new state of !·rce lnd1a In fact, the allegation about his
dictatorship emerged from his idea of a strong centra111.ed Gm ernment with dictatorial
powers. But it was only for a very temporary and 'ihort period to conduct a militant and
ruthless struggle against the British before freedom

because a militant party was

necessary for attaining freedom and a strong hand was necessary for completing
reconstruction of India after freedom. Yet his critics alleged that he was in favour of a
dictatorial regime permanently
His study of Fascism and Nazism made up his mind as inclined towards
benevolent dictatorship or authoritarianism on grnund
benevolent that he expected the Congres:-. to take

t1\

t\t'

c"pediency

H.e was rather so

er power assume responsibility of

administration, put through its programme of reconstruction and even this an
authoritarian state would work as an organ or as a servant of the masses.
Subhas Chandra Bose always proved his enlightened leadership in the platform of
the Provisional Government of Free India and the l. N A If he would have been a Fascist
dictator, as some critics held, it would not have been possible for him to organize such a
strong militant struggle abroad. His close associates abroad, S A.Ayer, N.G.Gunpuley,
Lakshmi Sehgal, A.C Chatterjee, his I N .·\ colleague" attest to his democratic leadership
and recieptiveness. Behind every major decis1on bv the I 1\:.A Government, there was a
Cabinet decision first and then Subhas Chandra had u--:ed discretion on behalf of the
I.N.A Government

In taking any plan. Sub has ( 'handra alwavs tried to convince the

I.N.A men and never worked out it arbitrarily

So the criticism on him that he was a

dictator or Fascist dictator can easily be ruled out.
Subhas Chandra's concept of militarism was associated with Fascism by some
critics.

As against these critics, it can be pointed out that militarism was, to Subhas

Chandra, an indispensable necessity and an etlcctlve means for \vinning political power
from the grip ofthe British He rightly believed that a nation without having strong
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military strength would not be able to preserve independence I lis militarism was not an
arbitrary rule, but an academic convict1on that lnd:a must enJanl·ipate herself from the
British and build up the nation by its military potcntialitv

!lis belief on militarism

emerged from the idea that "Freedom is never given It is taken."' Netaji was convinced
that a militant nationalist party would be certainly successful in launching a militant
revolution against the British Raj in India. Therefore he raised the IN.A. revolution, a
complete military effort ofthe Indians. bv the

lnd1an~

and fur the Indians to liberate India

from the yoke of the British
Netaji was fully aware of Fascism and 0iaz1:;1ll
wa~

accepted it as a principle of his mission

He

Fascism

antHhcs1s

or

Nazism

constitutionalism.

were

always

d:'

polit1cal ideologies and never

r1p.htl\ convinced that as an ideology,
to

democracy,

socialism

and

But the reasons behind his unl\ soltness tov\ards the Fascism or

Nazism was for its military character and strict discipline which were considered to be
essential for his uncompromising militant struggle.
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B.

NETAJI'S STRUGGLE AG'!t/NST THE BRITISH FROM

ABROAD : EUROPE-GERMAlVT,

IT~1L Y,

A question may certainly come to uur mind that
seek help from abroad for his countrv's t!ecclom
by the Indian National Congress

111

1\h\

sptt·~

FRANCE, I941-I943.

Subha~

Chandra Bose had to

uf a stt('llg movement being led

What mav have been behind his decision to leave his

mother country for her liberation ') For the background of the ans\ver of this question we
must remember the past few days atler the Presidential election of the Congress at
Tripuri.
The said election of the Indian National Congress brought a surprising result to
the rightist group of the Congress as Subhas Chandra Bose, in spite of a stiff opposition
of the Mahatma and his supporters won the election bv getting I,580 votes to 1,375.
Gandhi expressed his reaction by saying that Bose· s 'tctorv had meant Gandhi's defeat.
Such type of reaction Gandhi had, gave hints of what wa:, to come
On the other hand, Bose remained cunc:1iat()l\ t•l\\ards Ciandhi to a great extent
throughout the next few months after the election II is ai rn and object to try and win the
confidence of the Mahatma got no rest
But Gandhi never trusted him. On February 22. 1939, as dictated by Gandhi, all
the Working Committee members includmg letlist Jawaharlal Nehru except the Boses
(Sarat Chandra and Subhas Chandra) resigned leaving the Congress in the hands of the
newly elected President It was done bv ( iandh; and
Subhas Chandra Bose in an a\·Vkward

pn:-;it~<H1 w

h<.~

iJI!ovvcr' with a view to leaving

1

'Jnh:·s htm hclple~s

There was no

doubt that Gandhi wanted to take revenge on Suhhas Chandra who had defeated Gandhi's
candidate in the Presidential election
The days following the resignation of the Ciandhians \verc tu\1 of discomfort to
Subhas Chandra Bose. The behaviour of Gandhi and his suppot1ers clearly proved that
Gandhians were prepared not to cooperate with Suhhas Chandra Bose. Not only Gandhi,
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some of the so-called Leftists including Jawaharlal Nehru bowed down before the
Rightists and avoided Subhas Chandra Bose.

They were Leftists in speech, but in

practice their leftism leaned towards Gandhi. Thev teared Gandhi and never pointed out
his wrongs despite they saw those. Thus it mav rtghtlv be said that their blindness and
fear ofGandhi sometimes made the movement inactJ\C
The attitude of the Rightist leader toward:- the Tripuri Congress taught Subhas
Chandra Bose that the platform of the Ct1ngress v. as not ripe Ill I him to run his
uncompromising struggle against the British Raj

I le was so frustrated by the political

experiences that continuation of Gandhi's hostility to hts Presidentship and the absence of
a concerted and united left-wing strategy in India disillusioned him and made him to
think of a new policy of direct action to overthrow the Raj Therefore, he decided to try
to find allies outside to help him fight the Raj
Moreover, it is to be recalled that m Isn3_ Subhas Chandra reached Berlin and
stayed in Europe upto 1936 During his sta\ in lkri1n_ Subhas Chandra Rose had come
to an important decision in his life . v,hich got

rel1l'C1!\)11

venture of Subhas Chandra Bose and Vithalbhat Patel

in the statement made by a joint
In the statement, they declared

that Gandhi's leadership in the Indian struggle for t'recdom had completely failed and that
the country must look for a new leadership and adopt a new method to reach her goal.
Since the Indian National Congress could not be openly persuaded to adopt violent
methods and since the Rightist leaders were found to avoid Subhas Chandra Bose, he
came to a strong decision to leave India for Europe \\ tth a vicv, to organizing an armed
national liberation force against the British RaJ
~

tilll11

ahruad

He heartilv- believed that a

major international crisis could weaken Britatn and her Lmpire
Second World War in which Lngia11d

111\

uh

L'li

'~·, -;c:!

~ubha:,

Such n crisis was the
Chandra pleaded for

cooperating with the enemies of Britain in ordct to weaKen her To him the enemies of
Britain might certainly be the friends of India

I hu:; he \'vas anxious to see the defeat of

Britain.
Meanwhile he was under self-imposed seclusion in a room of his house on the
Elgin Road, Calcutta. On January 16, 1941, he met his t~unily members at the ritualistic
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dinner. At late night he was dressed like an upcountrv Muslim and escaped from not
only his house, but also from his motherland
Being experienced a hazardous and adventurous journey, Sub has Chandra Bose in
the name of Mahammad Ziauddin with the active help of Bhagat Ram Talwar, the then
member of the Kirti Kishan Party and the Forvvard 13\()c of the North East Frontier
Provinces reached Kabul on January 27 I 941
.~ 1

about forty-six days from January

Suhha~

to March 17

1

( 'handra had to stay in Kabul for

'l"ll 1\Jr

making fut1her arrangement

for his escape from Kabul to Berlin
On February 5, 1941, the Deputy Foretgn l\l1t1ister of the Third Reich, Dr.
Woermann received in Berlin a coded message from the German Embassy in Kabul. It
was said in the message that three days earlier the Indian patriot Subhas Chandra Bose
had walked unannounced into the Embassy and asked for help in going to Germany. He
needed protection in the German Legation and also help in reaching his destination. The
Embassy had advised Subhas Chandra to hide him:-.clt' !'or the time being among Indians
in the city
The utmost efforts of Subhas Chandra Bose and 13hagat Ram Tal war finally made
the three governments of the USSR, Germany and ltalv to agree that Subhas Chandra
would travel across Russia on Italian diplomatic passport to Berlin

He left Kabul on

March 18, 1941 and landed in Berlin on April 2, lll4 1
In this way he escaped to Germany

the Great Escape of history.

Immediately after his arrival in Berlin, he came into contact with a group of men
who were sincere and sympathetic and \\ ho pos.'-c,sscd a certain a111ount of knowledge
about the developments in India and the \ a1W1 1,
National Congress at that time

He met the l tHk:

Ernest Woermann at the Foreign Office Subhas

l

:>: (1bkms
~e,Ytetan

which faced the Indian

()r ]>()lit ical

Aflairs, Dr.

ha11dr;l briefed him his future plan for

India's freedom and sought active cooperation ut the German government for
(I )formation of a Provisional Free India GovcrnmL'll! {2) a radio propaganda campaign
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aiming at the creation of a revolt in India and ( 3) an tnvasion by the Axis Powers in India
to drive the British out of the countrv

1

Within a week of his arrival in Berlin Sut:has ( h<1ndra prqlared and submitted on
April 9, 1941 to the German government a

fin~

thou:-.anc: word i'vlcmorandum embodying

a statement about his future programme in Cil'ttmtm. his relatiun \vith the German
government and the fields in which they could collaborate with each other.
In order to establish full cooperation between the Axis Powers and India for the
achievement of the common objectives of defeating Great Britain, the following plan was
proposed by him. It would entail work in Europe,

111

Afghanistan, in the Independent

Tribal Territory lying between Afghanistan and lnd1a and !;1st but not least in India.
Regarding the works in Europe. the follcm in_lc' pians and programmes were to be
pursued
(I) A 'Free Indian Government' should be set up

tn

Europe and preferably m

Berlin.
(2) A treaty should be entered into between the Axis Powers and the free Indian

Government for India's independence and special facilities for the Axis
Powers in India after her independence
(3) Legations of the Free Indian (lovernmcnt :-.lh1Uicl be established In friendly

countries wherever possible
(4) Propaganda, particularly through the rad l<l

~hould

then be started, calling

upon the Indian people to assert titeli lildcpenclence and to rise In revolt
against the British authorities

Broadcasting \vi II be done in the name of the

Free Indian Radio station
(5) Arrangements should be made to send necessary help to India through

Afghanistan for helping revolution
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The following works were to be done 1n Afghanistan
( 1) A center will have to be established in Kabul for maintaining communications
between Europe on the one hand and India on the other.

The existing

legations may be so enlarged as to be able to undertake this work or new
committees may be set up specially for this purpose
(2) The center should have nccess,u~ c,ju:pinct,ts. 11kc carts. lorries. special

messengers etc, for maintatning comn1UJ!1Cd:Juns

bet\vcct~

Europe and India

In his memorandum, he also adopted some 1111ponant programmes to work in the
Tribal Territory.
( 1) The efforts of the agents who were already working in the independent Tribal
Territory lying between Afghanistan and India should have to be coordinated and an
attack on British military centres would have to he planned on a large scale
(2) Some military advisers from Europe \\dluid h;l\c to be sent to the Tribal
Territory.
(3) A strong propaganda center would ha\1.' to he installed tn the Tribal Territory
and necessary printing equipment would have to be arranged t(>r
(4) A radio transmitting station would have to be set up in the Tribal Territory.
(5) Agents from the Tribal Territory would have to be appointed for procuring
military intelligence from the Frontier Province of India, i e the province adjoining the
Tribal Territory
In view of his works in India. the follmvmg plan'. were to be followed
(I) Broadcasting for India would have to be done on a large scale. It would have
to be done first from stations in Europe, and later 011. trorn stations in the Tribal Territory
as well.
(2) The printing center
propaganda in India

tn

the Tribal Territory would also be m charge of
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(3) Our agents and members of our par1y in different provinces in India would be
instructed to give the maximum trouble possible to the British authorities in India Their
work would consist of·
(a) Interior propaganda calling upon the Indian people not to give one soldier or
rupee to the British Government.
(b) Propaganda calling upon the civilian pt,pulation to dcfv the civil authorities by
refusing to pay taxes, refusing to obey the order" and the Ltv,s of tile British Government
etc ..
(c) Secret work among the Indran

~cction "i t\H· \tl1l\ 111

tJt dcr to induce them to

rise in revolt.
(d) Organizing strikes in factories which work t(1r helping Great Britain in her war
efforts.
(e) Carrying out sabotage of strategic railvv<l\ bridges. factories etc. (Necessary
material for this work would have to be sent to India\
(f) Organizing revolts among the civil population in the different parts of the

country as a stepping stone to a general mass revPiuti('ll
Regarding the question of tlnances. necessary t'rnances l(Jr the above work would
have to be provided by the Axis

Power~

llm \\ill he :n the f(mn of a loan to the Free

Indian Government established in Europe

At the end of the war. when an independent

Government was set up in India, the loan would he repaid in full
With reference to the military aid for
Chandra Bose stated in the explanator) not\:
Government had a maxrrnum t()rce of 7tJ
loyalty they can depend

Consequent!\.

~r:wshtnL'

British power

\\l1L'Ii

:l;l

India. Subhas

rnernmandum that the British

attd":'L'd :,,,:
1) 111: !-;;iii

tn

tr:1op:.

:r;ll!~il1

and auxiliaries on those

ttuups began to revolt, the

British would find it ditlicult to hold lndra \vith Hrtttsh troops alone At that juncture, ifa
small force of 50,000 soldiers with full modern

cqttipllil'rlt

comes to the aid of India, then
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the British can be wiped out of India completely The Axis powers should consider this
important question also.
There is also an Explanatory Note in Memorandum which is on (I )Lesson of the
World War of 1914-18, (ii) Future of the British Empire as considered by us, (iii) The
importance of India in the British Empire, ( i\ l S()n:e

ihJ1Cl'ts

of 13rJ! ish diplomacy in the

present war. (v) The attitude of the Indian people 1n the present was as compared with
their attitude in the world war of 1914-18. (vil The militarv position in India today,
(vii)The importance of India for Japanese foreign

Jh1il~,_\

:n the Fa1 Fast.

Subhas Chandra laid greatest emphasis on the Cierman policy of defeating Britain
for destroying the British Empire.

In his Explanatorv Note, Subhas provided some

important information which were considered as the most profitable for the Germans as
war strategy
The most important item in Subha'' CiH;Hll<l ' J>!:1n fur cooperation was his
proposal to set up in Europe a Free Indian Governn11.:1lt The main expectation of Subhas
Chandra was that either the Axis Powers would lead a11 1nvasion oi' Indian territorv on the
frontier against Britain or if they failed to do so. thcv \\ould help him t<xm and train a
force of Indian soldiers for this purpose. !-lis enterprise showed it clearly that the main
objective of Subhas Chandra was to make the Indians themselves fight for India's
freedom with arms against the British. So he undertook an effort to organize an army in
Europe which, he believed, would advance towards the Indian frontier and which would
encourage the Indian masses to rise against the Ra1
With reference to the Memorandum of Subhas Chandra Dr Woermann sent
certain comments to the Foreign i'viJnJstcl '''l \p1, .

l k ,.._ 1,1k that 1t

\\a~.

doubtful

whether the moment had arrived for announcing the i Ibcrat1on of lnd1a from English rule
as a war aim in an offtcial form

Secondly, the establishment of a free Indian

Government in Berlin under Bose's leadership would hardly be any political advantage
for Germany Thirdly, Subhas Chandra should be promised generous financial support.
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Fourthly, the discussion regarding the German militarv expedition to India should be
postponed.
To fulfill his plans for active and armed resistance, Subhas Chandra's tirst and
foremost goal in Germany was to earn Hitler's active support to the cause of Indian
Independence. He believed that the Axis Powers would cooperate \Yith him and that the
Congress would accept the gains to be made bv hir·1
Therefore, he repeatedly emphasized on issuing a
for a Free India

On April 29, 1941. Subhas (

dcclarati~.ln

h:nHil 1 1~11\C

Minister Joachim Von Ribbentrop and tried to persuade

h1111

by the Axis Powers

met the Cierman Foreign

that Cierrnany should issue a

declaration for Indian Independence to win over the heart of the Indian masses and if it
was done, it would expedite the victory of the Axis Powers. Ribbentrop said that he had
his sympathy with the Indian people, but the Reich Government would not make a hasty
declaration on India. The German Foreign Minister agreed to give him facility for the
propaganda work and the formation of the Indian\ u!unta: v ,\rrm
Meanwhile Hitler's decision to attack Russia came as a thunderstone to Subhas
Chandra Bose. To him only expectation in Europe rested on the e.xistence of the RussoGerman Non-aggression Pact He rightly believed that ir Germany attacked Russia that
would be the end of India's hopes.

Therefore. trving to influence the German High

Command, he drafted "A Supplementary Memorandum·

111

continuation of his previous

memorandum and submitted it to the Foreign Otlicc on May 3. 1941
Subhas Chandra requested Germanv that an carlv pronouncement be made
regarding the freedom of India and of the ,\rah
revolts against Great Britain in these

countrie~

,.,.HIIltrrc'.

he

the Axis Powers do now concentrate on attacking

that the \\ork of organizing

~.·ll!llllll'nced
iill'

as soon as possible, that

lwan tlf'thc British Frnpire, that is

British rule in India; that in order to facilitate the attack

ll!l

British rule in India, steps be

taken to upset the present pro-British Government in Afghanistan, that steps be taken to
render military aid to Iraq against Great Britain should become necessary in future.
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In his memorandum, Subhas Chandra suggested the German Government not to
come into conflict with Turkey or the Soviet Union, because she would probably lose the
sympathy of the Oriental countries.
Subhas Chandra has become extremely agitated o\er the indifference and reserve
shown by the German Government tcwvards the t\\O memorandums. he had submitted,
Keeping the Russo-German Non-Aggression Pact in tact was the main forces of the
Supplementary Memorandum
Surprisingly Adolf Hitler was contemplatmg
a German Declaration for Free India v,ith a

VIC\\

this sudden change, Dr. Woermann, on May

~)r

t'.'
l 0,

complying with Hl)se's request of

threaten the British. On account of
1941

sent a secret letter to the

Departmental heads to attend a meeting in order to discuss the declaration over Free
India. Such a step made by the German Government gave an impression that Subhas
Chandra Bose had been able to convince the German Government

He was again

received by the Foreign Minister, Ribbentrop. Perhaps as a result of the discussion ofthe
Departmental heads, it was to prepare a draft

Subha~

Chandra wrote for the German

Foreign Office a draft of declaration on Ma\ 19, I '>4 I The draft entitled ''Declaration of
Free India" a result of the consistent eflcm of Sub has Chandra Bose. The draft ultimately
did not get Hitler's approval

He was so enthusiastic that he sent a message to his

comrades in India on May 20, 1941

In his message, he said

"Big events will happen soon in the sphere uf international politics which will
help the overthrow of British Imperialism.

Time is therefore ripe for widespread

propaganda and activity against Britain throughout the \vur!d and particularly in Oriental
countries. To this work Indians can contribute much but thev must speak and act in the
name of Free India. I am expecting from the

Axi~ Pm~.ocr~

within a fortnight an open
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declaration regarding Indian Independence

lmmcdiatclv atler this declaration I intend

starting propaganda and activity, including radio propaganda, in the name of Free India
Movement. I expect Axis declaration to say that the constitution of the Free Indian state
will be decided by the Indian people themselves
questions and take the help of all friendly powers

i\ily propaganda also will avoid party
In nw opinion the good results that

will follow from my open propaganda in India mil for outweigh the bad results. ifany." 2
On the same day (May 20.1941 ). Subha:-; Chandra Bose submitted to the German
Foreign Office a detailed plan of work t<.1r the formation of the Free India Centre in
Berlin and suggested the programme of creating rc\.olts against Britain in India and other
countries. Regarding declaration on Indian IndependencL' Subhas Chandra said.
"This will be an historic event in world politics It will be appreciated most of all
m Oriental countries.

As a challenge to British Imperialism, it will be morally

invincible." He also said that the Free Indian Centre would serve as the brain of the
Indian Centre in different countries; direct world propaganda (including radio, press etc.)
against British Imperialism from the Indian standpoint. conduct an official organ of the
Free India Centre in German, Italian. French and Spanish for distribution in ditTerent
countries of the world; organize and send practical help to India fLlr the revolution;
organize Free India Legion for fighting against Lngland on the srde of the Axis Powers
and conduct propaganda amongst the Indian troops ftghting for England in different war
fronts to influence them to leave the British service
The Free India Centre would have branches in Tokyo, Kobe (or Osaka), China,
Saigon, Bangkok, Nepal. Kabul, Iran. Iraq, Syria. Turkey. Arabia, Egypt, French, Africa,
Rome, Paris, Spain, Portugal, Ireland, Brazil, ArgcntimL 1\ilexico. North America etc.
The main functions of these branches would be open pmpaganda on behalf of Free India,
open propaganda against British Imperialism, intelligent and carcrul propaganda against
American support to British Imperialism. special propaganda in the entire Orient against
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British Imperialism, subtle propaganda in favour of the Axis Power, and active help to
the Indian revolution wherever and whenever possible
But the Government of Germanv under the leadership of Adolf Hitler frequently
changed its attitude and thus Subhas Chandra was 1nformed that Ribbentrop had decided
to postpone the declaration for a short while Bose·." optimism and faith in Germany was
shaken.
The sudden decision to delay the Declaration made Subhas Chandra frustrated. In
the meantime he received an invitation from the Italian Government where he helped to
be received by Mussolini.

ln the last week of May, 1941, he had become extremely

agitated over the indifference and reserve shown by Germany towards the two
memoranda he had submitted.

He had almost received the conclusion that further stay

in Germany was a mere waste of time He reached Rome on Mav 29. I941
The trip to Rome certainly ain1cd

u_ctt1n.u assistance Jl·um Mussolini in

<It

obtaining the declaration of a Free India and other Items he sought from the Germans.
Thus he went to Rome near the end of May and met ( ·ount Ciano. the Foreign Minister of
Italy on June 6, J941 when he expressed that he \\Ould Iike the Axis to issue a public
declaration on the independence of India
In this connection it may be recalled that during his stay in Europe for about three
years from 1933 to 1936, Subhas Chandra visited Judy for many times and had become
friendly with Mussolini who was sympathetic

in 1933, the Italian Government had called I(Jt
It is also generally and rightly bel1e\cd tliiu
because her Government had come

the Indian cause After his visit to Italy

((l

<I

studcn; uHlvention in December, 1933.

'lut11 <l' 1

•Hl! npt'lii\

t1andrd

>lllJj)(lJt

\\ds ~lttracted

n1

to Italy,

lnd1a's struggle for

independence. It also appeared that Subhas Chand1 a 11-as dceplv impressed by Signor
Mussolini and even hoped to have assistance from him in the cause of Indian
independence. Subhas Chandra Bose and Mussolini had rnet twice in 1934 and again in
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1935. The latter suggested Subhas Chandra to prepare a detailed plan of action and then
work for its realization.
It was because of such a close relation with :VIussolini, Subhas Chandra again
intended to visit Rome. This time he did nPt meet

Vlt:ssL~Iini,

but Count Ciano, Subhas

Chandra set forth his proposals for Axts cooperation with the Indian Nationalist
movement, but Ciano was not impressed, which '"

C\

tdent !rom an entry of his diary. It

reads :
"I received Bose, head of the Indian insurgent mmement. He would like the Axis
to make a declaration on the independence of India. l'ut

111

received with a great deal of reserve, nor nlLbt ''': he

13erlin his proposals have been

li,lpromised. especially because

the value of this upstart is not clear ,. '
Subhas Chandra Bose was totalh disap}·'ointed

111

Rotne

Firstly, the Italian

Government was not willing to pursue Bose's demand that the Axis Powers issue a
declaration on Indian independence. Secondlv. the Duce himself did not greet Subhas
Chandra. Possibly, he wanted to avoid ditTerences with Berlin During his stay in Rome,
he was more disheartened when he had come to know that the German troops were
marching towards the Soviet Union

He immcdiatclv c-..:pressed his reaction in a letter

from Rome to Dr.Woermann in Berlin on July \ I')41
"The talk(with Ciano) was not encouraging for me and soon after that, the war in
the East broke out ..

The public reaction in my countrv

to

the new situation in the East

is unfavourable towards your Government ..
Subhas Chandra Bose was the cnemv ot the Untish Raj and its friends.

He

therefore, expected attack on England and her allies, not on anv other country. As Soviet
Russia was friendly to India, Subhas Chandra never expected Russia to be invaded by
Germany. Therefore, the outbreak of the war betv-.cen Russia and Germany shocked him
profoundly. He warned Dr. Woermann in a letter un .lui\ '-. ll)41 t!·orn Rome that the
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Russo-German war was a tragic war which would make the Indians to feel definitely that
Germany was the aggressor and she would be another dangerous imperialist power for
India.
AA:er coming back to Berlin. Subhas ( 'hanllrd
and informed him again that in the Russ('-(JCII11d!1
people were very clearly with Russia because it

111\: 1
\\:t:

\\ncrll1dl\!\ on Julv ! 7 !94!
1 11c

svmpathics of the Indian

''a~ l'cl:c\cd

in India that the Soviet

Union was an anti-imperialist power and would thcre!(tiC he India sally against England.
He also said that the Russo-German Non-Aggression Pact of 1039 was an event of the
highest significance for India. In the meeting, Woermann told Subhas Chandra that the
Germans remained firm in their intention regarding proclamation for a Free India, but
they would have of course to choose a suitable time for it. A memorandum on this
1

discussion was sent by Woerman to the Reich Foreign Minister·

But the German Government seemed not to abstain Crom the war with Russia and
not to issue a declaration of Indian Independence

He rightly felt that the threat caused

by the approaching German armies might easily be presented to the Indian public through
British propaganda as an attempt to substitute Genm111 occupation of India and not as an
attempt to liberate India.

Subhas Chandra was also anxious and also irritated by the

attitude of the German Government, which delayed the Indian Declaration, once already
promised. Being desperate with the German Government he wrote a letter to Ribbentrop
on August 15, 1941 and the letter reached the

Forei~n

which he warned that the nearer the German armies
will the Indian people become tovvarcb

~ ict

;:u t'\

i\linister on August 18, 1941, in

111m
·

c tuwards India, the more hostile

:,~. :~1<1rch

'r

thL'

German troops

towards the East will be regarded as the approach, r11't ut' a f!,icnd. but of an enemy
Coming back from Rome to Berlin. Subha" Challdra invited Mahammad Iqbal
Shedai, an Indian who had kept his links with the pan-Islamic movements and was in
favour of independence of Muslim countries. On June l. !941, Shedai had a meeting
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with Subhas Chandra and the latter asked Shedai !'or his cooperation in the struggle for
freedom against British Imperialism

Shedai nut only refused to cooperate Subhas

Chandra, but also informed the Italian Government that he was not apt for any kind of
revolutionary work. Subhas Chandra tried again and again to work unitedly with Shedai
and for this purpose had meetings with Shedat on .hull' 1 :md June

]I).

I941. But Shedai

was totally unprepared to support Subhas Chandra
As per invitation of Subhas Chandra, Shadai reached Berlin for talks concernmg
the coordination and possibility of bringing the Axis Powers to Indian side. But Shadai
had a poor opinion of Subhas and was not willing to co-operate with him, rather he
turned out to be his dangerous rival in course

ul'iilllC

110\vcver. there came a change in

the attitude of both the Italians and ( ierman Govcmn:cnts \vho were now not willing to
abandon Subhas, for they believed that he had nc(:cssan .;tatus w1thin Indian Nationalist
Movement
Then being anxiOus to know about the latest developments of political and
revolutionary works in India, Subhas Chandra Bose wrote to Rahmat Khan alias Bhagat
Ram Talwar requesting him to supply information regarding work in India.
Though the German Government

repeatedly

refused to

declare

Indian

Independence, it agreed to establish Free India Centre in Berlin. It was also agreed that
Subhas Chandra would have facilities with the status

or a diplomatic representative like a

head of a sovereign state; that the German Government \\'Ould provide financial help to
Subhas Chandra without interest which would be repavable bv Free India; that the
German Government would never interfere on anv broadcasts, any publications and any
publicity by the Free Indian Centre; that Subhas Chandra Bose would utilize full
authority in recruiting to the Indian military force, that the members of the Indian Army
would remain responsible to Subhas Chandra Bose as the Head of the sovereign state of
India and also as the commander-in-chief of all Indian armed forces
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The Free India Centre or the Azad Hind Centre \vas ceremonially· inaugurated on
November 2, 1941. Six decisions were made at the f11st meeting uf the Centre. Those
were (I) the name of the movement was to be the Azad Hind or Free India; (2) the name
of the organization in Europe

Azad Hind

Mana; (4) Emblem of the movement

Centre~ (3)

National Anthem - Jana Gana

tricolour with a springing tiger; (5) Prescribed

greeting among Indians-- Jai Hind, (6) a title for Subhas Chandra Bose- Netaji.
A considerable number of Indian students and other Indian residents of Nazi
dominated Europe joined the Free India Centre

Mention may be made of N.G.Swami,

an active leader of Indian student association in Europe, l'vl R. Vyas, a student of language
work in Germany; Abid Hasan, an engineering student at Berlin Technical College; N.G.
Gunpuley, an Indian traveler in ( iermanv since 1920 who had considerable experiences
in German economic field. Habibur Rahman, a Delhi Muslim who was a writer in the
German Government; A.C N Nambiar, a veteran journalist. These Indians extensively
helped Subhas Chandra Bose in operating freely and confidently in German diplomacy
and military.

Some important German citizens holding high posts who had a close

contact with Subhas Chandra were G Wirsing, Walter Harbich and Lother Frank. The
first began to tutor Subhas in German, the second helped Indians for military service and
the third who was an eminent socialist provided information regarding the real cause of
Germany's war with Britain

.

On November 29. 1941 in conversation with Herr Von Ribbentrop, Subhas
Chandra came to know that Germany had explicitly rejected the idea of a declaration on
India until she held a firm basis in the Near East.
For propaganda work, Azad Hind Radio service was launched by the cost of the
German Government which approved broadcasts in Bengali, Persian, Tamil, Telegu,
Gujrati, Pushtu and English Then the National Congress Radio and Azad Muslim Radio
services were launched under the leadership of Subhas Chandra in Berlin with a view to
operating propaganda activities

,.
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Another important task of the Free India Centre was to start the Indian Legion
with a view to fighting for the freedom of India.

A meeting was held between

Ribbentrop and Netaji on November 29, 194 I wh1ch gave him a green signal for the
formation of the Indian Legion. On December 8, I()41. in a meeting in Berlin between
Subhas Chandra, Iqbal Shedai and other German Olllcials. the final shape of the Indian
Legion was agreed to an effect With necessarv agreement, it was made that the Indian
Legion would be under the control of the German Force:,_ hut it \\ uuld be commanded by
Subhas Chandra Bose who recruited the !nd1an

pn:--,oill'i

s

ur' \Var

1n Germany and Italy.

Facilities were provided for training of the Indian L,egion by Germany.

Negotiations

were started for the transfer of Indian POWs from ltalv to Germany
The first batch of the Indian Legion completed its training at the Frankenburg
camp on December 26, 1941. A military honour was conferred on Subhas Chandra Bose
in the autumn of 1942, by the Indian I,egion

ill'

al'(" !I

)Q()()

men

In presence of

Col.Satoshi Yamamoto, the Military Attache of the Japanese Embassy in Berlin and
Netaji, the Indian Legionaries took oath as soldier:; of Free India led by Lt. General
Krappe. The soldiers touched their officer·s sword a:-; thev spoke the German words • "I
swear God this holy oath, that I will obey the leader of German state and people, Adolf
Hitler, as commander of the German Armed Forces. 1n the fight t'or freedom of India, in
which fight the leader is Subhas Chandra Bose, and that as a brave soldier, I am willing
to lay down my life for this oath "'
During 1942, another two training camps were established. where in addition to
ordinary weapons and riding training. special

t; .!l!liiH!.

ilt'

intelligence services, radio

transmission and sabotage were given
Subhas Chandra addressed the soldiers.

wur

nallles will be written in golden

letters in the history of Free India every martyr in this holy war \Viii have a monument
there. " 6
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LegHl!L 11~:-

Through the formation of the Indian
Indian National Movement came into being

dream uf a rnilitary wing of the

\,ct<1i1 Infused

militant nationalism among

the Legionaries and also among the freedom loving Indians in Germany and in Europe.
Throughout his life it was his ambition to equip an armv that vvould capture freedom
from the enemy. He always stressed on his belief that the British would never leave India
unless they were driven out by force

11e simplv encouraged the soldiers of the Indian

Legion to use their skills to fight for making India free and to march to India as
motherland's liberators. Netaji made the Indian Legi(ln a common platform for all the
Indian soldiers like Garhwallis D\)gras. Rajputs '\ikhs \luslims etc They greeted each
other by saying Jai Hind
All these were done well

but the

n1a1i'

L:():lls of Suhha:-; Chandra i.e. the

declaration of Germany on Indian Independence and the advance o!' the Axis Powers
towards the Indian Ocean were still to be tl1ltilled

In the meantime, on December 18,

1941, Herr Thomas, German Ambassador in Thailand to Foreign Ministry reported on the
activities of Indian nationalists in Thailand and other parts of South-East Asia and their
wishes to have Subhas Chandra Bose as their leader
It is to be noted that bv December llJLll Subiws went to Paris to meet Indians

living in France. Therefore, disappointed

\Vlth

the (rermans, Subhas Chandra began to

approach the Japanese through the Japanese Hight ·()lllmissioner 1n Berlin. The Japanese
High Commissioner General Osh1ma Ulged Hitk1 .Juring his meetings on December 13,

1941 and January 3, 1942 to coordinate the German and Japanese military operations
against the British in the Indian Ocean area But Hnler refused anv effective assistance to
the freedom movement in India

Thus the initiatives made by (jenera] Oshima brought

no fruitful result at that time. On January

CJ_

1942. Subhas Chandra wrote from Berlin to

A.CN. Nambiar requesting him to bring other Indians in France t<.)r doing work in Berlin
at the Free India Centre.

Nambiar was then li\ ing 1n Prague

Czechoslovak society ;\Her the\\ a1 he

1q-:

ir: P<w-

1\

here he formed Indo-
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On January 15, 1942 Herr Thomas reported the hlreign i'vlinistry from Bangkok
that the Indians in

South-East Asia had desired to have Subhas Chandra for taking

command of the movement.
After having prepared the Indian Legion. Subhas Chandra Bose and the Indian
community in Berlin celebrated Indian

lnckpel\\kl;~·(·

Ceremonial Day was joined bv busJncssnkll.

De:\

011

iUUit\lli~t:-:

Januar~

2c1, I942

The

g()\l'rnlncnt officials, top

military otTicers and diplomats from other countrlc''-.
On January 28, 1942, Subhas had a meetillg "itl1 Yarnamotu. Japanese Military
Attache at the Japanese Embassv in Berlin

He stressed on the need of a declaration

regarding Indian Independence If it was done, the Japanese attack on the British in India
would get support of the Indians.

Yamamoto promised Subhas to forward a

memorandum on this subject to the Japanese Government
Despite the reluctance of Germany to recognize publiclv the independence of
India, Subhas Chandra Bose was. with full seriousness engaged himself in propaganda
activities through radio transmission

In hts first broadcast to the world over the Azad

Hind Radio on February I9. I941, after the fall

or Singapore to Japan,

said, "This is Sub has Chandra Bose speaking to \ ou

ClVCr

Subhas Chandra

the Azad Hind Radio . .

The

fall of Singapore means the collapse of the British Empire. the end of the iniquitous
regime which it has symbolized and the dawn of a new era in Indian history .

British

Imperialism has in modern history been the most diabolical enemy of freedom and the
most formidable obstacle to progress
natural allies of India.

And tlw enemies of British Imperialism are the

Standing at one crossroad

or world

historv. I solemnly declare

on behalf of all freedom-loving Indians in India and abroad that we shall continue to fight
British Imperialism till India rs

\illCC au.,~trn

t!w

struggle and in the reconstruction that \viii folio\\
those who will help us in overthrowing the

'"! _.c,, \)•
\\C

Durtng this

shall heartily cooperate with all

wrnnw:1 ct1Cill)

that the hour of India's salvation was at hand'

'.ksl!ll\

lie clearly made his views
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It was pleasant to see that the continuous efforts of Subhas Chandra Bose resulted

in the preparation of a new draft of the German declaration on Free India on March
3,1942. The Propagation Ministrv of Germanv had decided to publish the declaration
most prominently in the German press and to begin their onicial fight on behalf of India.
But this declaration also did not come out of the otliciai file
On March 11, Herr Thomas from Bangkok [()rvvarded the requests of the Indians
living in Thailand to the Foreign :V1inistrv of Ciermam
to take command of the Indian Independence

::;end Subhas Chandra to Japan

t(l

:Vlon~ment 111

East

~\sia

On March 13, 1942, in a radio broadcast from Berlin, Subhas Chandra Bose
pointed out the deceit and hypocrisy of the OtTer of Cripps Mission. Sir Stafford Cripps
had offered, on the one hand, a promise of Dominion Status fc1r the future and on the
other hand, he demanded immediate cooperation in Britain's war ctlort In his speech, he
again reminded that India had but one enen1\

Br :ta11:

~he

enemy that had robbed her

freedom, exploited her for more than hundred years and sat on the chest of Mother India
and drunk her life-blood.
In the meantime, from the month of March. l ()42. the Azad 1-1 ind Centre brought
out a monthly journal named Azad Hind in the Hindustani language in Roman script and
soon it had a circulation of five thousands in Germany
On April 29, 1942, due to relentless efforts of Sub has Chandra Bose, it was made
possible that Hitler and Mussolini met each other in a meeting near Salzburg.

They

discussed the question of a public declaration on lnc!ian Independence and came to the
conclusion that such a declaratltlll
immediate action x The result

\Ia~

or the

Ihil :, ,

discu'>.;;l)r,

tnc ct!Jtc

.t>
il

\\as IhJt right tor

disillusionment to Subhas

Chandra Bose
The German Government's reluctance to issue a joint declaration in favour of
India's freedom and to lead an Axis force against the British made Subhas Chandra to
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lose all his interests for working in Europe Meamvhilc. the situation became fruitful for
Indian movement for freedom in
occupation

South-East Asia where Japan was in complete

The Japanese were helping the lndL11i IJatJunalist:; in the formation of the

Indian National Army and also they exprc:;scd thc':r \\ili;ngncss (,,welcome Subhas to
Japan for leading the Indian National l'vlovcmcnt
Bangkok Conferences, the Japanese decided
ascertain his usefulness.

In \pril Jl)cJ2 after the Tokyo and

\(1

ill\ 1tc Subhas Chandra to Japan to

For long before, Sublws Cktndra had considered his stay in

Europe as a mere waste of time and theref(lrc. he atler receiving this invitation, became
anxious to go to South-East Asia
On May 9, 1942, Subhas Chandra made his last effort by writing to Ribbentrop
asking him to go with clear policy regarding India· s cause.
Chandra's anxiety, Ribbentrop presented a memmandurn

to

On account of Sub has

Hitler on May 14, 1942, but

Hitler turned his deaf ears in spite of the efTorts made by Mussolini, Ribbentrop and
Subhas Chandra. Therefore, he came to his r1nal cicctsJun not to waste time any longer in
Germany and to leave for Japan

On May

~2. I '.L12.

he \\TOte again to Ribbenstrop that

the conditions in India became ripe for an all out revolution against the British Raj and
that his presence in the East had become absolutclv essential
Ribbentrop to facilitate his travel to Asia so that

ill~

He also wrote to

could perform his duty as the leader

ofthe national revolution in East Asia
On May 23, 1942, he in h1s meeting \\tth i )J \\ (1C1Jll<U111 expressed his desire go
to East Asia. On May 27, 1942. Ribbcntrop th:' h.i!cign \:linJster of Germany in his
meeting with Subhas Chandra Bose gave assuran,,, th:lt (!crmanv \Vas willing to make a
submarine available to him which would take him direct to Rangoon

Ribbentrop further

clarified that both Hitler and he himself regarded Suhhas Chandra '"as the prominent and
only true national leader of India" and appreciatd h1s desire to be closer now to his
people in India, because according to him and Hitler. neither Gandhi with his passive
resistance nor Nehru with his Bolshevist train of thought could attain India's freedom.
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He also informed Subhas Chandra that for

tlto~L' il'~1Sl'll>. < 1crmam am!

ltaly were vvilling

to do everything possible to facilitate her arrival at East As1a

In the month of May, 1942, Subhas Chandra Bose made a visit to Rome and had
an interview with Mussolini. In the fruitful discussion. \/lussolini expressed his readiness
to Subhas Chandra to accord recognition to the movement for Indian Independence.
Mussolini suggested to him to form a

Pr<.1\l\t{'ilcti (n''

itrllClll ,):-

,.(lt!\11~,-:,d

Rome or in Berlin Subhas Chandra succcssfullv

hcc India either in

\hhsolini about the need of

a declaration in favour of the independence of Imkt
Count Ciano recorded in his diarv on Vlay .:,. i L!:

''l go with Bose to the Duce.

A long conference without any new developments except the fact that Mussolini allowed
himself to be persuaded by the arguments achancul :'v Bose to ubtain a tripartite
declaration in favour of Indian Independence,')
Hitler_ Mussolini also avoided the matter There

But due to the stern opposition of

\Vils

no doubt that Subhas Chandra Bose

had received a warm response in Italy \Vhich he nc\ cr !(lund in Clermanv But because of
Mussolini's dependence on Hitler not much could t,c· acii!CI.ed
In the meantime, the hope orfightmg the !ht;
ended in smoke.

Step bv step, the

~old:cr:---

Rdi in l:1d:a h\ the Indian Legion

'"'-'ll'

:'hitlcd 11Pm Frunkenburg to

Koenningsbrueck and from this place thev v. ere again shifted to Holland for training in
coastal defence. Then they were shifted to France and when the allied forces landed in
France, the Indian soldiers were asked to evacuate the country.
Switzerland, they were encountered by the Arner:can
were shot dead and others were

t:1kcn ;,lt''

ilnd

But on their way to

French forces

Some of them

!'! ,,,,,

Thus the Indian Legion lost even an opportul:lt\ to tight for rr·eedom of India. In
this way Netaji's preparation for armed struggle

111

1-urope for attaining India's freedom

did not succeed for lack of German co-operation Pt:()r tu his departure t!·om Germany as
well as from Europe, he had a face to face meeting \\ 1th the German Fuhrer, Adolf Hitler
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on May 27, 1942
fir~l

This long awaited mectin,IJ, was the
Chandra Bose and Adolf Hitler

mcct1n~

a:1d l"llv

,\cct1111pan:ed h·.

between Subhas

l···:dcral F<1rci!,'.n I\1inister. Herr

IIH

Von Ribbentrop, Keppler, Secretar:v of State and ,\111b:1ssadur I !c\\cL Subhas Chandra
greeted Hitler as an 'old revolutionarv· and .'>t1ugh! ach!c:e r!om him
Indian revolutionary on various issues and final!\
any declaration on Indian Independence

c.\prt:.~sed

Hitler lectured the

his unwillingness to issue

With utmost etlor1. Subhas Chandra tried his

best to convince Adolf Hitler and asked him about his offensive remarks on India in his
Mein Kampf But Subhas Chandra undets\tl()l! ,, ,·!1 !i

\dull' llttk·: \Vas unwilling to

lt

declare Independence of India
Subhas Chandra Bose suh:nttted

~~ n;clnu:.i:hlli:~

::~tile ( ''··r::l<lll

(iovernment on

June ll, 1942 emphasising the importance o:· propaganda \\mk 111 l·:ance --preferably in
Paris.

He proposed the starting of a propaganda 1.:entrc in Paris

The centre would

distribute anti-British materials published in Beritn, publish anti-British articles in the
French press; influence both the French and Indians in Paris against the British
Imperialism.
On June 12, 1942 the Foreign Minister Ribbcntrop sent a message to the
Bangkok Conference and assured German help to the Indians in their fight against
Britain. On June 17, 1942, Subhas Chandra in

'l

broadcast on the Azad Hind Radio,

justified foreign help for achieving India's lndcpcndcncc

On July 1.\ 1942 Thomas

reported again informing the Foreign Mtnistrv ahtlut tile desire of Indian nationalists to
.have Subhas in South East Asia

ur~~enth,

1

i;.

\li.L'•'''l

;

'·1.::

111

a

(\;uadcast tr·um Berlin,

Subhas Chandra Bose explained the task t'or the Indian people to overthrow the British.
He also said that "India is now in a state of rebellion
Imperialism, India does not stand alone

.\II

fighting Britain, are arrayed on the side of India

t!w ~'' 1\t'l~·

In this fight with British
uf tile world that are now

i k ~uggcsted the Indians to develop
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struggle gradually and expand it all over the countrv from by stages, to destroy the British
war production in India and to paralyze the British administration in India.

or his

Since the very beginning
Subhas Chandra Bose was to get

<1

armai

1;~ !~ciil:l.

dcciaration lir ·f,t· ·\·\:"

Germany on Indian Independence

the

t'1r~t

and foremost task of

P:n\C'''; ,,

cr the leadership of

! le h·,:lic\ l',i

recognition of Free India by the ;\xis Pcmcrs
encourage the freedom-loving lndians
overwhelming the British Raj in India

1n

:-iccondk such a declaration would

and around the vvurld to proceed for

But on

~Jl!ltlarv

ttl

his belief and expectation,

Adolf Hitler had already attained a notion which was favourable to India.
otherwise meant little to him

Indian~,,,;\\

He put

they deserved to be ruled by others "

~~

"India

n his 1 ac1al scale and believed

1
';

lt was the fact that Hitler liked to sec the :1un-C h: istian cuuntry like India under

the domination of a Christian coulltrv like Great lhltaln ! lc als<) hclieved that the loss of
India by the British would be a misfortune tell the rest uf the Christians of the world
including Germany. Hitler's mind was dcci:;l\·.·:\ ::.i'twnc:ed h the '\azi racial dogma
more than any pragmatic political considerations

I Iiller al\vav:; identi!led himself with

the Whiteman's lot and also was willing to cooperate with thern

Due to Hitler's racial

reservation, England was still his love Therefore. he was never prepared to support India
in her struggle for freedom from the Whitemen.
There was no doubt that all the neccssal\

I;Ll!:r~~..· ..;

had hel'n provided to Subhas

Chandra Bose in Berlin by the German !·oreign Otrlcc I'm organizing a militant struggle
against the British Raj

fina:1c1:1:

mdtcr;,l\ .1:.

,

::\l ~i,.

:;;Uuli.L'S \\Cil

extended to him to form the Free India Centre and the Indian Legion

actively
It also

acknowledged Subhas Chandra':; political importance and his tirst class intellectual
qualities. initially the German officials had their reserve against Subhas Chandra Bose.
But immediately after their close contact with him. thev abandoned their reserve and
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intended to cooperate him in his mission. Thus a considerable number of the German
high officials, diplomats and politicians reserved their great sympathy to Subhas
Chandra's noble cause of a Free India.
In Germany, almost everything seemed to be favourable to Subhas Chandra's
effort for independence of India. But he was consrderably unhappy

to

see the attitude of

the German government - that was its repeated reluctance to issue a declaration on
India's Independence. Since the very beginning of his arrival in Berlin, in spite of such
attitude ofthe German government, Subhas Chandra Bose was so optimist that he hoped
that the Axis Powers would issue a Declaration on Free India. Not only he hoped, he also
prepared a programme for the Axis-aided India tu carw uut in Europe, in Afghanistan,
and within India itself to be handled from Europe

Dealing with his enthusiasm, the

German Foreign Office moved to create a special Bureau for India which was attached to
the Information Department of the Foreign Office with a view to dealing India's affairs
and links to Subhas Chandra Bose
In spite of those facilities provided by the llerman Foreign OtTtce to him, it was
clearly seen that Germany was neither prepared to invade the British Raj in India nor
willing to announce the Independence of India as a war aim It became doubtful whether
the moment would arrive for doing this in the official form
the German officials that the active support to

Subha~

It was believed by most of

Chandra would not carry on any

direct political benefit to Germany
But the repeated refusals of the German
Hitler brought Subhas Chandra Bose to realw.:

l~ll

,!2,0\

ct nment under the instructions of

once

dg<tlll

that staying in Germany or

in Europe had proved to be unnecessary He firmly decided to leave Germany as soon as
possible. Meanwhile the anti-British feelings in India so obsessed the Indians that it was
too culminate in the Quit India movement. But Berlin could not adequately assess this
situation in India. When India became hot, Subhas Chandra was in no way prepared to
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waste time in Europe. H.e became

arL\IOli~ \tl

rn,!kt h<m ·. l·:~cr \(\hi" people and became

impatient at the repeated postponements of 111S journev

lll

Asra

"Viewed from the standpoint of a common \\Odd strategv. it would appear that
the importance of India in the common struggle against the Anglo-American powers has
increased considerably. My presence in the Far Last at this juncture has, in consequence,
became more imperatively necessary than before I could do much more for my country,
if I could be somewhere near India. l could then help India to play a role in this war
which would be of importance not only to India herself, but also to the common struggle
against the common foe .

It is naturally a disappoint111ent for me that at the eleventh

hour my journey to the Far East had to be abandoned

And the sooner l could travel,

the better it would be for India and f()r the common cause · '

1

At last reaching an agreement with the German government and the Japanese
Embassy in Berlin for their help, Sub has Chandra Bose gave his last send-off to Europe
on February 8, 1943.
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Chapter IV

BOSE'S STRUGGLE AGAINST THE BRITISH FROM ABROAD:
JAPAN AND SOUTH-EAST~tSl L !943-1945

Subhas Chandra Bose arrived in Tokyo

u1:

\Ll\ ! h. 1943 Long before his arrival

in South-East Asia, Rash Behari Bose, an Indian revolutionary had already prepared a
ground of revolution for India's independence. Rash Behari started it in 1926 to unite all
Asian revolutionaries who were always against the exploitation of eastern countries by
the West He also made regular anti-British propaganda through a journal named 'Voice
of India' published in Tokyo.
In South-East Asia, the aim of the activit ics ,)tRash Bchari Bose was to secure
active assistance from the Japanese for India's struggle for independence.

Thus he

always tried to motivate the Japanese Government to formulate a plan of action against
the British Raj with military assistance. On his request, Japan convened a conference in
Bangkok in June, 1942 where a large number of delegates from the Indian revolutionaries
attended. Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose, from Europe. sent his message to the conference
and it was read by Rash Behari Bose. In his message, Netaji said, " ... the emancipation
oflndia must be the work primarily of Indians themselves. We who are the vanguard of
the Naional Army have the sacred mission of leading the national struggle to a successful
conclusion

We. who form the

van~ward n! :iw

nnt ioni11 armv feel hmvever that the

time will soon come when it will be nccessarv tn take up arms in the final stage of the
struggle. . ....... I am convinced that during the course of this war India will be free.
India's liberation will mean the expulsion of Anglo-American Imperialism, the goal of
victorious Japanese Army. The freedom of India will also afford powerful stimulus to
freedom movements all over the world" In the same message, he justified the foreign
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help to India's cause.

He stated, "And we also feel that since the British Empire is

seeking help all over the world and is trying to J1ood India with foreign soldiers and
foreign war materials, it is the right and dutv of the Jnc!latl nationalists to accept help that
may be offered to them" 1
Rash Behari Bose became enthus1ast1c

tl>

wekutnl '\ictap shotily to South-East

Asia from Germany. He had already prepared the grnuncl for Nctaji Subhas Chandra
Bose to assume the leadership of the movement

To make constitutional and social

recognition of Netaji's leadership in the movement against the British Raj in India, from
the soil of South-East Asia, Rash Behari Bose convened a conference of the Indian
Independence League (I.I.L) from April 27 to 30. 1943 Amidst the representatives from
the various East Asian countries at Singapore, Rash Behari Bose announced that Netaji
Subhas Chandra Bose, who was expected to reach South-East Asia very soon, would
succeed him as the president of the I I.L

"With this announcement, Rash Behari

virtually completed the task of giving the Indian Independene League the shape of a
revolutionary organisation to be handed over to his illustrious successor "2
The most important thing was that the Japanese government liked to see a change
in the leadership of the Indian independence movement in East Asia from Rash Behari
Bose to Subhas Chandra Bose. The Japanese Prime Minister, Tojo rightly believed that
Subhas Chandra Bose was a great Indian, fully qualified to command the I.N.A. and was
a great personality with magnetic and almost hypnuti,: charm
Finally on June l 0, 1943, Sub has Chandra Bose had his tirst meeting with Tojo.
"The prime minister, a reserved man of rather narrowlv military and nationalistic outlook,
was impressed. The passionate nature. confidence and ,,cry presence ofthe Indian made
a suprisingly positive impact on Tojo

He became a firm supporter of Bose" 3 In view

of Bose's pressure, Tojo said that he would unreser\ ad lv back the struggle for Indian
independence.
After one month ofhis arrival, Subhas Chandra Bose was invited ' on June 16 '
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1943, by the Prime Minister of Japan, Tojo, to the 82nd Extraordinary Session of the

National Diet.

A great honour was conferred on J\ctaji by inviting him to Japan's

National Diet where the Japanese Prime Minister said
We are indignant about the fact that India i~ still under the ruthless suppression of
Britain and are in full sympathy with her desperate struggle for independence. We are
determined to extend every possible assistance to the cause of India's independence"

4

The Japanese Premier was frank to help and appreciate any action taken by the
Indians for achievement of India's freedom. In the Diet Tojo openlv declared that Japan
is firmly resolved to extend all means in order to hcl11 r.·xpel and eliminate from India the
Anglo-Saxon influences which are hostile tc lnd1an p(''Jf·,lc and enable India to achieve
full independence in the true sense of the term
Netaji was so happy with the declaration

nr the Japanese

Diet that he hurried to

declare openly to act as an ally of Japan. Netaji had also undoubtedly come to see that
Tojo was not a dictator like Hitler or Mussolini and the Japanese ruling group was also
very different from the Germans and Italians.
On June 19, 1943, Subhas Chandra Bose appeared in his own name in Tokyo at
his first press conference which was attended by representatives of sixty newspapers and
diplomatic missions.

There he stated about Tojo's announcement of all possible

assistance to Indian struggle. He also said that the movement would develop into an
armed struggle. In his statement to the press conference, Subhas Chandra said, "Indians
view the present World War as a struggle between two ideologies.

It is a struggle

between those who want the status quo to continue and those who are determined to tear
that old rag into pieces ... Our sincere support is for the New Order ..... We should ....... .
get our freedom only by shedding our own blood
his sword we too should fight with the sword

Since the enemy fights with
On! v if a large number of Indians

undergo this baptism of fire can they win the rac1: a11d get the reward of freedom ... ~

He

also appreciated the pro-Asian policy of the Japanese which all the Asians, including the
besieged Chinese, should back
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On June 21 and 22, 1943, he made two broadcasts over radio to the people of
India to tell them of great importance of Tojo's assurance of all possible assistance to
India's struggle for independence and also Tojo's personal anxiousness to see India free
from the British Raj at an early date. On June 24. 1943 in a broadcast speech, Netaji
confidently stated that India shall be free and before long

And tl·ee India shall throw

open the prison gates so that her worthy sons may step out of the darkness of the prison
cells into the light of freedom, joy and self fulfilment
After forty days' stay in Tokyo, Netaji was prepared to go to Singapore, Malaya
and other South-East Asian countries. Before leaving Tokyo, he put a written request to
the Government of Japan that he be allowed to establish a Provisional Government of
free India with headquarters for the time being at Singapore. The Government replied
positively. Before leaving Tokyo, on June 23, 1943, Netaji received a message from the
Prime Minister of Burma, Dr. Ba Maw who expresed in the message his goodwill and
assured all help to Netaji. On June 27, 1943, Netaji made a broadcast addressed to the
people of Japan.
Netaji left Tokyo for Singapore. He accompanied by Rash Behari Bose, Abid
Hasan, Mr. Senda, the expert on India and the interpreter Kazunori Kunizuka was·greeted
by a large crowd at the airport on June 27, 1943 and a guard of honour. He met the
leaders of the Indian Independence League and the officers of the IN A at an informal
discussion.
On July 4, 1943, the General Assembly of the Indian Independence League was
convened and attended by delegates from different Last-Asian countries.

In the

convention, Rash Behari Bose, the President of the I I ! announced his resignation and
conferred his crown on the head

l)l. \lih

rlc\'v

)resident

1

Presenting Subhas Chandra Bose to the cheering throng, Rash Behari Bose said, "Friends
and comrades-at-arms' ...... l have brought vou this present

Sub has Chandra Bose .

symbolizes all that is best, noblest, the most daring, and the most dynamic in the youth of
India .......... In your presence today, I resign my office as President of the Indian
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Independence League in East Asia

From

tl(1\\

111

't:l'ha~ <'handra

Bose is your

President, your leader in the fight for India's indcpcndl':h·c. and l am confident that .....
you will march on to battle and to victory ,,(,
The convention witnessed a change in the leadership of the movement. It seemed
that Subhas Chandra Bose was the expected leader for the cheering people present in the
convention.

Accepting the leadership, Netaji. immediately after Rash Behari's

introductory address, rose to speak and pointed out that India was ready for a revolution
and such an intending revolution must be expedited bv an armed struggle from outside
India. He informed the delegates of the Prime ivlillister. Tojo's sincere support to the
Indian Independence movement

He also told them that he had planned to set up a

Provisional Government of Free India.
On July 5, 1943, Subhas Chandra Bose first met Ba :Y1aw of Burma His cause
and Subhas Chandra's were linked, both wanted freedom from the British Raj and both
wanted no subservience to a new foreign ruler. Suhhas Chandra bui It a good relationship
with Ba Maw as his cooperation would be more effective in fighting the British Raj in
India through Burma.
On the same day Subhas Chandra Buse addressed a rallv of 13,000 men of the
LN. A In his speech to the soldiers, he said

"Soldiers of India's Armv of Liberation' l nd;l\

i~

the proudest day of my life.

Today it has pleased Providence to give me the unique privilege and honour of
announcing to the whole world that India's army of Liberatiion has been come into being.
This army has now been drawn in military formation on the battlefield of

Singapore~

which was once the bulwark of the British Empire. This is not only the army that will
emancipate India from the British yoke; it is also the army that will hereafter create the
future national army of Free India
own army

Every Indian must kel proud that this army

- his

has been organised entirelv under lnck1n leadership and that when the

historic moment arrives under Indian leadership it

\'>

ll! ,u•:

lu

battle
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I have said that today is the proudest dav of mv life

For an enslaved people,

there can be no greater pride, no higher honour. than to he the first soldier in the army of
liberation .....
The speech of Netaji had an ovenvllclnllil:C

l'I:\:C! '.'11

the

1l1l'll

present in the rally.

They were encouraged by the decisiveness and the nubk.-;t sentiment of Subhas Chandra
Bose.
He met General Tojo in Singapore on Julv (). I()43 and in an effective discussion,
Subhas Chandra Bose expressed his intention to organise a Provisional Government of
Free India to mobilize all of the forces effective!\

lead the Indian Revolution and to

!11

prepare the Indian people inside and outside lnci r;t k·r ar1 arml'd
Minister, Tojo told Subhas Chandra to go ahead

1\rt:lrhc

.~t

nrggle.

The Prime

c::tablisluncnt ofthe Pruvisional

Government of India. He also agreed to pre)\ ide more· arms to ex nand the I. N A. The
I.N.A got a new sunshine of ethusiasm
for a "Total Mobilization for a Total War"

Netaji imokcd the civilians in South-East Asia
fie prr>mised. "Clive me the total mobilization

of Indian man power and material resources in Last ·\sia and I promise you a second
front in India's war of independence ,x
By July 6. 1943, Subhas Chandra Bose had gone through the steps essentials for
beginning his work. He took over the charge ol! he l
President and of the IN A He proceeded <'n

hi:~ 1,,)!l·

idll

Independence League as its

<'r the

the mutual understanding of the .Japanese (imcrnrn,,·nt
colleagues had to set themselves to the vvurk: of

Il'-c\rg<~rlismg

I 1\.: ;\ revolution through
Suhhas Chandra and his
the l \.A so that tt could

stand side by side with the Japanese at the batlc front had to shape the provisional
government and collect resources for it to carry on
completed the work of reorganisation of the

L~.·a.l'ti,.

\Vithin the next few days, he

: J i ! 1 .\ccut dtng to HL.gh Toye,

Netaji had decided that Burma and Malaya would he h1s main source of supply of men
and Thailand of materials
For administrative convenience, the funct1ons or the Indian Independence League
were redistributed among 13 depar1ments- (I) General ~\flairs. (2) Publicity and
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Propaganda, (3) Finance, (4) Education, C:;) Socia I \Vel fare, (6) Housing and Transport,
(7) Women's Department, (8) Supplies, (C)) Recruiuncr:t (I 0) Training, (II) Intelligence,
(12) Reconstruction, (13) One department specially for Cevlon.

On July 9,1943, the campaign began \Vith a mass rally in Singapore. Then Netji
took a tour to Thailand, Indo-China, Burma and to all parts of Malay with a view to
generating support of both men and materials, mobilizing public opinion, establishing
new branches of the Indian Independence League, strengthening the existing ones,
opening new recruitment centres for the army, arranging for the training of the men,
inspiring civilians to join the army, collecting funds, enrolling voluntary workers, picking
up talented people for the Provisional Government and concurrently thinking of the
reorganisation of the army and planning the set up of h1s l(OVernment
Then a meeting was held in Singapore among the Indians where Subhas Chandra
asked the Indians for unprecedented sacrif1ces of wealth and lives of men as well as
women. He also gave the call for the formation of a women regiment to fight the enemy.
He then led fund-raising drive as well as recruitment campaign simultaneously.
Everywhere he received spontaneous suppoli from 1he Indians of Bangkok, Saigon,
Penang, Kualalumpore, Singapore etc.
At the end of July, 1943, Netaji went to Rang(H\n on an tnvitation to attend the
ceremony of inauguration of Burma's independence to be held un August I, 1943. As a
guest of honour at the ceremony, he apprt'clated Japan i:cltldsomelv in his speech and also
said: "The independence of Burma in the momentous ..:ttsts has a two fold significance
for us. It shows, in the first place, what a nation can achieve if it knows how to seize an
opportunity what history has otferecd.

Secondly just asthe conquest of India supplied

the British with a jumping off ground for their attack on Burma in the nineteenth century,
similarly, the emancipation of Burma has supplied the Indian independence movement in
East Asia with a springboard for its attack on HJ:tCIIl1\ .\rmv (d' occupation in India
during the twentieth century".
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Or. Ba Maw, the head of the independent Burma, expressed his willingness to
Netaji to extend necessary help to the armed revolution against the British Raj and also
openly welcomed him (Netaji): and so on January, 6, 1944 and the days following, Netaji
Bose and his army arrived in Burma and remall't'd thnc till tht' linal defeat of the
Japanese in 1945
On August 4, 1943. !'\etaji

\\C!ll

l<'

!3d ·i·.'·'k

t.'dt

t''

:rlll'l

the Thai Prime

Minister and received from him his taett cunsent to pass th<.: l. \ ·\ men to Bangkok
through Thailand.
On August 9, 1943, Subhas Chandra Bose tlew

to

Saigon, which stood between

Tokyo and Singapore as the halting station for reinforcement of troops to Singapore.
There he was able to understand the situation that an all-cH:t ()fTcnsivc against the British
Raj in India was under preparation He was fully satJsllcd to feel that
Netaji returned to Singapore on August 14. 1943 and spoke at a giant rally of
Indians on the occasion of the anniversary of Mahatma Cianci hi's arrest the previous year
after the beginning ofthe Quit India Movement Meanwhile. the work of reorganizations
ofthe army had progressed well.
On August 25, 1943, Subhas Chandra Bose took over the command of the Azad
Hind Fauz.

In a special order of the day, he said, "In the interest of the Indian

Independence Movement and the Azad Hind Fauz. l han· taken over the direct command
of our army from this day." 9
Subhas Chandra Bose made an innovation in the ! '\ \ recognition of the role of
women in the freedom

~truggk

uC l1 1d :,, t':- ·. "'

be a part of the Azad Hind Fauz, who were to he tr;un,:d to \vurk alongside the Indian
men. He also rightly believed that seeing Indian women fighting at their side, the Indian
men would fight more actively. Inspired by Netaji many women under the leadership of
Lakshmi Swaminathan came forward The ladv was a private medical practitioner in
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Singapore before the war and had been active

\he \Vomer: :-;cction of the Indian

1n

Independence League. Her perseverance, intelligence, determination, oratory were so
impressive that Bose was fortunate enough to have such a lady as the women leader of
the I.N.A.'s struggle for freedom.
The women regiment was named as the R;uli

l)f

.lhansi

R~gimcnt

The powerful

impact of Subhas Chandra Bose on these women encouraged them to do their valuable
service for India's independence
In September, 1943, the women recruits. stili \\eming sam, f)resented a guard of
honour to Netaji taking rifles in their hands Soon the number of recruits increased upto
500 in Singapore and 300 more in other areas. On October 22, !943, Netaji opened a

training camp for the women regiment in the barrack near the local office of the Indian
Independence League. He addressed the women regiment on the occasion and said:
"........ what had an brave women done in the past'? What did the brave Rani of Jhansi do
in the Revolution of 1857, India's First War of lndepe:Jdcncc'J Therefore in the last and
final war ofindependence we want not one Rani ofJhansi. but thousands ofthousands of
Ranis of Jhansi. It is not the number of rilles vou
may fire which is important.
example."

i11il\

,:;'!l \

or the number of shots you

Equally important is the moral effect of your brave

10

The women regiment was so enthusiastic that some of the women promised to
work as suicide squads of the Azad Hind Fauj. Some of them were devoted to the Azad
Hind Fauj Hospitals where they rendered valuable and memorable service to the patients
The

Indian

Independence

League.

establishment of the Provisional Governmctll
elected him as the Chief Executive

or

',v!~t;:',

f!ll

:

prop(lsai

''·~l' !Iidia en

the Cion'•nrn''ill

approved

the

Ucluber .21, lCJ43 and

l hen T\ctaji read out his

statement
"As a student of history of revolutions in the woricl throughout the twenty-two
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years of my political career, I have always felt that India lacks two vital requirements for
. aI arrm ancI a nationa
. . I government. ,II
its struggle for independence. They are a nat Ion
He again stated : "lt is organised on a war footing. and Its primary objective is to launch
the final phase of the struggle against the British in India and its allies....... The final
phase of the struggle will begin when the Indian National .>\nny crosses into India to start
on a historic march towards Delhi

Onlv

vv!H.'!I

Governor-General's residence atler Britain awl tht
our march will come to an end "

tile lmlian
~

·\; \

hit' t'

fla~'

;s hoisted over the

hecn driven out of India,

1

='

In his statement also projected the functio11:-- ,d· the (iovernment
the Provisional Government of Azad Hind not just

i\

He liked to see

peace-time Government, but a

fighting orgnaization. The main object of the Goverment was to launch and conduct the
last war against the British and their allies in India The Provisional Government would
maintainin close connection with the entire comnwnJt\ :;<Last ,\sia and mobilize all their
resources for the war against the British RaJ
The Provisional Government of Free India was based in Singapore and consisted
of five ministers, eight representatives frorn the I N A and eight civilian advisers
representing the Indians of South-East and East Asia. Nctaji was the head of state, the
Prime Minister and minister for war and foreign atlairs

The four other ministers were

captain Lakshmi Swaminathan(women's organizations), S A

Ayer (Publicity and

Propaganda), Lt Col. AC Chatterjee (Finance). and A M Sahay (Secretary) with
ministerial rank.
Netaji announced the names of the Cabinet members. read out the Proclamation
of Independence and began the ceremon\

or takint!

Netaji rose to read sacred oath and began

"In tht·

ll;:tl: 'd. alk_L!.iancc
;;at::l·

Amidst cheers,

of <iml I take this sacred oath

that to liberate India and 38 crores of my countrvnwn. L Subhas Chandra Bose will
continue the sacred war of freedom till the last breath of my life" Reading the oath,
Subhas Chandra became so emotional that he could not. but to wipe his eyes with his
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handkerchief Then he began again in a steady vutcc

"I shall always remain a servant

of India and look after the welfar of38 crores of lndtan :); others and sisters This shall be
for me my highest duty. Even after winning freedom I will always be prepared to shed
the last drop of my blood for the preservation of India's freedom " Then one by one other
members of the Cabinet took the oath and promised their duty to the cause of the nation
and faithfulness to Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose.
The Provisional Government of Azad !lind gnt recognition from Japan on
October 23, 1943. It was followed by other etght countries of the world. Those were
Germany, Croatia, China (Nanking). !'vlanchukuc1. Philq1f'l''''' Burm.t.. ltalv and Siam.
Two days after its establishment, the Pnwtstotwl Gm crnment took a bold
decision to declare war against England and ;\mertct

!'he declaration was followed by a

rally of about thirty thousand men ofthe Azad Hind Fauz where Netaji delivered his first
public speech after the establishment of the Provisional Government The declaration of
war on the Anglo-American allies made a jovous excitement to the public
In his INA struggle for Indian lndependenu;
the greatest single problem

money

t'~tlltl

South-Last Asia, Netaji faced

He expected tinancial help not only from Japan,

but also and largely from the Indian merchants 1n
1943, he addressed the merchants ofMalava \"<lth

South-East :\sia

~e,crJt\

On October 25,

lie tnld them that when India

was in a state of war, wealth, possesion, lives and proper1ies did not belong to anybody's
own; they belonged to India and India alone He \vas confident that the Indian merchants
would realise the simple truth.
Then Netaji left for Tokyo to attend the Greater East Asia Conference to be held
on 5th and 6th November. 194.1

Amorw

m;\!1'

·''h, ..

"• 1'1"'" 1i, ... ('nnli'rence

discussed

about the independence struggle of India from the soils or Last Asia Dr Ba Maw moved
a resolution extending full sympathy and active support to the Indian struggle for
freedom, which was passed unanimously

Neta_p del:\ cr,;d his speech and praised the

greater East Asia Conference for adopting a Chartt:r in favour of the supressed nations of
the whole world. Japan's Prime Minister Tojo gave his consent to return Andaman and
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Nicobar islands to the Provisional Government of Free India. Those islands were then
under the control of the Japanese. Netaji also requested the Japanese leaders to extend
additional military and financial assistance to strengthen the I N.A
co1~1mittcd

ln Tokyo. the Japanese Government also

to

~etaji

to hand over

authority over the Indian territories which came under the Japanese occupation. It was
also ageed that in the lmphal campaign. the I N \ would be treated as Japan's allied
army. The Japanese Government also agreed that

1

~cc.llld

clivisioll

ur the

IN.A would

be immediately formed and a third would be planned and cadets be trained.

The

expenses of all those would be borne by Japan The settlement of all those issues through
negotiations was a great success of Netaji in the East Asia for the interest of Indian
struggle for freedom.
On November 17, 1943, he left Tokyo
- tor :"-Janking. Shanghai
- and Manila,
~

Indonesia, Diakarta, Surabaya and other towns of Borneo and Sumatra. He took those
tours for raising funds from Indians and for rccruitlllcnt 'lt. people l'nr the army as well as
for other services. He ended the trip and returned to

Sim~apore

late

1<q \

On December 29, 1943, Netaji visited ;\ndarnan and Nicobar islands for its
ceremonial transfer by Japan to the Provisional Government of t\;:acl Hind. He renamed
the islands as Swaheed and Swaraj respectively Lt Col :\ D. Loganathan was placed as
the chief Commissioner of the islands under the Provisional Government of Free India.
In January, 1944, the decision to launch an u!Tensi\ e in Burma was finally
undertaken by the Japanese. The l.N.A. would be the alh o!'the Japanese Army in the
offensive campaign to lmphal. The I N A \\as to a~~J-;l ;hese operations in two waysthere was to be an espionage and propaganda grPup
independent role ofthe Subhas

I\

it i:

each Japanese division, and an

re~imen\

The 7th January, 1944 became an important dav I'm Azad Hind movement in two
ways. Firstly, it was on this day that Tojo's order to start the lmphal operation ended a

113

long period of uncertainty

On this chl\ <ls:aii1

,\l_'l<iii" :);(1\iSJ\lllii:

India shifted its headquarter from Singapore to RanyP\W
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,juvcrnment of Free

order to l)e nearer the field of

action. Here, Subhas Chandra had to deal with the mortal enemy, the British, and thus he
advised the Indian soldiers to remain cordial ancl thankful to the Burmese, their wartime
host.
At the very beginning, the Japanese Armv was not willing to deploy the I.N.A. in
the Imphal campaign. But on the pressure of Subhas Chandra, the Japanese agreed to
deploy the men ofthe Subhas Brigade ofthe I.N.A_ which would proceed in two groups.
In the Imp hal campaign, Netaji wanted the I r"

:\

to have a \ ital function and also

expected that the first drop of blood to be shed on lndia11 soi I should be that of a member
ofthe I.N A.
While Netaji

and the men of the I N A were determined to do everything

themselves in the lmphal campaign, the Janpanese Army did not share this view. Netaji
warned the Indian soldiers beforehand that they should not suffer from any kind of
inferiority complex. He also told them that they should never think that the Japanese were
doing a great favour to India. They would do for their

O\vn

interest for expelling the

British out of India and the Japanese would help themselves through the IN A. fighters.
Freedom oflndia from the British would mean the safetv of the areas conquered by Japan
in East Asia. Besides once India was free. the Japanese could make considerable gains
through trade with India He also firmly asked the lnd;an soldiers of the I N.A. to turn
their guns against those soldiers whether Indians or Japanese who were found to be guilty
(indulging in crimes like looting and rape) af1er crossing India's border.
vigilant about attitude of the Japanese suldters in i 1:-:

icr1cid

<tl t 11i:,

He was also

critical juncture,

and if any of them was suspected of treachery and betrayal against the Indian cause, the
I.N.A. soldiers were instructed by him to shoot the

tr~1iwr:, \\

ithout am· hesitation

The men of the Subhas Brigade
reached Ram2,m)n carlv in Januarv in 1944. The
.......
'-~

men ofthe I.N.A were found to be more enthusiast!'

t 1u11 rlw

~

_,

Japa1wsv On their arrival
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m Rangoon, Netaji tried to meet many

deficiencie~;

On

tile uthe: hand, the Japanese

seemed not to extend active help to the I. N i\ They made only vague promises.
Netaji had under his command three divisions of 30,000 fully trained men. Along
with this, Netaji had a reserve of 20.000 more \Oiunteers for training. Netaji had
expressed his desire on many occasions that the I 1\;

:\

should be allowed one particular

rw:~ntl<llh ,1n

sector of the front where he would lead the men

remained the Arakan region. But the Japanese rcJC<:tl'd

:111,

!'attk!icid ! lis

O\Vl1

choice

nn the ground that the l.N.A.

would face a grave danger in the Arakan regi(>ll frc1m tlw lhitish mil1tarv, aerial and naval
bombardment simultaneously in the coastal area
On January 24,1944, Netaji in a closed door discussion of!Cred some suggestions
on strategic points regarding the Imphal campaign to Col Tadasu Katakura who not only
appreciated the suggestions, but also accepted those Then Netaji strongly rejected the
plan of the Japanese Army to carry out a heavy bombardment of Calcutta. Netaji clearly
stated that such an action would destroy India's faith in the Japanese as well as in Netaji.
In stead of bombardment, he suggested the dropping ul propaganda lcatlets rather than
bombs on Calcutta which would be more helpful for the purpose they had in view.
Being prepared for direct attack on the

Brit1~h i::

the Indian

s~._1il,

Subhas Chandra

bade the Sub has Regiment of the 1. N. A farewell on February 3, l 044
"Blood is calling to blood. Arise

I

we have no time to lose. Take up your arms.

There in front of you is the road our pioneers have built We shall march along that
road ... we shall die a martyr's death. And in our last sleep we shall kiss the road which
will bring our Army to Delhi. The road

to

Delhi i.'- th'

The Nehru Regiment, one of the guerilla

lOde!'') Frc,_·doll~

reg~tnents

or the

On to Delhi".

I. N A, commanded by

Shah Nawaz Khan successfully entered Kohirna. an lnd1an soiL wher,e Shah Nawaz
Khan's men raised the Indian tricolor It was a great \il'{(lrv of the I \! \
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The offensive in Arakan against the British was launched on February 4, 1944 in
which the Japanese-!. N A force became

su(Tcs~f\J

1hen !.ln \:larch 19, 1944, the

Japanese army and the Indian National Army crossed the Indian liontier Two days later
Tojo stated in the Diet that the Provisional Government of Free India would administer
occupied Indian territories. On April 21, 194-1. the IN A force successfully reached
Imphal. Meanwhile it was miserably seen that the 1 :\ A men suffered much from some
serious problems- poor and scanty rations, the attack of malaria but no medicine.
To meet the financial crisis, Subhas Chandra Bose collected some five million
rupees worth of cash and valuables from East Asia Indian civilians at a public meeting in
Rangoon on May 29, 1944. The Indians of Rangoon willingly donated money, necklace,
gold errings.

The Imphal campaign still seemed

((l

be going \vell,if somewhat more

slowly than had been anticipated
His armed revolution in South-East Asia and aggressive campaign against the
British in India had to face mani-fold criticism in India But he was not moved by those
critics. He simply enthused the noble effort to save the dignity and honour of India from
the British bondage. Alluviating the misgivings of the critics regarding the future role of
the Provisional Government, he made it clear that once the British were expelled from
India and peace and order were established. the miss1on of the Provisional Government
would be over. It would then be for the lndtan

~wopk

of Government that they would choose and also to

thcmseln?s to determine the form

dcclclc

as

to

who shoul.d take charge of

that Government.
Meanwhile, the British-led Army hit the Japanese and the I. N.A so agressively
that the latter were forced to acknowledge their disastrous defeat

The Japanese-I.N.A.

force began to sufl'er reverses in the Imphal campaign from the second half of June, 1944.
Suffering from the starvation, the I.N.A soldiers were utterly demoralised. In August,
1944, they followed the retreat of the Japanese from the campaign

Subhas Chandra Bose
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realised the situation and his whole work Vvas devotL·d to the salvation
the I.N.A. officers responsible for the disaster and

mostlv disgusted with the

\vas

Japanese for their lack of cooperation vvith the l T\:

' 1 1 hattie

visited the l.N.A camps and hosp1tals \\here

t':lih

in September, 1944, he
sur~.i~~lrs

Everywhere he saw sutlering and heard pttirul tales ot the retreat
presence was welcomed, for there Vvas the great fatth

ilh\lul

and admiration which could inspire devotion and !me

1

He made partly

were detained.

L'Verywhere, too his

this dcc!tcated man- an awe

'

It must be borne in mind that while the Japanese were retreating, the I.N.A.

soldiers continued their fighting bravely in their Imphal campaign

Before they were

demoralised by the total British dominance in the C<lmpaign. the l.N.A. men fought
courageously. They faced up to British equipment ta11b

~uns

and aircraft with rifles,

bullock-carts and empty stomachs
Shah Nawaz heaped most of the blame on the Japanese for the Japanese - l.N.A.
defeat.

With a clear conscience he said that the Japanese did not give full aid and

assistance to the Azad Hind Fauz during their assault on lmphal.
When the Japanese officers ordered the Japanese-! N A troops to retreat, Subhas
Chandra Bose resisted the order and said that he wanted his men to stay and fight to the
last. Shah Nawaz explained that Netaji was completely confident of the l.N.A.'s victory.
Subhas Chandra was determined that even if the Axis pmvers laid down· their arms, the
I.N.A. must continue its struggle until the last Britl:'il qu1: the shPres of India.
But at the end, on the pressure of the

J;q>di'•C"t: GovernrncnL

Subhas Chandra

accepted the order of retreat Then he returned from Rangoon to Tokvo. During his stay
in Tokyo, he constantly sought an interview with the Russian Ambassador to Japan. But
Soviet Russia did not give Subhas Chandra any positive response. Then he returned to
Burma near the end of I944.
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Meanwhile, the picture of the world war was changed. The Allied powers had got
victory over Germany. Hitler committed sutcide and (iermany had surrendered on May
8, 1945. Japan was also under bomb attack. In spite of that, Sub has Chandra Bose was
anxious enough to revive the offensive campaign against the British across the border of
Burma.

But he also understood by June, 1945 that the Japanese could ofter him no

further help. On the other hand, the Japanese were trving to conclude the war. They
made an offer of surrender to the Allied force on August I 0.1945

Such an act of

subordination by the Japanese to the Allies made Suhhas Chandra's relations with the
Japanese weak
Though the first campatgn became fatlurc ..<.::ubhas Chandra Bose started the
second campaign against the British in India through Burma. The second campaign also
ultimately failed due to depression of the I. N .A soldiers and officers on the one hand and
the British-Indian army's continuous hit on the Japanese- I ~ A campaign. In May, 1945,
the I.N.A surrendered in Rangoon. Major-General I.oganathan was left to preside over
the l.N.A surrender in Rangoon.

Subhas Chandra Bose and most of the important

leaders ofthe l.N.A. did not surrender to the Brit1sh Indian armv. but managed to escape
from Burma.
Netaji sought assistance again from the

So'viCt

l ni·,lll Since the Soviet Union had

already become a partner of the Allies, it became difficult for him to get easy way to the
Soviet Union. He was still in Malaya and on August I() 1945. he tlew to Bangkok and
next day on August, 17, 1945 to Saigon

Here there \Vas a gathering which included

Colonel Habibur Rahman, Colonel Pritam Singh. Colonel Gulzara Singh, Major Abid
Hasan, Debnath Das, S.A Ayer, some civilians and T Negishe, Bo;se's long time
Japanese translator.
They flew from Saigon to Tourane on August ! -:: I CJ4" at 5 00 am and from
Tourane to Taipei on August 18, 1945 at 5 00 am
day they would leave Taipie by 2 00 pm

Thcv landed in Taipei and the same

About 2 .10 pm the plane with a heavy load

took off from Taipei and just as they left the ground barely thirty metres up and near the
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edge of the airfield, there was a loud noise. With an enormous crash the plane hit the
ground and the aeroplane broke into two large parts

Subhas Chandra Bose was also

supposed to be in that aeroplane, but it was not sure

\Vhat <vvas certain vvas that Netaji

was not seen in action after the crash His disappcar<llllC

:~;still

a mystery, because some

of his followers and thousands of admirers in lnd1a and abroad are not ready to believe
that he died in that crash.
The aircrash might have ended or not ended 11IS life, but it surely ended the long
and uncompromising struggle of Netaji Subhas Chandra Buse for India's freedom against
the British Raj in India
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Chapter V
THE BRITISH REACT/OS

From the very inception. Sublns Chandra Hose l"·n\ ed himself a.s the most
dangerous man to the British Raj

111

India While the Bntish rulers in India was

bargaining with the Congress sometimes for Dommion Status. sometimes for Federal
Scheme, sometimes for separate electorate and so the' could not bargain \\'ith Subhas
Chandra Bose who from the beginning of his participation 1n the struggle for India's
freedom. \Vas determmed to expel the Bnttsh !i,

111

!nd1a :rnd atL11n lnd1a·s complete

independence. Therefore he'' as marked b' the H: tt~:;il

!II

lndut

than the others. Hence the British reacted senuu:·d\ ;uw underto(>k

~~:-;
~dl

more d<mgerous
possible means

to subdue and suppress his active and militant resi--t;\11c·,:
The anti-Bose British reactton may be discussed under

l '' o

phases

the Pre-

I.N.A phase and the I.N.A phase In the Pre-! N A phase the Bntish adopted vanous
means to subdue his uncompromismg milttant re,olut1on or \\hich imprisonment on
allegation of terrorism. worsening of his relation \\ith the Congress by means of divide
and rule tactics and by false propaganda against him. and restrictions on his foreign
voyage on terrorist allegation ''ere the matn
"An implacable foe of British Rule

Ill

lnd:;1·

Government in a confidential mtelligencl' rcp"rt

R

T.: 11 11

confidential report. the Bnttsh Go\ernment aga!ii
.. In 1921 (he) took prominent part m
Wales ·s arrival in Calcutta.

pc;1k1'1~:

,

against the Bntish RaJ were the reasons beh::1 . : !;:\

as confessed Lw the Bntish
ht:< m:lttant poltctes

tmprtsoni11<..'nt~.

in the same

:;,;tkli

arranutn~'

a hartal on the Prince of
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Helped to orgm11.re a re\ olutt\Hlar'

p~t~t'

t,, ::uperscde the non-

·1l' .i"i :l'd

cooperation camprugn by a campaign of nolence. and

111

I'J2 1-2 \\as 1mpnsoned for six

months for managing an unlawful association
In 1924 he was arrested and interned as State Pnsoner lor participating in a
general conspiracy for the comnusston ofreHdu::ntl:w. ,_T:v>
Was imprisoned for

12

months c<:r:,

kad1n~

:•;;:- !,,r

an unla\\ful

demonstration, and while in p.il \\as elected Ma\ n r o I ( ;Jlcutta
On his release resumed his actl' tt1es and l!!d!' ''as gl\ 1.'!1 :tgam interned as a
State Prisoner early in 1932" ~
In the twenty years· political life of Subhas Chandra Bose. he \Vas imprisoned
eleven times in 1921. 1924. 1930, !931. 1932. 1l)3f) and 1940 bY the British Raj in
India. He was imprisoned and kept in ja.il for nin(' 'ears in total and most of the
\\a~

allegations aga.inst him were terrorist allegations. a1thuugh he
was purely on apprehension of the Brittsh "There

I'

ai~:"

has been at the back of certam plans to smuggle arms !!11.•
The British len no stone unturned to put

ne\'er a terrorist. It

at least a suspiCion that he

lnd~a ..

;,'sifl\li\'·lt:;

un h1> ;:,·tt\ tttcs not only m

India but also abroad. In a letter from the Bnttsh l q:atton V1enna to Captain T.J
Kendrick, Passport ControL Vienna on Apnl

21J

1'>34. R.H. Hadovv· wrote,

''Academical Association of V tenna ts in the hands rd' Subha'> Chandra Bose, former
Mayor of Calcutta and as you must kno\\ - one of the most anti-British Indian living
today Bose was. you will remember. in V1enna

Ia~.:

for the purpose of transfernng the headquarter\

'c:n ,'r the\ car before. apparently
th,: l·cdcrat10n <)!'Indian Students

abroad from London to Vienna The obtcct d hJ' rr:lJ1sl'cr

1.,

nlwious. and it is

particularly desirable that his acti\itles should be chedt'd a~ L1r as pnsstb1e" ~
Joseph Addison from Bntish Legation P::l~'"'' '' ri'll'
Foreign Office. S W I on Mm I"· !1)_1-4

:1

;dtcr to()

(j

Sargent.
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'"Bose was in Prague on 4th Mm (and rnJ\ he sttll there l On that day he
attended a ceremony of inauguration of a Club lor the promotror1 of cultural and
commercial relations between Czechoslovakta and British India
Francis.. the Vice Consul. was there bv. accident and informs that, although
Bose \Yas careful to say nothing directly immical 'ct the nur·port

or hrs speech was that

India. in her struggle for freedom. \\as m the S<lllle !'<,srtron as C;echoslovakia had
formerly been w1der "her Austnan opress<'l>
The British reacted on the speech ul

')ublra~

Chandra Uuse

111

tile same letter

''It would, of course. be beneath our dtgnrt\ to take am notrce of such

nonsense. on an occaswn which is

111

rtself ndrculous

Bose's activities were thundering the Britrsh Rat Therefore. they were always
vigilant on his activities.
In a departmental note on the ca..se against S ubhas Chandra Bose prepared on
March. 1936, it was confirmed by the Bnttsh

R~1

that '"he ts a terronst and head of one

of the main terrorist parties and that he r:-- an adwcat\:

ni·

'illknt n:1 t)lution. It \\Ould

be detrimental to public safet:- to

It'

preach such items and to

aliO\\

hrm lrbert'

organize people to carry them out-In the pre-l.N.A phase. the Bntish adopted another reacttonary policy of
promoting rift between the Congress and Subhas Chandra and also Gandhi and Subhas
Chandra. The British levelled him as a rebel and t111S rebel image had been projected in
order to \Vorsen the relation of Subhas \\ith Gandht and the Congress rightists. "To
him Gandhi was a senile". accordin12 to a Bntrsh
convinced that "lndia·s liberatron \\<)Uid not
Gandhi

IK

nf!lc~<li

as Suhlws Ch:mdra \\as

adl't>\ed under the leadership of

.. Hence his plan of re\ olt agarnst CJandht ... One step further. the British

referred to Bose's activities in Sofia and hrs speech there m metnor'

or
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fallen revolutionaries as "He (Subhas) slated publtcl' that Gandhi ''ill die soon. and
that he is the one who \viii take hts place-- ·
Again, Subha•;; Chandra· s foretgn

'mage~

\\ c'l ,, abn restncted bv the Brittsh

Government
''If Bose comes to Europe and regam
Switzerland and Germany, get

tn

touch \\ ith

h1~ 1 tgour.

dangL~rous

he mav. if he goes to

mternationa1 revolutionaries

and wave plots to be put into oper.atton on his return to India .. It further states that "If
he goes to England, Bose \viii be able to make 'aluable contacts

111

connection with

young Bengalis studying over here, so manv or'' hom get mfected "ith communistic
views and connected with active Communists doings the1r studies here .. _''
11

In his passport issued on 13' Februal\. I \J'.l lu·. i(1re1gn 'U\ age ''as restricted
writing as ·Endosement in Red Ink · Not 'altd lt'l
. dom.. lit
Kmg

~~nir\ mto

Genmm,· or the United

In the I. N. A phase, the British \\ere actuali\ concerned mth the activities of
Subhas Chandra Bose in South-East Asia and e:-.:presscd thetr reactions in different
ways. In a 'Most Secret' intelligence report ·not to be reproduced and Quoted' it was
stated Subhas Chandra Bose arrived East Asia from Gerrmmv m Mav. I()43
"In generaL Bose's arri\aJ in Asta rna} be satcl to hme greatlv increased the
tempo of subversive propaganda: and
political activity

appear~ I<'

h<l\ ,, ••;1h :mtsed the I I L. mto greater

Bose's great dme and political acumen. illS prestige in Indian

revolutionary circles. hts understandmg or both Indian and Engltsh character. will be
real \alue to the Japanese 1vhose propaganda :wamst lnd1a has h1therto lacked
imagination .

Under Bose·s direction sub,crsi\c :\ctiitltes <md espionage in India

\Viii be greatly intenstlled'. '·

Regarding the l.N.A triaL the British Go\ ernment e:-.:pressed their reaction that
"The situation in respect ofthe Indian National Arnw ts one whtch warrants
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disquiet". "There has seldom been a mallet . ubsen ed Home Department of the
British Government ··which has attracted so much public mtcrest. and tt is safe to say,
sympathy". 12 The British also feared that If the I. N. A men suiTe red in any way the
students and youths of the country would launch a struggle \\'hich would compel the
British to quit India". J.l
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Chapter J 1
CONCLUSIO!V'
A CRITICAL ESTIMATE OF NETA.JI'S STRUGGLE FOR FREEDOM

India's greatest firebrand militant nationaltsl. Subhas Chandra Bose made
unbound sufferings and sacrifices in his struggle

:H~~unst

the British for his country's

freedom. And for that he \\as unpnsoned elc\ en

tHlll.>

b\ the Ra1 w1d had to spend

about nine years in jaiL in exile

~:md

in cktcntJoi1 Frum the

political life. Subhas Chandra \\a'S brought Jfllt1

::11i 1>11

1

en inception of his

allegat:c'n

o:·

terronsm. his

foreign voyage was restncted. false propaganda <Jgaulsl hun \\as exercised b\· the
British. But he was never depressed by am harsh steps taken against hun. because his
goal of life was the emancipation of his motherland With this end in \ iew he acted in
the political field -- India ·s struggle for freedom and became one of the greatest
political heroes in India for erer.
But during the format!\ e penod

or hiS Iii\•

ill'

1\

(l~

ne\ er mlluenced bv politics.

He had grO\\TI up 1n a family \\here poiittcs '' <L' tc,talh Il'Stricted His father.
Janakinath Bose \\as total!\ indifferent

10 !'''li!Il,

and ne1 cr allc)\\ed his fmnitv

members to exercise am political acti1 ill\'.~ at lw·n,·
In the Protestant European School \\ hel•..' he stud1cd lirst. he had no
opportunity of association to mfluence or cul111 <He
schools and colleges

iillll

poliucall\ In hts subsequent

Ravensha\\ Collegtate School. Presidency College and

Scottish Church College, his apolitical chmactcr \\as not d1sturbed in spite of the
Oaten incident mentioned in Chapter I and
hostel. Upto his departure for England

Ill

tcrrcnl'i JC\

olullonan activities in his

ltJ l <)he dtd IH'·t de\elop pollticalh and the
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pivot of his life was exclusively spmtual and lluma111t:man largeh under the influence
of Ramakrishna and Vivekananda
At Cambridge. Subhas Chandra ,;nJrl\ l''.:

.: i "·cui;:u :llm

ur tlll' Englishmen to him

totally absent in British India. He high!' appreciated t!K' lwlp
for accommodation and expressed his

satisl~1Cl1on

'iihere "h1ch ''as

on the C ambndge Professors· high
SeniCt~

sounded intellect. He went there for appeanng lnd1an Ct1il
passed with fourth position. At the earl! moment

or hi~

Examination and

sta\ at Cambridge, he was

neither impressed nor influenced by any pohucal procll\lt! But the post-war events
and particularly the Jalianwallabagh Massacre and Mahatma Gandh1·s non-cooperation
movement for the first time made him political!! a\\ are ab•.HJt the need or a political
movement to defend his motherland and protect her nat1onal honour. Gradually a
political conciousness and sensitivity appeared 111 lm m111d and 11 inspmxi him to adopt
a bold decision to resign from the I C S as a mark c'r protest
administration of the British

tP

dtssociate from the

R~J

Thus we find that Subhas developed a polit1cal trait

1r1

his character quite late in

life without harbouring any political bias in spite of the political surroundings around
him in his time.
Returning from Cambridge to India afler hts resignation. he first met Mahatma
Gandhi at his residence and 11hen G<mdh1

l~11kd ;r, :nc•et

Deshbandhu C.R. Das and accepted lmn as h1s

h;s q:1enes. he rushed to

JWillk:ai c:rrn: 1nstead ul

Gandhi

In the first mtervie\\ \\ Ith GandhJ. S ubha~; C h:mdra ''as dtssattsfied with
former's emphasis on means to achie\e tlw
violence, Gandhi ga\e emphasis on means

L'lld'

ul

1\!lal''''·'

:he :otrui!glc ·\s

,:k

~l

:r1d> illlblilc)c.

patron of nonlie 1\<Ulled to

win over the British with love and persuation and not mth force Hence his approach
was one of passivism On the other hand. as a' ouns aclil 1st. pragmatic and
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revolutionary, Subhas Chandra gm e emphasis on the end whate1 er the means might
be. The end was the freedom of India. As the pass11 e resist<mce propounded by Gandhi
had already availed of no effective result. Subhas Chandra pleaded lor active resistance
as a means. Hence he developed a philosoph'

()r

acti\ism in himself He was

disappointed with Gandhj·s unpractical e.\rWctatinn ·.II a change of heart of the
Britishers in India. He acclaimed C. R Das as

il p1 ,JCllLai

ptllit!Cian

Subhas Chandra Bosc·s role m the Frt:edotn Strug2k

Ill II1lil:l

c<m be discussed

under four phases i)

The Swarajist phase

Jl)2J-It)2"i

ii)

Post-Swarajist <md Pre-For\\w·d Bloc Ph<L'ie I lJ25-1938

iii)

Forward Bloc Phase

iy)

Military phase

llJ39-Il)..fl

I941-1 ll..f 'i

In the Swar£Uist phase. I 92 l-lt)2"i un(kr the d1rect allluence or Desbandhu
Chitta Ranjan Das, Subhas Chandra ·s political 1deolog' of uncompromising national
struggle took a definite shape \\ ith a firm cktcrmiiJalton

l\1

achie\ e complete

independence
While Gandhi launched the non-cooperation mu1 crnent 1n llJ21

a policy of

action, Subhas Chandra extensively supported hHn He was not a blind opponent of
Gandhi He praised, "The year 1921 undoubtedly ga1 e the country a highly organised
party- organisation. Before that the Congress 11a~ a cPnstl!uttonaJ party and mainly a
talking body The Mahatma not onh
basis

gall' 11

a

llC\\

CrJnstttuttun and a nation-wide

but 1\hat1s more ttllpurl;ull .. ,, . ,,,_,
But

111

opposition to such an c\pectatHHI ·h· nr \:1-C\Illfll~rat :on

!110\

cmcnt e1 en

alter it had reached the 1.enith or success\\ a~ ~tJoh.:!lJl'tl !J, C.i~mdh1 un allegat1on of
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, iolence at Chaun Chama. It ''as <.Jamlh1 ' ',\
protest against the

Mahatma·~

Desbandhu Chitta RanJ<lll Das and

·i' ·

compr<lllllC'l!l''

,t.':l

:VI\l~d;li '\.v:1·

1<>\\ard'

,,

!~rit1sh

till'

: ,;,_·ci tl>.' S\1 ,, ::-" i'.trl~

:tell\'.· rc.~1stancc

the Swarajya Party was the product PI the i'''' ch:lll!.'l'i'

ur the part\

Bristish Raj in India. Subhas became an act I\ e member

Raj.

ln fact.
to the

C R Das correctly

assessed Subhas as a very sincere. dedicate and clllw~nt worker Hence. during the
Swarajist phase under the guru's desire. Subhas became the Ch1ef E:-;ccutl\ e Officer of
Calcutta Corporation while Da<> became the ivla\ or
To Subhas, Swaraj1sm ''as a raclical and prilLclllillJC protest ugamsl the nochangers of the Congress But 111th regard \() ihe (onccpt
different opinion. While the Desbandhu·s S\1ara1

\\(!'-',

or s,,ara1.

Subhas had a

!'or Domm1on status. Subhas

Chandra's \vas for complete mdependence of lnd:d The latter's c1mcept

\\US

more

radical than the former's
However, on the whole and regardmg the method ol' struggle. CR. Das's
uncompromising attitude towards the British

R~i

shaped the future political activities

of Subhas Chandra Bose for India's freedom
In this phase, we lind initialJ, Subhas Chandr;1
He believed that students and vouth ''ere the
uncompromising mo\ement against the Bnt1:-d1 Ra:
the students of BengaL ·"You :;tudents and

a student and 'outh leader.

:1-;

P1l>st

Ill !:,\!:;l

'"ti':l' ri\'':

radical elements of the
He

~tated 111

h1s speech to

ol' B,'ngaL be

\Otl

all the

votaries of complete independence You are the 1nhcntators of the future lndta. It is
therefore up to you to take upon
the whole nation.

~ourselves

the task ui' rea\\akening <md gahanising

Go fonvard in the nght sp1nt and vour '1cton is absolutely

certain''. 2
He \Vas strongly cominced that the 'ouths. part1cularh the students should
take part in active politics. He beheved that the \ ouths ''ere ah' a\ s lor creating a new
India

free, great and po,verful \\ 1th better ordl':

di!,l it'\

'.l!ul!onar' ,)utlook
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Thus this phase, I 92 l-1925 ''as Subhas Chandra· s polillcal apprenticeship
under his guru Desbandhu Chitta Ran_1at1 Das
The next phase, that the post-S\\aqpst and pre+ om ard Bloc. IlJ25-IlJ3<J gave
a new turn to the political Ide or Subhas Chandu H<;:-;c Durm~' th1s phase alter
Deshbandhu's demise m

I'J2~. Suhha~ \h:mdr,l

· ·

and \ocal radical politician He outnghth dt2c1wd
Dominion Status and rmsed the demand
cnticised the compromismg attitude oltiw

(()t

,

;r~ , :

:;k11t. mature

1\utH>n

< "'l!'fl'ss.

1

iYI11!1k:t,: mdepl'lldence

(,,,,~_,,..;:-· F:r' ;;;-:

India seemed not to concede C\ en DonHmo11
Congress to follm\ radical steps mth a

,!

Si.t\lh

or llJ2S for
He openly

·,\hc·:J tl,, ljntish Ra!ll1

Suhlla' ( 'handra urged the

\1<.?\\ \t 1 p:ual\·ml( thl' ~liil'l\

~md

gu,ernment

thereby compelling them to !em e Imila tor thetr homeland. As against the urge of
Subhas Chandra Mahatma Gandhi and the Rtghttst leaders ''ere prepared to accept
the British otTer of Federation. which Subhas 'dwmenlh opposed Whlle Gandhi and
the Right 1st leaders were content '' llh DummiO!l Statt:s
for complete independence Wilde ()an diu as ked

!( .r ' ' 'mpil'te

without meaning seriouslv and 111-;t t'' takl' the . ,
Chandra went one step forward demandmg the

Suhha~

scttiil!:~

! 'U! ,,!

Chandra ad\ocated

llldependence
<he

l.~'lltsts.

Ill

I929

Subhas

up ()ran mtenm go' ernment.

During this phase, Subha..s Chandra Bose ''as cominced that a reYolutionary
thl~

radical policy was the eiTectl\e measure to thro''

gO\ ernmental machinery out of

gear. Therefore, he tried his level best to comince Gandhi and the Rightist leaders on
behalf of radicalization of the Congress agamst the passinsm compromise and nascent
constitutionalism of the Gandhite Congress He raised his open cnticism of the Rightist
policy. the suspension of 1he CJ\ II
contained no proYiston kH S \\ ara1

DJ:-;ohedJ,'IK:'
AgcHib\

thl'

''1<'' <""<'•lt
r

·<

1 '-'":-;

:11•d the Delhi P:H:t \\hich

rnetllud. :-lubhas Ch<.mdra

Bose and Vithalbhai Pateltssued ajomtmanilesl<' ir•'i\1 V1cnm. m I lJ33
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containing a strong criticism or Gandht · s pol1c'
Subhas Chandra obsen ed that to sul..'c,_·,·d

111

rewlut1onar~

radicalism,

countrywide propaganda against the Bntish Ra1 <-U1d l\.H the ne'' radical programmes
\Vas a necessity. Observing the compromismg att1tude or the Congress. Subhas
Chandra Bose did not hesitate to \\am the Congress of creating a new party within the
Congress in the form of Samyavadi Sangtha. which. he expected. \\ ould stand for
complete independence and actne resistance to attam
centralised and well-disciplined all-lndw part1 ''

1t

He thought or such a strong.

·h "c11ild ha1 l'

11~ 1cpresentatives

from the All India National Congress. All !mila I radc Ln1on Congress. peasants·
organisations, women·s organisations. Youth

Ol!':tlliS~lllons. student

orgamsations,

depressed classes· organisations and 1f necessarY trc>m the communal or sectarian
organisations.
Thus we fmd that during this phase. Subhas Chandra Bose expected a radical
transformation in the platform of the Indian Nat1onal Congress But it seemed that the
Congress under Gandhi's leadership \\ ould

ne1 er

alii)\\ the Party to be radicalized and

there was a confrontation bet\\een the Rrght1sts and I,ell isis Subhws Chandra·s victory
in the Tnpuri Presidential electton agamst Clandh1 · cand1dak \\as a \ 1ctorY of the
Leftists under Subhas Chandra s leadership
The next phase \\as the Fon\ ard Bklc

a per rod

or rad1cal

transformation of India ·s Freedom Struggle The I ( >!\\ ard Bloc came mto existence
against the uneffective compromtsing policv c1l the Congress and its disapproval of
revolutionary radical progran1mes Cor lndw·s struggle f(lr mdependence It stood, both
in national and international level. for relentless rnilttant ;md uncompromising national
struggle for freedom against the British
He observed that had the Congress adoptl'd the uncompromJsmg revolutiOnary
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programme for India·s emancipation. there \\Ould

ha\l~

been no need for the formation

ofthe Forward Bloc.
The Forward Bloc \\as a umted !'ronl uf the r:ldrct\ and ant1-1mpenalrst forces.
against the British. It was an antithesis to Gandrsm
independence against Gandhi·s plea for Domlt1H11\ Status: :t

<L<;

it stood for complete

~tood

for uncompromrsing

national struggle against Gandh1·s comprom1se. 11 sl('Od for opposmg Gandhi·s
Federation and Constitutionalism: and 1t stood for non-cooperation \\ ith Great Britain
in the war, against Gandhi·s plea for unconditional cooperation The Forward Bloc
stood for socialism and for a socialist state in Cree Ind1a
Thus the Fonvard Bloc focused the conlltcl bet m~en the pro-compromising
Rightists and uncompromising Lell1sts tn thl'

Collgrl~S:'

of constitutionalism and \ ested interest on ol\c hand_
radicalism on the other. ··As a result. Bose had

!:'

:.1

cun!ltcl bl't\\een a policy

<~nd

sci !less re\ olutionan

tighl ''n t \\O lionts . the Congress

front and the British front. <md his fight against the Bntish \\as largely hindered
because of the Rightist oppositton. harassment and prosecution. Hence. he was
convinced that it was not possible to \\·age an all ouL milit<mt. uncomprorrusmg
national struggle against the British from \\ithin India .. · Thus he escaped from India
with the sole purpose of organising the national liberation mO\ ement abroad.
The next phase was a phase of militant natton:tltsnt JlJ41--I (M." in his life In
this phase, his revolutionary radical struggle m Indta \\as de\ eloped further into an
armed struggle. From Berlin. in a radto broadca:o;L he urged the Indians for a
revolutionary progranlme of total bO}COlt
Britishers. In the s<une broadca.st he urged

or

u;J(\i,'

lhillsh !'OOds Brttlshers and pro;,·~,

,. ,

prison officials who oppressed the people; to put up street barricades against police
attack: to burn do\\n government offices and fact ones \\ ork ing for\\ ar ends: to
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interrupt postaL telegraphic. telephonic comrnumc1trotb. rat!. tram <md bus services: to
destroy police statrons. railway stations and .I'll k tu urgmmc guerilla bands by
students: to organise underground \\orh. b' \\umen etc In thrs

\\<l\

he sought to

paralyse the British administration in Indw and ere a tc all w unci disorder and confusion.
During the period of hrs rmlttm1t struggle. \ubhas Chandra '' ~1s com inced that

or lndta rL's[JOllsrble for lndra·s backwardness
\IOlatron of the pnncrple or truth. justice, liberty

British imperialism was the sworn enemy
and bondage. As it

\\US

the blatant

and equality, it should be put to an end. That \\as the logrc behind Subhas Chandra's
uncompromising role in the freedom struggle. To hrm. mdepcndence of India was the
righteous, sacred and just cause \vhich should gurde the lieedorn fighters to follow all
means including violent methods as the last resort !lnecessar\ to make his motherland
free from the British rule. To Subhas Chandra. a lllan

()r

action. Ci<mdhi·s non-violent

protest against the mighty British pO\\er ''as an absurditY and useless While Gandhi
talked of non-violence. the British contmued \lulence agamst the non-violent
Satyagrahis. He believed that only militant struggle \\ ould bnng the dawn out of the
darkest hour and India \vould be free before long
In this phase, Subhas Chandra firmly bclrc\ ed that onh
would force the British Raj to quit India Then;;{;,rc

;ts

<Ul

armed struggle

part of hrs national liberation

movement in Europe and Asia he raised the lndtan I cgJOn

111

(iermany: the Indian

National Army was reorganised by him in East A"1a \\ h1ch \\as rarsed to the status of a
real Indian National Army. He established Free lndra (;\;ad Hmd) Centre in Berlin and
the Provisional Government of Free India m East-Asta It declared \\ar against the
Anglo-American Bloc and the soldiers of the I '\ ;\

fought \ alrantlv under his

leadership lor India·s freedom from the yoke of the Bntrsh RaJ
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RESUME

Subhas Chandra Bose had no politiCal prOl'il' it1 <2arl\ 111 h1s age but once it was
awakened in hirn he devoted heart and soul 111S li!'e lur an mtellSJ\ e national struggle
for India's independence. In facL as one of the greatest patnots of our country, he
relentlessly fought a militant uncompromising fight against the British for his country's
freedom. Thereby he becan1e the most dangerous enenw of the British Raj. At the
same time as a Leftist freedom fighter he had to
Gandhites whose policv of compromise '' 1th the·

~:.~ncuunter

Bnt1~h 1!1

contrast \\ith Bose·s uncompromtsmg stru1::gle \\ hilc

ttl<..'

the Rightists or the

sclf-intc·rest 11as in sharp

R1ght1sis '' ould be satisfied

with even Dominion Status lor which the: accepkd th . .· Hnt1sh proposal of Federation.
Subhas Chandra stood for complete mdependencc and rl'_Jected the plan of Federation
as a cunning diplomacy on the parts of the Bntish 1mpcnailsts
Thus Subhas had to fight on t1vo fronts; l~lcmg the Raj on the one hand and the
Gandhite Congress on the other It reached 1ts acme a!'tcr h1s formation of the Forward
Bloc, and he realised the futility of the ti·eedon1 struggle at home Hence his escape
abroad and his national liberation mo1ement

111

Cierman' and Itah a11er the failure of
Pll~l\uur

which. in East Asia. He fought utmost for a Tni•.lli! 1 ••.' fkdarat1u1:
independence by the Axis Po\\ ers ami ra 1s . .:d l i: '
reorganised by him) to fight the

Bnt1~h, 111

Unlortunately after the defeat of' the

A:-..:1~ i;,.,.,c,

·>I tel

I J';!
b\ ;!:,

of Japan at the end ofthe Second World 'v\ar. tlK' I !'-. \

i :--, o\ •I\]·'
;

l.

i he~

\....

·"IStl~
~
\...·. '\.

(]

[''A
'\o!
.
. I

help or Japan

\>ltL~d 1\•\\l'r:-;
!liC,\ctnclll

of Indian

<uH1 surrender

collapsed.

But this discomfiture 1vas apparent. not real smce the countr:·,vide national
turmoil as a product or the I.N.A trial at Red Fort led to the Brit1sh \\ithdrawl from
India and achievement oCJndia·s independence

* * * *
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